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Parlor

?li'boaough Patent Bed Lounge*,

Street.
ME.

Copj'ing and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and tho retouched
card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.

J. II.

Moderate
may 20

at

FOGG,

feb27

at

of

Exchange

and

bar removed to
NO. 84 1-9 91IDDI.E BTRGET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

mch25dtf

Lost.

and Counsellors at

Law,

taking testimony on commis

Physic!

d3m

pposite

(

Law,

(Opposite Canal Bank.)

Exchange Street,
MAINE.
eod3m

marl 2

T. W. EMERSON,

Paper Hanger.

Orders left at Loring, Short & Harmon’s receive
immediate attention. Residence,
No. 3, Anderson St*
marl5

_*dim

W.C.
103

CLARK,

FEDERAL

STREET,

5 Doors East of Temple St.,

PORTLAND,

GAS

ME.

a.

at

the

WATER

AND

PIPING.
Gas and Water Pipe iutroduced into Houses, Halls,
Hotels and public buildings in a iaithful manner.
Also, Gas Fixtures, Images and Busts rebronzed and
made to look as good as new. Gas Rings and Jets
made to order.
Mr. C., who for several
years past has been in the
employ of Mr. Kinsman, hopes by promptness and
strict attention to business to merit a fair share of

public patronage.

present at the

VIGATION SCHOOL will be opened at No.
ANA
15£ Exchange street, March 3d. to be under
of
Edward

Breen and C. H. Farley.
charge
Capt.
Instruction will be given every afternoon by Capt.
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. H.
Farley. The course will begin with decraal arithmetic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse. Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms; the use
and ag istment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer.
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desired.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and apparatus,
and the U9e and adjustme it of instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Meteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &c., will also be introduced
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
feb!9tf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

ARTIST,

316 CONGRESS STREET,
I* prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Pictures, Rem brant, Medallion,&<*., from
Retouched Negatives.
By this proc°ss we

Freckles, Moles and other imFor all of which no
perfections of the Hkin.
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mchl8dtf
please. Call and examiue for yourselves.
Get rid of

NO. 6 SOUTH STREET,

Plasterer, Stucco
MASTIC

WORKER.

All order? in the above line, and alRO for Whitening. Whiiewashing and Coloring, will receive prompt
ann personal attention.
A large variety of Centers, Brackets, &c., constantly on hand, and at liberal prices.
Portland, March 95, 1873.mar26dlm

Counsellor at Law,
NO. 1 EXCHANGE STREET,
If

NO. 172 AND 174 FORE STREET,

11

appointed Agents for one of the
argest Lead Manufactories in New England are
ow prepared to offer Sheet Lead
and Lead Pipe, to
the trade a Boston prices.
de28tf
been

G A S
—

AND

128

F. T-

COUNSELOR

MERRILlT
AT

LAW,

Washington._octll-tt
JOST & KEILER,

FRESCO PAINTERS,
Office 134 Middle St., up stairs.
PORTLAND, ME.

be left at F. F. Hale’s picture gallery
OM&'F. P. Brooke’, No. 333 Congress St.
Order,
promptly attended to. tf
Brill

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned have this day formed
nership under the name of

THE

COAL
at

Independent**
deservedly become

a

Quality.

such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send for
circular to
un

il

WOO & son,
_*y

HAYDEN,

163 Middle

60

The 2i Btory Hou^e No. 103 Cumberland
pleasantly situated within five minutes’
of City Hall, containing Din
ng Room and
Kitchen finished m hard wood, suite of Pallors and
Library finished in black walnut and ash, highlv pol>
ished (tw marble mantles in Parlors), seven chambers, bath room finished in hard wood. House furni bed with Furnace, Gas,
Sebago water and all
modern conveniences. Parlors, Library and Hall elegantly frescoed. All other rooms well painted. Title
perfect. $2500 can remain on mortg go for a term of
years. Apply to GEO. R. D VVIS & CO., Real Estate and Morrgago Brokers, <.r to WM.
DAVIS,
Ticket Agent, Grand Trunk Depot.
mch29dlm

WOOD

the old stand ot the late firm of

Commercial

St.

GOOD FARM of eight acres; 1} story house,

barn 23x40, p »ul ry-house, piggery, & .,
apple,
pear and peach trees and small fruits. ‘One half mile
from Saco depot, on Jordan road, so called. Terms
cash
$900
and balance on mortgage. Apply to MRS.
HANNAH JACKSON, on the premises, or GEO. It.
DAVIS & CO., Real Estate and Mortgago Brokers.

Ever yet Exhibited in this City by Him.
THE

A.

ap3dlw

1873.

DEALERS IN

CO.,

n» *t,

A

J

Masonic,

Street,

AND

f Firemen’*,
pfij Base Ball,
school,
(Club.

Cape Elizabeth. House and land, from one to
five acres, to suit purchaser; situated on the ropd
between the North Congregational Church and Town
House.
For particulars enquire of Geo. R. Bars tun, on the
premises.

IN

n

Also one House and lot at Point Village.
For particula s enquire >n the premises of

COATINGS,
Of

German, Freneh and English
manufacture, in Straights, Diagonals, Ilair Fines, Basket
and Diamond Goods, Ac.

MADE TO ORDER,
tlie Lowest Prices.^
Samples sent on application, and all orders filled at
short notice.
apr4tf

COTTON

can

SUIT

I Farm in Harpswell, 60 acres, 400 cords wood,
orchard in bearing, price.. $3000
1 Farm in Freeport, 100 acres, price.,.
5000
1 Farm in Brunswick, 10» acres, price.
3600
1 House with 2 acres land in Brunswick village,
1600
THOS. W. EATON,
Enquire of
mchl4d&wlmBRUNSWICK.

For Sale.
DESIRABLE residence at East Deering. A
two story dwelling House, a 'dition and stable,
abundance of hard and soft water, together with
about three acres of land. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,

A

ap2d3w

Exchange street.

93
JL

Vll

Embraces

genteel and convenient resiadapted for the same. Enquire of
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock, P. M.

and

mar28

lease for

term of years, the properSale,
ty belonging to the estate of Francis O. Libby,
and formerly occupied by him on the corner of Free
or

I^Tlie^e Good* will be made up in
stlye and in a perfect manner.

FOR

raar24

W. H.

Lowest Cash Price.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
mch26

tf

LYMAN’S^

A. S.

Dry Air Refrigerator

The best and Only Heliablc One in
the Market.
is indispensable to Butchers, Provision dealers,
Grocers
ITHotel Keepers,
than its cost

ancl
every

Restaurants. Will
Summer. Butchers
soon find theirmeats
it,
recommended by their customers. The internal arrangement is such that a current ot cold air i- kept
constantly moving over the contents of the Refrigerator. The Patent upon this has been fully tested in
tue U. S. Courts and its validity established in eighmot e

in its

use

best form, will

RIGHTS, &c., apply

WE ARE NOW RECEIVING A VERY FINE LINE

rapers
Of entirely

Gold

tf

Exchange.

or

A superior Hay Farm in the town
of Deering, three and a half miles
2 from Portland.
M
wt
This farm contains about 65 acres
^of excellent mow ing land, “cut 60
tons of Hay last season.” Good orchard near the
house.
Buildings consist of a two-story and a one-story
house, a new barn 40x80, with other out-buildings.
Also, farming tools. Part of the purchase money
can lay on a mortgage, or wrill be exchanged for a
house in the city, or a peice of a vessel.
For further particulars enquire of GEORGE
SMITH, No. 13 Boyd St.marlOtf

No. 2 Park Street or
wh( m all applications should be made, and who
mchleodtf
has full power to settle infringements,

to

FURNITURE!

Xo. 45 Melbourne Street, head of North
Street; said house is one of the best locations
on the street, line neighbourhood; consists of a two
story frame house and ell contaius 12 rooms, convenient for two families or noe, seven years old, two
minuets walk from horse cars; will be sold at a very
reasonabl price within thirty days.
For particulars inuuire at M. N. NEAL’S, 327
marl7dlm
Congress Street,

HOUSE

The “Limerick
FOR

House,”

SALErooms

all in

good repair,

with plied and two large stables adjoining:
two wells of water on the premises, and
every convenience for a fret-class Hotel.
The “Limerick House” is well situated for securing
liberal patronage.
Enquire further of the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marl3dtf
Limerick, Me.

MATTRESSES, FEATHERS, &c.

JOHNSON &

a[kct8‘

46, and over 43 & Manufacturers’ and Merchants’
44 Exchange St.,
RESTAURANT,

No.

uphoestering dome to order,

aprt_tl
YOU BEE better looking and better
fitting BOOTS on Men, Women and Children than you
wear, and wish to obtain the same
classot goods, you have only to call at the stors ot
mchlToodfiw
91. G. PAJLMEB.

Pino strect>

lewinton, Maine.
Joseph

J“21_FBdU^
Lumber and Dock Timber
In exchange for

Lot contains 31,000 feet of land, with fine
den, cold,,B
grapery, etc. Apply to

chestnut in 1863, has two flecks, schooner rtg.
Direct acting vertical engine; cylin er 32 x 30. Drab,
deep loaded, 13 feet. Boiler anil Engino in good order.
For

WHITNEY & SAMPSON, Boston, Mass.,
Or HENRY WINSOR & CO.,
Pa.

C O R M!

marOtf

a

gar-

For Sale.

State Street, occupied by the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.

THE

house

on

received

15,000 BUSHELS PRIME YEL—

WEBB & PBIKHEY,
IBS Commercial direct,
mar26<12wHead of Merrill's Wharf

Also best qnality seasoned White
can furnish

the lowest cosh prices,
L.

NEW

TAYLOR
tl

Portland. Doc. 30. 1872.

OYSTER

HOUSE

T. S. HATCH
that
Respectfully informs bis friends and the public
he has leased and fitted up in good shape store No.
Brown
SOT Congress Street, nearly opposite
in
street. A full supply of fresh Oysters, cooked
conevery style, and for sale by the quart or gallon
siu>Cream
celebrated
Ice
Hatch’s
on
hand.
stantly
pHed to parties on call.mch5tf
For Sale.
and Fancy Goods Store, with a
small well selected Stock, with steady increasing trade, in one of the best locations in the city.
Address “BUSINESS,” THIS OFFICE,
aprl

d2w*

_

PRINTING
JOB
office.

Bronze,

Those purchasing early have the advantage of
choicer selection, than those later in the season,

Falmouth

Under

a

mar28

CARD.

attention having been called to a “notice”
in the
bearing date Marcn 28th and
Portland Press of Apri 4th, I deem n justice to myself to state that I had prior to that date retired from
the business of my father, Simon Cole, having formed other busine s connections.

MY

appearing

LEWIS H. COLE.

Portland, April 5,

1873.

Copartnership Notice*
hereby given that the undersigned have
this day formed a copartnership under the firm name
of Mowe, Cole & Benson, for the purpose of conducting a wholesale Lumber Business, at No. 140 Water
Street, New York, with branch office and Lumber
wharf at Deakes wharf, No. 332 Commercial Street,
Portland,

Me.

W. R.

MOWE,
LEWIS H. COLE.
EDWIN A. BENSON.
March 27th, 1873.
FRIENDS AND FORMER PATRONS
I beg to cad your attention to the above announcement and take pleasure in assuring you that my connections in the Lumber trade are satisfactory. Our
business at Portland will be in charge of my brother
Mr Albert Cole, assisted by Messrs. David Birnie
and L. L. J hurston, who will act under my instructions. I can assuse you that the firm of Mowe, Cole
& Benson, will use their best endeavors to give satisfaction to all who may favor them with their patronTO MY

age.

aprSdlm

house is one of the best locations on
the street; fine neighborhood. Consists o'
two story framed House and ell, containing t<n
highly finished rooms; painted walls throughout;
brick cisgas; good cellar and heated by furnace; large
One of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
in
the
convenient
houses
and
rable
city; close to
Spring street line of cars; can be seen from 3 to 5 P.
on
the
Terms
M.
premises.
easy. Enquire
dti
June 19.

MSaid

TEBBETS” HOUSE,
SPRING-VALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As the

owner

neatly executed at this

shall open this day one of the largest and best
line of EdgeB and Insertion*, ever rpened in
Portland, and at prices that defy competition

GREAT BARGAINS AT

121-2c, 20c, 25c, 50c.
COYELL & COMPARY.
jan24tf_

To the Commissioners for the Harbor of Portland.
undersigned desire permission to construct a
bridge across Long Creek stream in Cape Eliza-

portion of the same to be made of earth)
commencing at the north end of Fourth street in Ligonia Village in said town, on the soui herly bank of
Long Creek, and extending across s Ud Crot*k to the
bank on the north side, and on a line between the
State land and Mark Trickey’s.
THOS. B. HASKELL, l
Selectmen of
NATHAN R. DYER, ) Cape Elizabeth.
1873.
Elizabeth,
April
5,
Cape

Portland, Aprils, 1873.
On the foregoing petition it is Ordered, That a hearbe had on MONDAY, the 14th of April, 1873, at 9
at the
end of Fourth street,
o’clock A,
I.igonia; and that a notice of the above petition, together with this our order thereon be given by publication in two of the daily papers printed in Portland
for seven days previous to the hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN, )
Harbor
ALBERT MARWICK,
ComH. FARLEY,
C.
ap7d7t

My

O E NT IT I IV E

SUPERPHOSPHATE

CONANT & RAND,
AGENTS FOR MAIN E.
153 Commercial Street. Portland.
da«fcw3wl4

THE FINES r LAUNDRY WORK.
the request of many of our patrons we have
arrangements to 'aundry Gent’s Collars and
Cuffs. Every article will be finished in the same
shape, and made to look precisely as when it was
first new. The prices are as follows:

AT

Collars per dozen
Cuffs per dozen pairs

northerly

about one half the usual
shall only receive nd
no package will be dename of the owner
paid
must be in indelible ink on each article.
Citizens of Portland, we otter you the opportunity
to indulge in the luxury of always wearing a new and
laundried collar, and at a price that must

perfectly

commend itself.
CHARLES CUSTIS & CO..
493 Congress Street.
dtf
ap4
_

Cheapest Book Stores
IN THE UNITED STATES.
for
OLD

Books bought, sold, or exchanged, or loaned
one cent per day. Send three cents for cirAgents wanted.
*
ALBERT COLBY & SONS,

ll'j exchange St, Portland, Mass.,
and 156 Baltimore St., Baltimore, Md.

feb26d&wttw9

City oi Portland.
City Clprk’s Office, March 21,1£73.
the
of

NOTICE
the

Office in

at-

pipes, if left at
the Morning will be
same

day;

if leit late in

may not receive at-

tention till nest day.
Argus and Advertiser copv.

Piano

mis-

remove

ions in service

janSldtf

notice is hereby given that on MONDAY, the 7th day
of April next, at 71 o’clock P. M., at the Aldermen’s
room in the
ity Build lug, a hearing will be had of
all parties interested in said petition.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
dtd

mch22

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.
The three points of excellence which I claim, are
circulation of pure air;
1st; constant and thoroughmould
nor taint; 3rd; no
2nd; ryness, no dampness
of odors; purity and active air, the
inte*mingling
elements of its success. Call, or send for circulars
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, > etween Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnham
& Co.8 Ice House, Portland, Me.
je5dtf
1

THE

Tuning.

Maine State

Orders attended to personally by

ED. B. ROBINSON,
Piano Booms, 3 C'aboon Block.
mar28-d3m.
(Opposite City Hall.)

For Sale.
SEBAGO DYE HOUSE, No. IT Plum St., is
in good condition with all apparatus necessary
Apply to tlie proprietor at No. 33
or the business.
Newbury street or to J REED, Brown’s Block, cor.
street.
m
Brown
eodtf
and
Congress

THE

we

petition
pci
sion to
their stationary steam engine in
UPON
store No. 176 Fore Btreet to store No. 178 Fore street,

Orders for removal of bbstruct-

day, they

only

our

Sise & Nevens for

GAS

the

are

of the

{
) missioners.

tended to

36 Cents.
74 Cento.

poorest work,
Oliver them at
Srice
store, and
livered until
for The

culars.

^ 6^

17,18 & 19,
d6m

For Philadelphia.

FINE
freight apply to
ap2dtf

Recent Publications.

For

CHAN. H. CHASE & CO.

niFoiua

a

tension.
That there

extravagances in bot'i, canthen, they are womanly
extravagances, little touches of exaggeration
not be

desire.

That we do not sufficiently respect our children, nor ourselves, in dealing with them i»
undeniable, and most of us are ready enough
to acknowledge this, but who has ever said
or thought so much to the purpose on that
•nW-ct as H. H. ? while arraigning our household management.

That our
Ana so with Mrs. Woolson.
our school girls are absoyoung women, and
lutely mad—mad as March hares-on the
subject of dress, may as well be acknowledged
That they
without mincing the matter.
sometimes disfigure themselves most shamefully,—shamelessly I might say—like the Fejee Islanders, or the ladies of Central Africa,
helwith their frizzled foretops and ftowoled
cockmets—or the camels, end ostriches and
tail feitheni
atoos, with their humps and
but some do
may also be conceded; but-;—,
too much unnot, and some will not, having too much
of
common sense, or

adulterated

that holiest of wommly instincts, modelty
and a native refinement, so to dishonor themSGl V6S*
But enough. There two books &rc really
worthy of our heartiest commeneatton—with
all their faults, and they are but few—and go
far to establish what we for one have so long
been contending for, the right of woman, to
think for herself to speak for herself and to
act for herself.
J, if,

thought of those sublime words “I am a Me,”
supposed the printer must be a Me too
(We’re not—we are a We’.”) So we said gently “Well never mind, you generally do pretty well, you can stay on—in the words of our
mutual friend, Rip Van Winkle ‘We won’t

niRCEI.LANEOIJg NOTICES.
The standard

on

to lend us a

Plum Trees.—A correspond-

and thoroughly saturates the
kno.. heir g careful not to touch the tree except in the diseased parts. The turpentine
kills the excrescence, and the tree puts on
healthy branches below it. He bums all
branches of diseased trees removed in pinn-

ing.

medicine for the complaints

peculiar to females

count this time —here's to you and your family, and may you live long and prosper.” So

ent of the American In if itute Farmers’
Club
says that for removing knots from plum trees,
he ta.es a paint brush,
it
in
dips
spirits <f

but

themselves,or,in other words,with women ;and
though they verge on carricature occasionally
they are never offensive and only provoke yon
to contradiction, which may be just what they

and

editorial duties.

are

gamsaid;

such as you expect of the dear creatures when
their backs are up aud they have to deal with

on the press
with one eye, keeping the other
in great style. We
which was clanging aw'ay
touching scene—we
couldn’t stand this

our

oy

literature, by women—which
enough to vindicate most of
their pretensions to equality and companionship with man. They are not only pleasant
reading but eminently original, instructive
aud stimulating without extravagances or pre-

his

reporter
cigar, which we presented to the printer, by
way of consequential damages; then we ascended those perpendicular stairs, and re-

nvcirir,

household

our

of
coat,
capacious pocket in the back
and wept
large blue cotton handkerchief

we shouted for the local

Aurnrin

of themselves are

ponderous placidity

of a

in

C«ld
WmIwi pp. 3/1.
Bila
*f
Talk about Home Halter* by “H H’’—
both
Robert*
pp. 339,
published by
Brother*.
Here now are two little contributions to

was

tnrpentme,

$QOOO, in premiums arc oflored.

Schooner J. W. MAY, all under deck.

of Charles II.

very black—but it was been
goat edited—don’t it?” was the le.
p'y. We were not be mollified howhowever, by this complimentary evasion; and
said with enough stern dignity for the whole
Forty-second Congress, “If the ne> t week’s
paper doesn’t look better than this, we must
find another man to take your place.” Thus
it was that we conquered; the printer looked
at us sadly and said “You was bet'er notoff
send me—when once I go so shall you not in
der Ewigkeit anoder so goothrinter find—
when you in the sanctum shall sit, you will
anoder man hear drive too fast the press, and
away wear the types—so have I never made.
I don’t was here more any bisness so must
I away go, when you not say ‘Stay by us, my
friend, thou! ’Ach! so is all cnoed!” And
that printer slowly eliminated from the depths

“It don’t

Cromwell, and consequently
privation until the restotarion

fered him by
suffered much

er, with a bland expression of countenance,
i‘Do you call that good printing?” asked we.

Knots

will hold its

mar22

a

Agricultural Society

September

declined, from conscientious motives, the unconditional and liberal favors re eatedly of-

that would, in comparison, make a ruminating cow appear frivolous and excitable. We
are of a naturally amiable disposition—that
is, we were, before the upas-tree of independent journalism blighted our young life—but
So we
we could’nt staud this sort of thing.
said “You ancient fraud, do you mean to say
that you can’t print better than this ?” and
we displayed a copy of the Weekly.
“Ach, I
can very good brint—and it don’t was wort
while no more tj say on” returned our print-

sumed

11TH, EXHIBITION AT BANGOB,

fctf~Over

■

in the bst
number of the Weekly—you don’t ink up
enough.” “So?” (An inflection of calm
surprise that ink or anything else of a material kind should disturb the editorial mmd,
which should be fixed in contemplation of
the conscious Ego.)
“Yes,” said we, with
vigor “it’s very bad indeed.” “When it n< t
looks yust right, so can I not other make
with

l»m.>

interesting —at a time when George Eliot’s
latest novel is being so generally read—to
learn that in the south aisle of Canterbury
Cathedral is a monumental tablet to “Meric
'asaubon, created doctor in divinity at Oxford, in the presence of King Charles and bis
queen and by their royal command, 1636;” of
which Meric it is recorded, on his tomb, that
he was the worthy heir of a great name
and
likewise
was
and
race;
royal
distinguished for many private virtues
ai.d amiable qualities thereon specified; and
that this first of churches may boast of baviug fbr lier prebendaries both the Casaubons
—thefirst of mgn—who held the same rank
among the learned that she holds amoug the
churches. Meric, who died in July 16, 1671,
in the forty-sixth year of his preben arysbip
or canonry, appears to have
been a much
more interesting person than bis namesake—
Dorothea's .-ustand.
Deprived duriug the
protectorate of his benefices, he repeatedly

press-work looked, last week, so we cautiously descended the stairs, and arrived in safety
at the Hoe press, tended by a stolid, portly
party from the Valerland. He didn't look
round as we came near him, aid in reply to
our elaborately polite salutation he remarked
Then
“Morn’in” and relapsed into silence.
we said “We regret exceedingly to notice th \t

printer,

«

Names in Fiction.—Many people have
doubt,ess wondered where certain notable
authors have picked up names promiueni In
works of fiction. To such inquirers it may be

Miss Anna Dickinson took a very sensible
view of what constituted “a good matrimonial
match,” in her lecture last night. A man with
brains and character she thought superior to
a man without either, however wealthy he
mkht be. But the girl of the period doesn’t
think so; for women as a rule, are more mercenary than men. They are fond of feathers
and finery, and lov6 the gorgeous pageantry
of paraie and ostentation.
Give a woman
her choice between a rich fool and poor schol“If Harry the
ar, and the fool will win her.
VIII, or Blue Beard were alive,” says Thackeray, “he could get the finest girl of the season.”—Louisville Courier-Journal.

said the
{^Richer in Ammonia and Phosphoric
Acids than Any Other Fertilizer in the
Market.

mills in

Herald.

ca

the press work is very defective

HAMBCRGS!

As these prices

wants to go West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

Jau31

plays,

don’t know anything about money except
that it is to be got rid of as soon as possible,
and wouldn’t give'a rap for their right if the
world will only let them have a few duties.”

The Unsatisfactory Pressman.
[From the Atlanta Weekly.]
We were not satisfied with the way the

WE

ap3

FOR SALE!

newspapers. “For my part, I like that gentle sort that can’t tell a box of sardines from
a bale of cotton, nice, soft, pulpy, innocent,

HAMBURGS!

St.

by business women,
only admire them in

LEWIS H. COLE.

tBUAOWAliJC/ a

House No. 24 Emery St.. head of
Cushman Street.

think men are fascinated

Advertiser and Argus copy.

To L.et,

_No. 31 Plum

—

that don’t write

nf

workers in butter factories. Milk for butter
making should he set as early as possible alter
being drawn from the cow, and before
it is cooled, ia O'der to secure the most
perfect separation of the cream. For cheese,
the milk should be cooled as soon as drawn
from the cow, to prevent the cream from
separating as well as to preserve it from taint.
It is. therefore, manifest that milk will not
yield the best results for butter making exclusively, if cooled before taken to the factory,
while it cannot be drawn long distances in a
warm state without injuring its
qualily, and
consequently the flavor of the butter as well
as iessening the yield.
These are facts, in
Swedish experience, which our factorymen
should at once take into c jnsiceratiou.—Uti-

came; I’ll

A writer in the Arcadian says he doesn’t

impractical angels,

maoo

running aroan 1 it, is becoming
quite popular, as it saves labor and expense,
and seems to secure quite as much butter.
In Vermont they use the Jewett pan; in
Otsego county, and .n central New York generally, the Orange county pan is growing into favor. It took the first premium at the
State fair, last tall.
To those running hutter factories and these
contemplating this business, we suggest the
hint given by the experience of the Swed sh

glad when they’re gone!”

and women, as a sex,

oof finer no/iVi

with water

built; and they've eaten my pudand eaten my pie, and spent my money
and made me cry; they've laughed at m# and

Paper
d2w

A

nf

ding,

they

enough always

The method of using pails and setting them
in pools of water, as we have indicated, is *he
first departure from the old-fashioned milkpan, and most in use. But a later practice

Elder Sister—“Wont you be sorry, Minnie,
when the boys go back to school it’s so very
r.ice to have them home for the holidays?”
Younger Sister—“It's not nice for mo—it’s
nasty—for they’ve teased my dog and worried
my cat, and they’ve killed a rat, and scattere' some malt, and knocked down my house

be
T. W. EMERSON, an experienced
Hanger can be found at our Store.

1872._
or

A shrewd cat in Vicksburg, Miss., has been
in sitting upon a nest of hen’s eggs.
At last accounts she had succeeded in getting
three chickens safely from the shell and nas
hopes of a large brood. We deem this a case
of remarkable feline intelligence.
Cats are
not fond of eggs, but chickens at a tender age
are to them an especial delicacy, ani we have

I’m sorry

and

tor cheese making, and waieror
horse-power
lor churning, if thought best.
The factory
cannot be located in a place too dry and
airy,
nor be, with all its
surroundings, kept too
clean and sweet. It will pay one not familiar
with the business, to vis;t the nearest butter
or butter and cheese
factory, and makes notes
of everything pertaining to it, as a
guide in
carrying out his undertaking. Note tne imperfections and inconveniences, and avoid
them while copying what is satisfactory.

occupied

thrown a stone.

milking,

free to receive the next ness. For a factory
having the milk of 300 cows, there should at
no time be less than a one inch stream of
pure
cold w iter, with sufficient head to
carry ft to
any point desired. Steam is not commonly
used. Of oourse, self-beaters could be used

that Jack

Hotel

MR.

_

Timber and Knees.

at

Leaf,

tor each

quired

no doubt that this cat's only object has been
to make chickens of those eggs for her own
private table.—N. Y. Mail.

Panel and Plain Tints.

ALLEN HAINES.
sepltl-ti

Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to E. H. GILLESPIE,

ing

Wanted ATRTMMING

CocomotiTe Bailer., Horizontal Enai...
Feed Pomp. and Other Machinery"
G. H. ANDREWS
Address,
178 Pearl St., New York.
feMdtf

tuit

W- H. FESSENDEN,
215 Commercial Street.

130 feet, Beam 24 5-10 feet, Hold 17 3-10
11HE
LENGTH
feet, Tonnage 374. Built of Connectieut Oak
beth, (a
aBd

Hackmatack, Hardwood or White
Oak Timber and Plank

New City Building in Lewiston, for the
years> would now say to the public that
Our Bi
teeR.a first-class place in every respect,
and BoRton^Mo6!8*1?11 ^ ln keeping wi'hthe Portland
TIio8C vifdting Lewiston do not
forget to call

jonvsov,

FOR SALE,
STEAMSHIP WHIRLWIND.

In the State.

ntfl

lewis c.

India St.

I Treenails, and
SON., Oak

REST A-XJTt A.ISTT

MAINE.

Real Estate for 8ale.

Location, Bradbnry’g Court, En-

HAVE the largest and best stock ol Ship Knees

—HAVING TAKEN THE—

wei

is prepared to do washiug for SteamHotels. Families, &c., with special tteniior
paid to Ladles Dresses, Skirts. Laces, Gents* Shirts
and every description of fine washing.
This Laundry bein,- provided with the newest and
most approved Machinery, and experienced help, the
Proprietor believes he can guarantee perfect satisfaction to to his customers.

Ship

and Borders.

Notice is

For Sale.

nounce

Just

—

styles and designs, consisting of

new

f*

manteneese.

—Wordncorth.

OF

°

Side'cK

If this great world of Joy and pain
Revolve in one sure track,
If Freedom, set, will rise
again,
And Virtue, flown, come back;
Woe to tho purblind crew who fill!
The heart with each day’s care;
Nor gain, from past or future, skill
To hear, and to forbear.

PAPERS7

—

S‘S’ so tbat no «*‘™

a"d >a“
The
the o
opposite end mioht he
used for receiving milk and for
bm er making, and the central portion for
A man died in Boston, the other day, who
ture of cheese. The second fWr
did not will Harvard any money, and they
ted np tor curing cheese. The wall
shouMte
think he was insane.
double, and every room slioui I have free and
independent ventilation, by means of tubes
or pipes, at least six inches’ in diameter
exA youth in Iowa wishes each of the “Chase
from the ceiling through the ’roof.
tending
heirs” to send him $2 for information. He
be
also
a
must
There
dry, cool, sweet cellar
hopes therby to get his share of the fortune. provided for keeping butter. If only butter is
milk
skim
fed to calves, considthe
made and
erable less room is required and the second
An effort is being made among some would
floor may be only an open garret or used for a
be fashionable ladies to revive the blonde
dwelling. Even if the second floor is us id for
fashion. Dyes arc not used, but a fine and
curing cheese, one end might he spared for a
injurious powder known as “blonde dust” is. kitchen and bed rooms.
The pool would need to be about fiteea
feet square, and lined with cement or some
Miss Neilson is perfoming in Cleveland,
perfectly sweet material. It should be about
and recently appeared as Rosalind. The lo- two feet
deep, so tbat the water can stand at
cal papers considered it necessary to give a
about twenty inches. The water would be
synopsis of the plot of “As You Like It” for let into one corner and out at the opposite.
The pool and the churns should both be as
the information of the Clevelanders.
fat away from the odors of the make and
curing rooms as convenience will permit,
and as indenendent as possible.
To age by youthe Is pious dutle o^ed
The arrangement of these would have to be
To age by youthe shoulde reverence be palde;
varied according to the location of the facTo youthe by age some follies are mlkiwod,
tory and other circumstances, never forgetFor youthe by age excuse shoulde still* be made;
ting the ideas of convenience and of keeping
Soe younge and olde shoulde mutuallle forbearc,
the milk cream and butter fiee from contact
The olde shoulde patience have, the youngo have,
with all unpleasant odors.
With this mode
feare.
of setting milk, deep pails and a
peculiar kiDd
of s.rimmer or cream
dipper are required.
West Brookfield, Mass., has had its night'9 The pail is made of a single sheet of tio, and
a good size is nine
inches in diameter by
rest disturbed for three months past by a Catwenty-two inches in height, which will set
nadian lynx, which is supposed by some of about three
gallons of milk. The number
the inhabitants to be one of the “missing
needed can be easily
computed when the
of
amount
milk
and the length of it is to be
lynx” spoken of by Darwinians.
set is known, a certain number
being re-

ap3lm

ROOM

can

needed

Rede well thyself that other folk eanst rodo,
And truth thee shalt deliver—’tls no dredo.
—Chaucer.

EXCHANGE STREET.

99

__

ers,

FOR SALE BY

No. 80 Middle St.,

IN

a new
an-

LOW CORN.

AGENT FOR MAINE,

L7C.

undersigned having assumed charge of
and spacious Laundry would
THE
respectfully
that he

to

SCOTT D. JORDAN,

GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO.,

dtf

LAUMPByT

mch!4dtfPhiladelphia,

KOHLING,

)-AUm.rs.

LIBBY,

on

JOHN SPENCER, Superfnten lant.
Late Steward ot St’r John Brooks, Boston and Portland Line
febldlyr

FOR SALE AT THE

Patent Pure

BY—

near

a

a

and High Streets.
HARRISON J. LIBBY,)

sep!3-lf

2000 Bags Cotton Seed Meal

trance on Fore

intro-

LORING, SHORT HARMON,

Real Estate.

40

MEAL!

MEW

ever

or seven or nun

dences,

ST.,

(jRASSJsEED.

of the Nobbiest Designs
duced.

faultless

A

For Sale

2000 Bags Western Timothy Seed
“
“
“
1500
Canada
“
“
Bed Top
1000
“
“
500
Michigan Clover
“
“
200
Ohio
“
“
400
No. New York “
“
“
“
lOO
Pea Vine,
<!
“
“
150
Alsike
“
«
lOO
Millet
“
“
lOO
Hungarian Grass
“
“
100
Orchard

SUITINGS

In full confidence that he can suit all tastes, and
all forms, he spreads these goods open to the inspection of all.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant an 1 Danforth, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet an<i is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block

some

Dxl A J 1'J.

St. Lawrence House.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
»eb7

EVERYBODY.
HIS ASSORTMENT OF

Valuable Beal Estate for Sale.

Portland, Sep. 18th,

SEED

—

~GOODS.

In this Department, if anywhere, Kohling thinks he

apr4eodtfJEDDIAH LOVIETT.

HOUSE AND EOT NO. 76 STATE ST.,

HATS, CAPS AND CHAPEAUS,

ICE,

ASSORTMENT INCLUDES

PAIVT

room

mu,?“ £

STOCK

Sale.

The suo.-criber offers tor sale his Hotel
proi rty in Limerick Village, York County.

PORTLAND, ME.
military,
}
Grand Army,

of 1873.

Portland._

Byron Greenough & Co.,
140 middle

BEST

Farm in Saco for $1350 ! ! WHOLE

The house has 22

d3m

teen cases.
For LICENSE,

fTTHEN

copart-

Custom may lead a man
but it justifies none.—Fielding.

He lias exercised his usual excellent judgment, and
has selected the

Hill

ESTABLISHED 1821.

St., Portland, Me.

mch31

who

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALER

a

They will settle all demands of the late firm of
Randall, McAllister A Co.
JOHN F. RANDALL,
HENRY, F. MCALLISTER.
mar29dtf
Poortland, March 27th, 1873.

Gen’l Agent for lUaine,

Bitve

PORTLAND,

&

—FOR SALE

HEALERS

No. 30 Eiftnn*. N|„ Portland.
Formerly of the LT. S. Treasury Department and
in the District of
Attorney in all the courtB
olnmbla,
of hums before the
will attend to the prosecution
the
various departments at
and
Court of Claims

i&25

L.

lrn

Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market price,
AOlkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procured for the tranportation of coals from
any point, desired.
tfapr27
port of shipment

Orders may

J.

Pure Ice supplied for all purposes, and in anv quanat the lowest rates.
ap3dtf

179 Commercial St., Portland.

ana

manner.

STURDIVANT,

WHOLESALE COAL

henry

best

tity

STREET,

PORTLAND.

ROSS &

Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.
All kinds of Sewing Machine Supplies, Silk, Thread
Needles, &c.
Machine Stitching in all its branches done in the

32 EXCHANGE

KINSMAN,
EXCHANGE

Portland,

consent.
JOHN F. RANXXALTj,
henry f. McAllister,
EDWARD H. SARGENT.
March 27, 1873.

RANDALL, MCALLISTER & CO.,

Responsible Agents wanted for unoccupied terriIn localities where agencies are not yet estab-

WATER FIXTURES
No.

by mutual

ICE HOUSE, MARKET ST.,

423 Broome St., New York.

—

is Hereby given thrt the firm of RANNOTICE
DALL, MCALLISTER & CO., is hereby dissolved

Fairs.

Prices Low for the

House ou Cumberland Street for
Sale.

Farm for Sale

TAKE NO OTHER.

AND

D. W. CLARK &

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

mch21

J.

Family Sewing Machine,

—

‘•The Amer can Piano has
very popular instrument.”

lished,

Copartnership.

and will continue the business of dealers in

W. CLARK.

From Mr. Edward Hoffman, the eslebrated Pianist
“I conscientiously believe that your Piano is in
every respect a most magnijiccut instrument.**
Form the

d3w

SILEIVT FEED

The American Piano.

tory.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

of the Assessors.
Portland, March 28,1873.

THE

whicb t0
seUtthr)mnL-f0rthe?00lof"at‘‘rin
milk,
for churns, and for workThe
of
utfiWteea.!nth8^ebUtter
utensils
be done with the «*«an'ng
dean in? of

set the

into many errors;

—

Spring & Summer

A

BECKETT,)

RANDALL & McALISTER,

B. NASH,

F. & C.

S.B.

WHEELER & WILSON’S

Portland, April 1,

PORTLAND. ME.

Having

Those who want the best, should obtain

undersigned has this day admitted A. &
C. CHAPLIN, partners in the Ice Business.
THE
D.

Purchasers’ testimonials from all parts of the U. S.

L. B. DENNETT,

JanlO

Needed in the Family can be done upon it with greatrapidity and ease of execution to beginners than
be accomplished on anv other. It has received
the HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all-as a Family
Machine—on both sides of the Atlantic.

SON’ri

<Succc3B0rs to DOANE, WING & CUSHING.)

County

inis

wuu

npij

FOR

more

apples

Conversation enriches the understanding,
but solitude is the school of genius.—Gibbon.

Goods

Style
—

_

PIANOS!

ytimerous

cu

WM. C. HOW, [ Aasessors.
WM. O. FOX,
1
U3F“Blank schedules will be t a raised at the room

COPARTNERSHIP.

Illinois State Fair, 1870.
Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

(Late Sheridan, Griffiths & Brackett,)

to

S3T“In no case will the possession of Government
bonds be allowed as a plea in mitigation ot a doom.

er
can

FIRST PREMIUMS.

Sheridan,

HAINES.
septlldtf

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby
give notice to all persons liable to taxation in
said city, that they will be in session every secular
day from the first to he fifteenth day of April next,
inclusive, at their room in City Hall, from ten to
twelve o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o’clofk in the afternoon, for the purpose of receiving
lists of the polls and estates taxable In said city.
And all suah persons are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Assessors true and perlect lists ot
all their polls and e>tates, real and personal, held by

ueg'ecus

FINE residence one-half mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, go-'d Schools and Churches,
six miles fr-m Portlaud; House and Ell two stories
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15£ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and
pear trees, $ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the
cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
witb tine shade trees. This is one of the finest residenoes in the county. Terms
easy. Enq uirc of 3. R.
^vis& Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

FRANK IV.

pre«ent “Lock-Stich** Machine has no equal in
the world. The WHEELER & WILSON’S iB reliaeconomical and noiseless. It answers the wants
of the household completely, and

Technology.

&

corner
and

jobbing

ALLEN

ueiouii nuu

tf

in the Town of West-

For

Rackleff

floor, elegantlv
dry goods or other similar trade.

any

Brokers.

ai>5__dtf

LET.

Block,
of Middle and Oeurch streets—basement
A large
finished and adapted to

Dissolution of

ble.

Entrance Examinations June 2 and 3, and Oct. 1
and 2. For catalogue, recent entrance examination
papers, or further inf rmation, apply to Prof. SAMUEju KNEELAND, Secretary, Boston, Mass.
marl5dlm

WING

TO

first

ANY KIND OF SEWING

School \

of

with

now

ITS NEW SILENT FEED,

d&wlw

GEO. E. COLLINS,

James C.

easily

the

febl8dtf

PHOTOGRAPHIC

This practical and
managed machine has now
stood the test of time and thorough experimont; and
the thousands who mve fortunately used ours, frank
ly give if the preference, as the very best, both in
this country and in Europe. Stu-ly, capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its improvement

order S. S. Com.Westbrook.

aprS

institute

A

Aim

ITIortaagc

New

hm are

common than butter
When coabmed, all the room and factories^
cb,efse factory are necessary, with the
f.
batter
department added. The latter will re-

TJOT HIS

brook.

A

GENTLEMAN and Lady wishing a qniet home
can find pleasant rooms with board at No. 4
Cotton street, second door from Free street. One or
two single gentlemen can bo accommodated also.

to

sep24

our

m.
April is, o’clock
School House
Main St., Saccarappa.
Examination
All
for
must be

Mass,

TWO

notice will be doomed in a lax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners tor any abatement of his taxes, unless h shows that he was unable to offer such lists within the time hereby ap-

I

mail5dtf

J Navigation

To Let.
connected furnished rooms with board at 119
Cumberland cor. of Franklin Sts.
feb21tf

pointed.

EDUCATIONAL.

Per

tf

■

St., Portland.

positions

rooms on

Street.

over.

Surgeon,

9

at ls>8 Fore

them at* guardian, executor, administrator, trnstee
or otherwise, on the first day of April. 1873, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth of the same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed han Is
from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such cuange; and in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed, although
such estate has been wholly distributed and paid

cod'! Iii

the Park.

wishing
examination.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

and Decorative

most

j

Westbrook.

dim

JAMES T. UfcCOBB,

Plain

light, and the

ion.

on

PORTLAND,

or

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

Teachers Wanted for Primary
and Grammar Schools In

PORTLAND, ME,

No. 95

kinds of work, heavy

popular.

for years, till,

NO. 83 MIDDLE STREET,

Apply

SEWING MACHINE THE

country will receive prompt
U. Si Hotel, or 31 Temple St.

and

Terms reasonable.
marl2

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

vjt rjH,

207 Congress

BENJT. KINOSBVRT, JR.,

marl2

n

and desirable front

very ploasant
TWO
Congress St., between High and Green Sts.

FANIIEY

REPAIRER.

HOLMES.

To Let.

Apply

«. W. STOCKMAN. M. S,

teb3

at

Tested

For all

W<&S8t

Orders in the city or
attention. Address at
febl3

OFFICES ON EXCHANGE
Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
No. 46 Exchange St.

mar24tf

Real Estate and

■d&Sf

THE BEST

OF
ONE
STREET.

STORE

PIANO-FORTE TUNER

PORTLAND, MJE.
F.

vicinity,

or

Without board.
Address BOX 1336.

-AND-

CANAL BANK BUII.DINCi,

ANEW

brick store in the

SMITH, JR.,
LAWYER,

STROLL dc HOLMES,

To Let.
Store on Atlantic near Congress St., and
Horse cars. Suitable for a Shoe Store or fane/
and domestic goods or Grocoiies. Apply to S. A.
ANDERSON, No. 37 St. Lawrence St.
dlw then eodtf
raar26

Quiet Board.

The Best Known and Host Thoroughly

PLASTERER <fc STUCCO WORKER,
having removed from the comer of Cumberland and
Franklin s ieets to No. 67 Peroral Street, between Pearl and Market street”, isprepared to do
Plmtering, Coloring, Whitening and WTiite Washing.
Prompt and per-onal attention paid to all kinds ol
mchlSeodSm
jobbing in my line.

jdi\

to

GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.
ood2w

mch29

UNQUESTIONABLY

FEENEY,

rj

Apply

once.

Possession

annum.

jan7

REMOVAL.

in

unfurnished.

or

JanlOtt

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO REJECTED CASES.
codtf
apr5

PORTLAND.

Attorney

Wanted.
PLEASANT room on Spring St.,

A furnished

318 Broadway. Room 6 & 7, New
York.

GEO.

on
evening, at the
a new Waterproof
Cloak, Beams stayed
tape. Another was
left In place of the one taken, which the owner can
have by calling at 143 Middle street with the one taken through mistake.
feb25

PORTLAND, MArsnE.

Experienced

Becured for $250 per

CITY

HALL,
Friday
AT Blues’ Masquerade,
part of
with white

Counsellor at Law and in Patent

A. A. 8TROUT.

tor -U1PP1.I-: STREET.

A

PATENT AGENTS,

mar26

given

bo
at

To Let.

BAKER and Cook at Aims House. Apply to
J. W. MERRILL,
mcli22dtt
at Alms House,

Commissioner for Maine, aud all the States,

Attorneys

tf

Store to Let.
SMALL STORE in a good business location «tn

A

We are prepared to loan money in rams
from 9100 to any amount desired, on first
class mortages in Portland Cape Elizabeth, Westbrook, or Peering. Parties desirous of ba tidingcan also beaccominoda
ted with loans.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO„

Factory.

sJateTWRattaa-n*5s#assa%s?2rsa'ti

Gossip and Gleanings.
IIAS

®°tter and Cheese

w

WEDNESDAY MORNING, APRIL

BULLETIN.

For Sale

mwo gentlemen and their wives and two or three
JL single gentlemen can be accomodated with pleasant rooms and board at No. 75 Free Street.
d2w*
apr2

Wanted

WILLIAM HENRY CLIFFORD,

S^*Attends to all kinds of Patent business.
marlOd3m

samo

COAT MAKERS AT CHESLET’S,

other

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,

tf

Causes,

hare the

proving property.

and from 2 until 5
S. S. KNIGHT.

M.,

apr3eodtf

WANTED!

JohnP. Squires & Co. R. A. Ballou, Esq.
Sam’l B. Krogman, Esq.
F. W. Pelton, Esq.
feb8
etod&wtf

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.

80 MIDDLE ST.,

owner can

12

to

seen

Booms to Let.

—

CHARLES H.

lbblO_

The

GOLD RING.

Amcli26by calling at this office and

REFERENCES:

PORTLAND, MAINE.

NO.

Found.

Hon. John P. Healey.
Faneuil Hall Nat. Bank.
Messrs. Tbos. Dana & Co.
Hon. Isaac S. Morse/
Harvey Scudder & Co. Hon. J. S. Abbott.
Kemble & Hastings. Gen. J. S. Whitney.
Utley & Boynton.
Joseph Dix, Esq.

P.

LAW,

AT

at this
apr5-lw

office.
THE

Loan* on mortgages and
Securities.

tf

O’DONNELL,

COUNSELLOR

Store Key Found.
owner can have the same by calling

No. 5 Pemberton square.Boston,
Will Buy and Sell on

from 10 A. M.

the house
p. M.

ali

persons are hereby cautioned against purchasing)
also a contract from tho Portland Water Co., which
is valuable. The finder may keep tho money by returning the rest to this oflice.
ap5dtf

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE,)

Federal Sts.,)

PORTLAND, ME.
JAMES

at some
a few dollars, a note for *26.25, signed bv F
W. GRAVES and in favor of W. H. Hall, (whi h

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

as

aprjdlw

Lost.
place, a POCKET BOOK, contain-

Book, Card & Job Printer ORingleft

Negotiate

tenement of 5 or G rooms.
Address with location anti

or

1739.__

WM. M. MARKS

Law,

EXCHANGE ST.,

(Corner

A

74 MIDDLE, COE., EXCHANGE ST.,

Attorney and Connsellor
1191-2

SMALL HOUSE
t?r &mily of two.
price BOX

BEAL ESTATE, LAND, STOCKS, &

PHOTOGRAPHER,

particulars

Wanted.

Furniture
boxed and
matted._oct5-’69T T&Stt

ALSO

New Boarding: House.
Subscriber, having leased the new andR. comDamodions house, recently erected by Geo.
vis & Co., upon the “Blanchard property,” 30J High
that
to the

THE PRESS.

KOHLDG

Geo. R. Davis & Co’s

tt

ap3

can

All kinds of repairing neatly done.

—

§^*Motto—Good work
Prices. Aim to Please.

En-

ameled Chairs, Arc.

COMMISSION

II. LAM,SON,

HOUSE

a

WM. L. SOUTHARD,

CLOiDxlIM,

To Let,
No. 7 State Street, 10 rooms, rent $400 per
year. Inquire of Bvron D. Vtrrill, or S. W.
Robinson, 49$ Exchange Street.

MISCELLANENOUS.

real estate.

LEI,_

TABEE WAITERS THE
public
in announcing
Wanted at the St. Julian. St.,"takes pleasure
firsthe will about the first of April open it for
tf
bo
and full
class boarding house. Rooms
"i'8_
to terms, &c., obtained, by calling at

ap22 tc

148 EXCDAXUG ST.
jan22tf

wlif^utay^r^a.1^6

office

this

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, Mattresses,

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

POBTLAIVD.

a

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
xecuted, and at the lowest prices.

CARDS.

Wo. 152 Middle

on

MANUFACTURES OF

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

~J.

Lost.
owners

tion.

G.

TO

Friday last, between
A J29PJT-BOOK,
^nali «,!?^elrStroet and ,1>e Church, containing
n“u„ "auA”f money anil pew-ticket with the

Nos. 31 and 33 Free St,

Morning at §2 50 a
ta published every Thursday
at $2 00 a year.
year, if paid in advance,
Rates of Advertising : One inch ot space,
eng h of column, constitutes a “square.
50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
contmuw ‘ek after; three insertions, or less, $100;
cents.
ng every other day after first week, 50
rfalf square, three insertious or less, 75 cents; one
weik. $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements,” $2 00 per squaro
less $ 1 50.
per week; three insertions or
Advertisements inserted in the ‘Maine State
Press” (wh’cli has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents per squaro for each subsequent inser-
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J. H. HOOPER,
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Dupoaco’s Golden Pill*.
api'9-eod3t&wlt

Subdue the first symptoms of a cough, cold,
attack of influenza, or any other affection of
the lungs, the wind-pipe or the bronchial passages,with Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar.
Sold by
The relief is certain and immediate.
all

druggists.

Pike’s Toothache Drops
&om
a'wav* accrue
Satisfactory results
the

use

of

Duponco's

Go

apr2lfod3l&wlt

Ahvrbtisxbs'^^^
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^

reaching the
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best quality. The Daily
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better than any
both
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ular

our
crel- uiiais of every person claiming to represent
“bum*
aa we have information that several
name of tbe
in era" are seeking courtesies in tbe
even pasI'mess, and we have no disposition to be,
s voly. a party to such fraud.

journal,

and eommnul\V K do not real anonymous letters
of the wnwm n,
catlius. The name and address
for publication
ab c, not necessarily

e.'sesinJispe
but ns a guarauty of gaol

faith.

to return

We cannot undertake
uiunicatiouH that are not use‘i.

STATE OF

or

1 re

erve

com-

MAINE.

BIT THE GOVERNOR,
A

PROC

To the Editor of the Press :
At seven o’clock last

entirely obliterated?

LAMAT ION.

In humble recognition of our dependence upon
Almighty God, who b s bo graciously remembered us
in the abundance of His loving kindnees and tender
mercies, I do, with the advice of the Executive Council, appoint Thursday, tiie Seventeenth day of
April Next, aa a day of public Fasting, Humiliation and Prayer, and recommend its appropriate observance by all the people of the State. Consecrating tbe day to prayer and supplication, that we may
he strengthened in all upright purposes and every
noble endeavor, and mindful of those whom misfor-

Representatives

when the

tens

Repub-

lican party lias a two-thirds vote; or does the
fact of Vice President Wilson having called
Gen. Gordon who surrendered at Appomattox

United States Senator from
Georgia, to preside temporarily over the
Senate show a disposition to cherish the aniDoes the fact that
mosities oi the past?
President Grant has appointed several contune and sorrow have made deserving our kindly
spicuous leaders of the Confederacy, among
sympathies, let us not forget those acta of charity and whom are Gen. Orr, of South Carolina and
lift
.and
good will which give to.life its highest joy,
Gen Longstreet, indicate his purpose to
the thoughts in holy communication with tho Great,
keep alive the unhappy cause of discord ?
Giver of all good.
“Is not this the Fast that I havo choseu? to loose
The Connecticut Election.
the bonds of wickedness, to undo the heavy burdens,
The result of the election in Connecticut,
and io let the oppressed go free, and that yo break
and who is

deal thy broad to the hunevery yoke? Is it not to
the poor that arc cast out,
gry, and that thou bring
to thy house?”
<.tven at tho Council Chamber, in Augusta, tLis
twenty-fifth day ot March, in the year of our
Loid, one thousand eight hundred and seventythree, and of the Independence of the United
States of America the mnetv-seventh.
SIDNEY PEEHAM.
By the Governor.
George G. Stacy, Secretary of state.

Monday,

now

is not

a

so

satisfactory

as

it

might

have been, but affords the assumed leaders of
the Republican party a lesson, which, if
heeded, will be worth several victories. The
result is partially due to the bad faith of the
New Haven Republicans who gave a large vote
to the Democratic candidate for Governor on
account of a local jealousy growing out of the

question of the

location of a State House.—

But outside of the New Haven feud there is
evidence that the Connecticut Republicans
took this course to administer a rebuke to
those assumed Republican leaders who engineered through Congress what the people call
the “salary steal.” This is shown from the
fact that Gen. Hawley runs sixteen hundred
ahead of his ticket and that all of the Republican Congressmen have an aggregate major-

The Ninth of April.
So busy a people are we and so many grand
achievements have been crowded into the history ot tbe nation during the last twenty
years that comparatively lew recall the anniversaries of great events. Consequently very
few recall the fact that to-day is the eighth
anniversary of one of the most memorable of
the great events that will ever be conspicuity over the Democratic Congressional majorous in our history—the surrender of Gen.
of two thousand in the State. The ReLee and the Army of Northern V rginia at Ap- ity
I
were determined to show their conpublicans
pomattox Court House, Sunday April 9th, I tlomnoHnn nf firm ‘RntlAr’c Ghliomo htr r1r»_
1865, the virtual close of the war for the infeating the State ticket and tlieir appreciation
VJI
kUC
1U kUilk CUUUCCLI'JII !L
U U1UU.
will net be improper to briefly recall the of the Republican Congressmen of the State,
all of whom voted against it. Had Messrs.
circumstances of that memorable event.
Hawley,
Kellogg and Starkweather voted
The movement which resulted in the surwith Gen. Butler, not one of them would
render at Appomattox began March 29th.
have been elected.
The army of operation consisted of the Army
The Connecticut Republicans say to the
of the Potomac, embracing the Cavalry Corps
of Gen. Butler and
under Gen. Sheridan and the 2d, 5th. 6th and bullying demagogu'sm
his associates take back seats. Will they be
of
the
divisions
9th Corps wita two
Army of
made to heed the lesson ?
the James, the third holdmg the federal lines
The
6th
and
river.
9th
of
the
James
north
Isn’t it about time that the Maine Certral
corps and the divisions of the Army of the officers take some measures to break up the
James held the federal lines south of the Ap- gambling or rather robbing that a set of blackpomattox river while the 2d, 5th, and Cavalry legs have so long carried on with perfect imconnecting with the extreme left of the forti- punity on their trains ? Tho flats that lose
fied line were to operate against the South their money by three card monte are not to
Side and Danville Railroads. The movement be pitied but they may have friends who
may
|
was a surprise to Gen. Lee, and his forces in
suffer by tbeir being robbed. At any rate,
|
front of the 2d and 5th corps were driven be- ! persons travelling on the trains of a wellhind their works alter considerable resistance, conducted railroad have
good reason to take
;
and the cavalry makiiig a wider detour it for granted that the
corporations will pre]
seized Dinwiddie Court House,the junction of i vent them from
being robbed. Several conseveral roads connecting with the main | ductors on the Maine Central have made it
army and leading to Five Forks the kev to hot for the blackleg fraternity on tbeir trains,
the railroad. The night of the 29th, a heavy
and it is to be hoped that this disreputable
rain storm began which continued through
crowd will be looked after on railroad trains.
the 30th and until the 31st, converting the
They ought to be in Thomaston.
flat country which was the theatre of operaThe Presque Isle Sunrise in a complimenttions into a vast quagmire and rendering the
ary notice of the reception of ex-Congressmovement of trains impossible. On the 30th
the two last named corps strengthened their ! man Lynch, closes the same with a warm eupositions and Gen. Lee hastened all his avail- logy, and expresses the hope of placing at
able infantry force to confront them and, if the head of its columns after the Republican
possible, parry the impending blow. On the ! State Convention: “For Governor, John
31st Gen. Lee attacked a
of the 51U ; Lynch of Portland.”

brigade
Corps, making a movement upon the White
Oak road leading to FiveForks,and striking it

j

;

in its flank drove it back upon the main force !
causing considerable disorder and loss. The !
attack was however effectually resisted aDd
Gen. Lee turned upon Gen. Sheridan who
was at that time advancing on Five Forks,
when there ensued the severest fight on the
part of the cavalry during the war, which resulted iu no advantage (o either party'. April
1st, after severe fighting in the almost impenetrable jungles about Five Forks, Gen. Sheridan captured that important position with the
6thcorps and cavalry, taking 5000 prisoners.
Three o’clock Sunday morning, April 2nd,
under the cover of a terrific cannonade, the
infantry all along the lines south of the Appomattox river, assaulted and carried the
main lines of the enemy and by noon had
seized the South Side railroad and established [
lines near the inner line of fortifications
about Petersburg. Sunday night, Gen. Lee
evacuated Petersburg and Richmond aud
concentrated his army at Chestorville Court
House, sixteen miles northwest of Peters-

burg. Early Monday morning the relentless
pursuit and retreat for life began, and from
that hour until the next Sunday morning
there was no rest for man or beast. Monday
Gen. Lee retreated along the north side of
the Appomattox to Amelia Court House,
where he expected to find supplies to feed
his hungry army, but by mistake, his rations
had beeD taken to Richmond, where they had
been burned. Obliged to wait there to forage, Gen. Lee found hi3 way disputed by
Gen. Sheridan and the 5tli corps and hesi-

tating
it, the arrival of the 2nd
6th corps rendered it necessary to change
his plan, which was to join Johnston in west
etn North Carolina, and make for
Lynchburg,
Va., and the mountains. April 6th there was
to contest

much severe fighting, in which parts of the
whole army participated, hut in which the
6th corps lost heaviest, though the cavalry,
the 2nd corps and a part of the 5th corps

hotly engaged. During
numbers of prisoners, many pieees

the

were

day large
ot artillery

and several hundred wagons were captured.
During the. 7tli, there was considerable
fighting and Gen. Lee made a stand at Farmville, seizing a natural position of great

strength. At this juncture in
large part of the cavalry with

the

pursuit,

a

the 5th corps
and army of the James started to out-run the
enemy by the way of Edward’s Court House

and place itself in Gen. Lee’s front. During
the night of the 7m the enemy quietly left
Fannville and continued the flight, though
his troops were nearly famished for want of
food, not having an apology for a ration since

the Monday before. The fed ral army had
hardly half rations at any time and had literally nothing on the morning of the 8th, besides

being
and night.

worn

out

by marching

and

fighting day

During the 8th, there was comparatively
little fighting, the army following in pursuit
not

pressing very hard in order that Gen.
Sheridan might better get to the enemy's
front.
Lute the same evening, Sheridan’s
cavalry appeared jn frolJ{ 0f tlie enemy near
I
Appomattox Court House and
by a severe all
nig t maicb, the
came
to
aid
his
infantry
just in time to repel Gen. Lee's altack
early Sunday morning, the
9th.
Tlie
great Confederate leader saw that further
resistance was utterly
hopeles, and tlicre6 in
the early dawn of that Sabbath
of
the
last rebel cannon as
report
among the distant hills, proclaimed that ,he
m

iS’away

cause

for which it had spoken

was

already

Growing out of the results of that
ninth
of April, eight years ago, what
remarkable
events have transpired.
Slavery has been
abolished ; the States that so
madly rushed
into rebellion have been restored
to their position in the Union and the
fullest rights of
citizenship restored to all except a
very few
who can have
the boon for the asking-

.V'atfeat yJ';Ub"e8S

mucU

Of the bitterness
ueieat yet
lingers among
the people who were so heroic in defense of
the wrong; but when we consider how far
that has given way to reason and better jutlg-

We regret to learn that that model local
paper, the Bridgton News was a victim of the
fire of Monday night in that village. It is

hardly necessary to predict that so lively a
journal as the News will not long lie in the
ashes.
It has

just been discovered in Washington
pension of the orphans of men who

that the
lost their lives in the late war, under sixteen
years of age, was increased two dollars a
month each by the late Congress.
The Atlantic Disaster.
following testimony of Quartermaster
Thomas of the steamship Atlantic indicates
that there was at least one subordinate officer
that realized the peril the ship was in
by thus
approaching the shore:
Robert Thomas, quartermaster, testified: I
was on duty between 12 o’clock and the time
the ship struck: my duty during the first two
Tho

hours was to make coffee for the officers and
clean the brass works- I went down, got the
ounce and gave it to the officers; at
half-past
one 1 went to the second officer and remarked
that the ship ought to stand to the
southwest,
and that she had run the distance
uecessary to
make Sambro light at one o’clock; the
previo-’*day I got the latitude and longitude of the
ship s position, and also the latitude and longi
tudo of Halifax; this information I
got from a
cabin passenger, and I made the calculation in
my ownmmd. (Witness submitted a calculation made in pencil.) Estimated that the
ship
had run from eleven to twelve knots
per hour
and according to that estimate we had passed
the 'ight.
(Witness then repeated the words he addressed to the second officer.) The latter he said replied that he was not captain and that I was
not mate, and he could not do as he
pleased
he was standing in company with the boatswain, Lang, who was drowned in the port
sme of the
ship; I then asked Mr. Brown, the
fourth officer, if I should
go to the main yard
and look for the
land; he answered it is no use;
l then said I can
pick up the land more
l'ia“
other man, as I have been readily
on the
coast a,ny
before, I knew the character of the
Halifax in 1863; I told the
fourth officer he w_uuld not feel the
land till he
struck upon it; I then took
my turn at the
wheel; at three o’clock the weather began to wt
a little hazy; about that time the
captain’s bov
came on deck with a cup of
cocoa; the second
officer told him not to call the
captain, as lie
would do it himself; at twelve minute’s
past
three the captain was called; I knew the time
was asxea Dy tne second ofiiic-cioci.y, uui.ttU3e
ticer; the captain did not rouse at first, and the
second officer went away; a few minutes after
he returned: I said the best thing
you can do is
to shake him and get him up; as' the
captain
was bei g catled the second time I
heard Carroll, who was on the watch call out, “Ice
ahead; I left the wheel and ran to the door to
see whether it was the
ice; I saw white foam
and it was ice; I immediately ran bark to
the
wheel and put the helm hard a starboard
and
rail to the telegraph connecting with the
engine
room, but at that instant she
struck-, I ran aft
to get axes to cut the boats
clear; a woman at
that moment rushed up aud cried out “Save
me:” 1 told her to wait till I came; when I returned with the axes I took her and her boy
up
to the saloon deck, when I heard Mr.
Brady cry
out “where are the axes;” I cried out that
they
had all been distributed; I was cuttiDg
away
the starboard boat wlieu she listed over;
Prudy,
another Quartermaster, was with me; at the
time he said to me, “Thomas, will you come
and swim ashore with me; I said not yet; I am
going to save Mooney’s mother; he then wished
me good bye; he was the first men who left the
ship for the shore; after I saw Mary Mooney
and her boy swept away I thought I would try
to save myself; I took off my coat, jumped over
and safely reached the shore.
Cross-examined by Mr. Bitchie—After one
o’clock I calculated that the ship had run
a hundred and forty-four miles; the wind about
2 o,clock was south and pretty well astern, but
variable; wbeu the 2d officer called the Captain
he said it was getting thick and Sambro Light
was not yet in sight; when the ship struck the
2d officer and Captain were in the chart room;
I did not notice any person standing on the
bridge: I cannot say if I was 14 miles from the
place the ship struck how Sambro Light would
itoar on the course we ran, but I looked straight
ahead; when Mr. Brady called out “where are
the axes," I did not se» him: this is the third
or fourth voyage I made ou the Atlantic.
At half-past 1 A. M. I judged wo were 14
mil.-s from Sambro; at 1 o’clock ou the former
day I estimated that we were 160 or 170 miles
from Sambro.
Cross e ia1 ilined by Mr. McDonald—I spoke
to the second officer as I did because I felt very
nneasy; 1 knew the coast was venr difficult to
make out, for when 1 was in Halifax before in
the City of London I remembered that the ship
sometimes went very slow and sometimes at
half
speed, anil that the lead was hove every
^cu ennutes: Xdid not notice that
any sleet fell
on
Tuesday night; I do not think that the ship
was in a condition to run 18 knots
without canvas; I have now reason to Ix licve that my previously expressed belief that the ship
1 had run
her distance was correct.
Ke-exa mined by Mr. Kitchie_T i.„_t
that, there is a current on that
ter Lime running from two and
u
10 TlU’
knots; I cannot teil how it sets «n«l 1
t
,*our
Ulade no
aliowauoe for it in my calculation.
■

e°nrti,h1V,8’te<1

coa«t\nT?
halfUie

cerebro-spinal meningitis is prevailing to
considerable extent in Fall Kiver.
The

a

Frank

at work at the
Cumberland House,
oridgton Centre, discovered flames and smoke
ssuing from the upper part of the country store
md furniture ware-house of Robert A. Cleaves,
m
Main street, in the central portion of the
rillage, He gave the alarm, and the bell of the
Cumberland Mills and the whistle of Poudieh>rry Mills quickly rallied a large crowd of citi-

to take seats
in the councils of the nation? Is it an evidence of vindictive hate that no one
of the leaders of the rebellion has been
brought to trial for his crime of treason?
Is it an indication of proscription that a dozen
or more of men conspicuous in the Lost
Cause ate now members of Congress? Is it
an evidence of a purpose to disparage and
to punish that the late Vice President of the
Confederacy will be admitted to the next
House of

Monday evening

Kyorsou,

Government, have been allowed

all

Bridoton.
Bridoton, April 8th, 1873.

r

Partizan papers and orators proclaim that
a
the dominant party has exercised tyrannical
toward
vindictive
spirit
power and shown a
But the fact
leaders.
and
Southern
people
the
have been
that the fullest rights of citizenship
conferred upon all but about two hundred
and that these may have their disabilities
removed when they ask it, brands the statement as a falsehood.
In the history of civile
ized nations can an instance be found where
men who have led in a conspiracy against the

attacbo of the Puess Is famished
by Stanley T.
wlib h card certificate countersigned
and bote
Pullen, E«iitor. All railway, steamboat
managers will confer a favor upon ns by demanding
re

Destructive Fire at

meet during tb- past eight years, may we
not expect that in as many more years it will

»

There

to the scene.

being

no

engine

in

the place, nor any other facilities for extinguishing fires, except buckets, all efforts to save
it
were unavailing, and
was
the edifice
togther with the
soon totally destroyed,
The latter were occufour adjacent buildings.
of
Isaiah Gore, photostable
the
livery
by
pied
graph rooms of .Tames L. Merrill, Jonathan
Fogg’s blacksmith shop, E. E. Wilder1 s harness shop, and the printing establishment of
Major H. A. Shorey, publisher of the Bridgton Nejos, recently fitted up by him, and being
of the best arranged and most convenient
country offices in the State. There being no
wiud, the further progress of the flames was
stayed, and by ten o'clock wholly subdued.
The losses and insurance are as follows: R. A.
Cleaves, loss on goods from $5,000 to $(5,000; insured for $3,500; on livery stable building,
on
$1800; insured for $1200; Royal Sentcr’s loss
nearly
A.
Cleaves,
R.
builiding occupied by

one

insured for $1000; Jouathau Fogg’s Iosb
is over $300; no insurance; E. E. Wilder, $G00;
Merrill, photographer,
no insurance; James L,
3400; no insurance; Wm. Riley, blacksmith,
loss slight; Isaiah Gore, $200; no insurance; H.

$1200;

Shorey’s publishing building was valued at
$1500, and his printing materials, stock. &c., at
$2,000; the former was insured for $800, and
A.

latter for $1500. One of
materials and stock were

the presses and tho

saved, although

in

a

badly damaged

state, the “forms” being pied
in removal. D. C. Sanders, merchant tailor, in
the same building, saved all his goods and im-

plements.

library and other
Smith, Esq., adjoining Mer-

The valuable law

books of Samuel C.
rill’s rooms, were saved, as were also the books
and papers of the other parties named. The
fire, which has made a sad gap in the attractive row of buildings in this part of our beautiful village, is thought to have caught from a

The Whig says that a private note from A.
G. Randall? esq., of Oshkosh. Wis.. formerly
of this State, announces the death of his sou,
is the third
James S. Randall. He says: “This
death in my family since 1 left Maine in the
fail of 1863. We were all very healthy before
Let no one deceive themselves
we came West.
with tho idea that the Northwestern States are
more healthy tiian Maine.
Catarrh, consumption, throat and lung diseases are very common
and alarmingly on the increase."
Tho Whig says that William A. Hull, engineer on the E. & N. A. Railway, had his foot o
badly ciushed by being run over by the engine
that lie was obliged to have it amputated at the

instep.

Farmington Letter.
Fabmington, April 7, 1873.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

The farmers of Skowhegan and vicinity not
satisfied with the usual system of selling their
potatoes to dealers, have employed au agent on
a sort of co-operative plan.
Henry W. Ramsdell has been appointed postoffice changed from Ripley to
Ripley Mills, which made it necessary to supercede Samuel A. Todd.

Soiou village school district has raised §100
for a free high school.

Bragdon, resigued.

IN GENERAL.

Tho seal of the Maine Poultry Association is
a healthy looking rooster and a
pine tree, encircled by the words, “Maine Poultry Associaand
bearing the motto, “Dirigo.” The
tion,”
first exhibition of the Society is to be held iu
Portland on Jan. 13, 14,15 and 16, 1874.
At This Very Hour
Thousands are suffering fever and ague, or languishing in that condition ol debility which the variabla
weatnor of the season is apt to produce, especially if
the nervous system be particularly sensitive and tho
phyBique delicate rather than robust. All these sufferers, however much they may deserve sympathy,
aro nevertheless the victims of their own want of
forecast. A course of Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters,
commenced a month ago, would have exempted
them from their present troubles. Having neglected
prevention, let them at once adopt the means of
A wineglassful of that genl 1 vegatable tonic
cure.
aal alterative twice or thrice a day, for a week or two
will afford effectual relief in any case of intermittent
or remittent f ver, chronic indigestion, constipation,
biliousness or nervous weakness, and a parseveronce
in the use of the restorative will prevent the possibiltp of a relapse.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

The exercises attendant upon graduation
to be unusually interesting.
A new and interesting feature «f the exer.
cises will be a reunion of the former graduates
two.

promise

of the school, to be held at Normal Hall ou the
last day of the term. Ballard’s Orchestra from

Lewiston, assisted by an eminent vocalist, will
furnish music for the occasion and will give a
concert in the

evening.

A BABY IN THE

FLOUR!

A good joke
recently played on grocery
dealer not many miles from Livermore Falls.—
The merchant had sold a customer a barrel of
flour, delivered it at the house, and after two
or three days, not hearing anything from i t
was

a

it suited the family. But during this
time the customer had received an addition to
his household treasures, in the form of a bouncing baby. Now it seems that the customer has

supposed

child who was possessed of more than a usual
amount of curiosity, and it tried in every con-

a

ceivable way to find out where that baby came
from. Finally the mother told it that she found

baby in the barrel of flour. The child seemed hardly satisfied with the answer, but probably thought best to ask no more questions,
so it turned away and went directly to the barthe

After looking at it for some moments it
put on its hat and started for the store from
whence the flour came.
Walking up to the
merchant it said, “Mr.-, ’oo don’t know
what we fin’ in our flour. “What was it, my
dear?” asked ths merchant. “Why, we fin’ a
’ittle baby in it!” The trader, of conrse, was
very much surprised at what he heard, so, on
his way to dinner, he called at the house and
asked, “Mrs.-what was it you found in that
barrel of flour?” Imagine his feelings, when
on being asked into an adjoining room, he was
made acquainted with the true facts in the
case.
Suffice it to say, the merchant wishes
people wouldn’t keep asking him, “Well, Mr.
-, how about that baby in the flour?”
The effort to establish a cornet band in this
village bids fair to succeed; between $300 and
$400 nas already been subscribed, and none of
our “heavy men” have given as yet.
Jack.

rel.

A Nervous Man in the sleeping car on the
night train from St. John a few nights since
was awake when
the train stopped at a station, and he heard the conductor call out
“Jackson Brook.” Jumping from his berth
he seized a companion in the berth above him,
dragged the unfortunate man out into the middle of the car and strove to rash him to the
door, shouting at the same time “The axle’s
broke! The axle’s broke! We’re all going to
destruction!” It was some time before ho was
calmed down enough to understand that he
had misunderstood the conductor.— Whiff.

News and Other Items.

DR.

posed to have been growing under the snow all
winter, excites the wonder of Canaan, N. H.
Miss Laura Keene, the actress, has brought
a suit against C. M. Brelsford, of the American Literary Bureau, to recover $15,000 damages for alleged libel.
The informer in the Phc'.ps, Dodge & Co.
case at New York, has received a treasury check
for $71,000, his share of the proceeds. Three
custom house officers will get $20,000 each.
Vermilion will probably advance in prices

ment.
The St. Louis Globe asserts the reason of
Bain’s defeat for Mayor to be that he was elected te the City Council as an anti-Grant man.
Hence many Republican voters cut him from
the ticket.
In the Illlinois Senate the other
dav an honorable geutleman rose to a
“question of privilege”, and proceeded to brand a fellow member
as “a liar and a
cheating sneak. He

gracefully

Since the earlier days of mankiud when Cain
slew his brother Abel, and was branded with
the red band of a murderer, God
Almighty has
marked all his packages here below, and it is
written in bold letters, as plain as was the
handwriting on the wall,on the face of the gentleman, Mr. Dame, of Carroll county, ‘Liar and
thief.* I thank you, Mr. President and Senators for your indulgence.”
The Dartmouth and Amherst College crews
have been contesting all the winter for the
privlege of securing the professional services of

John Biglin

trainer. John coquetted with
both, with a strong leaning to Dartmouth, who
offered him $75 a weak and
expenses; and tho
Amherst crew secured Ellis
Ward, who is to

row

Biglm

as

a

a

single

scull race tho

day after

regatta, to train their crews.
•*at 6 Mr8- Jam®9 Gordon Bennett

was

the

riding

the steam cars on one
occasion,when General
Scott entered and took a seat
directly behind
appeared to he
unoccupied the lady
1
handed the General a
copy of the New York
Herald which she bad been
reading. -‘Madame
I thank you,” said the
General, returning the
“Inever
read
the Herald.” The
paper,
General had one less newspaper to
support him at the
next election.
in

?er’

uhe

PREBLE

signed.
The Journal says that

a

keniJebec

Lewiston mechanic

county.

The Augusta Journal says that alady(?)iu
life” in that city got beastly drank tl e
other night, smashiug the windows, the lamp,
the furniture in the house, and breaking up
housekeeping generally. The neighbors were
aroused and medical help summoned.
The ice is leaving tho Kennebec between
A large
Fairfield and Waterville.
jam has
been formed back of the college at Waterville
by the ice and logs.

“high

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Portland

building

a

Press says: “This matter of
across the
Penobscot at

bridge

Treat’s Falls is again being agitated by Bangor

capitalists.”— Whig.
The Press
right?
■

fellow wrote it dam.

over

the

HOUSE,

Every invalid shoa'd

him,

sec

no

matter

what their

23,000 Patients have been Treated by him. within the
last ten years, with Wonderful Success.
Read

the

following Wonderful Cures iu
Maine

t

Dr. Urann, who has made so many wonderful cures
in this town and others, will remain in town but a
short t ime longer. He has had good success. The
case of Mr. J. B. Redman,
Attorney at Law in this
town, is truly a wonderful one, when Dr. Urann was
called to see him a week ago F.iday, he was not able
to turn himself in bed; ho is now able to walk the

street and is daily gaining strength.—[Ellsworth
American.
The above statement, so far as I am concerned, Is
but the simple truth, and I cheerfully endorse it as
an act of justice lo Dr. Urann, and earnestly recommend all person* afflicted with Rheumatism, Neuralgia, or other kindred complaints, whether acute or
chronic, to give him a call, being sanguine that he
will cure them.
JOHN B. REDMAN.

Ellsworth, Jan. 7, 1873.
This will certify that I was troubled with Sciatic
Rheumatism and suffered great pain, was unable to
sleep without taking morphine, could not walk. I
was carried to Dr. urann's office, at the DeWitt
House, and after one treatment was free from pain,
aud have been able to work ever since.
A. W. BAILEY.
Auburn, May 7, 1869.

Lewiston, May 7, 1869.
certify that I had lost the use of my lower
was unable to walk or even stand, had

This will
limbs and

several physicians who pronounced my case iucurable. lie iring of Dr. Urann’s Wonderful Cures, I
sent for him. In less than a week wa:< able to walk
in the streets, and can now walk two miles daily.
J A M ES F. BRADBURY.

Ellsworth, Oct. 8,1857.
To the Maciuas Republican.—Gents:—As Dr.
is
of
about
Boston,
visiting your place, and a
Urann,
stranger in these parts, I kn >w very well, like most
will
he
be looked upon with susphysicians traveling,

particularly as bis cures look miraculous. I
nail been obliged to walk on crutches for one year,
and for nine months was not ab e to put my foot to
the floor. My spine and arm were also so lame as to
nearly disable me. I could not dress or undress myself, or get oft the bed without help. He treated my
case last Friday morning, and in less than an hour
after I was able to walk home, a distance of nearly
half a mile, up hill, without crutches, and have been
J. K. JORDAN.
gaining ever since.
mch26sntf
formerly Deputy Sheriff.

picion,

FOR MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES
And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.
It is reliable and harmless. Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y. mar22sn6m

House for Sale.
AT GORHAM, ME., a large handsome two story
house, rooms ot both stories of good size and height
on a fine lot having 274 rods front on South St., a
short distance from Church, Post-office and Depot.
The Choice Situation in Gorham; besides

and flue shade trees, flower beds and
hedges, there are nearly a hundred fruit trees, apple,
crab-apple, pear, peach and cherry, ten grape vines,
and a good garden containing1 many currant bushes,
gooseberry bushes, strawberry and asparagus beds
uno pieplant, «fec. There are about 33 acres of land,
affording pasturage an 1 many choice house lots.
Inquire of JOHN W. PERKINS. Portland, or Rev.
Geo. A. Perkins, on the premises.
marl2sntf
numerous

To L.cl%
four

commodious
storied Brick Store, No. 57
THE
Commercial St.—immediate posession given.
of
ELIAS
Or

of

THOMAS & CO
No. 90 Commercial St.
W. W. THOMAS, Canal National Bank.
*ent12i*ntf

BATCHELOR’S HAIR l)¥E.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable

and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a sunerb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batchelor. Sold bv all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. Y.
Lvrs N
Octld&w

STORE RENT!

Splendid Chamber room with
water

and every convenience.

water

closet, Sebago

Enquire of

mch20LUFKIN & CO.

CUMBERLAND COAL!
4S0 Tons nice Hampshire Cumb.
Just arrived per Sell. H. H.

Coal.

Ts that

at

Macabl 7th uU> Alexander McNeil, Leach,

‘tOG

COAHERCIAL

IB3F~This is
berland Coal,

STREET.

a

cargo of fresh mined

a

first class article for Steam

Hampshire Cumor Forge

purposes.

apr4___dlwsu
BONDS!
BONDS of western cities anil counties, 10 per cent
interest and principal payable in the cast. Private
property as well as public rca bed. Debts very small
in proportion to property and therefore
easily paid.
Careful investors are invited to call and examine the
Bonus. L ws and Decisions of the courts upon such
securities and will find them very safe. Tnere is
nothing better.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
febfisntf
28 Exchange st., Portland.

Announcement.
MB. SAMUEL PORTED, is admitted as
a member of our
firm, to date from March 24th, 1873.
apr4snlw
ON

ORIN HAWKES & CO.,

THE BREAKFAST, LUNCHEON, DINNER
AND SUPPER TABLE,

LEA Sc PERRINS’ Worcestershire Sauce
IS INDESPENSABLE.
JOHN DUNCAN’S SONS. New
York,
...

Agents for the United States.

o™6_eodsnly
FOR PIMPLES Off THE FACE,

Fleshworm, use PERRY’S improv-

Whichever wav

we

turn

^,5^J?ipro!ement8

our

eyes

have
Each seeking by some now Men madedevice
To cast all others in the
shade
In commerce and
mechanics,
Graat changes a few years do too
show
Things which our fathers never knew
Nor
bee

reamed of fifty years
ago.
improvements at Fenno’h

wua£

Where Boys can buy a -‘snrr
CmbYetk”
Of handsome, seasonable “Clothks’>
Corner of Beach and Washington
street
sndet
If you wont u nice photograph or Tin
Type, go to A. M. McKouny’s, 161 Middle Street.
He warrants them as good as can ho made in Port_

land^ ___augSsneodtf
BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, the undersigned will carry
nil a STHICTLY Banking business, at the
Banking
Uoon,s now occupied by the Second National Bank,
of
the
the
“BANK
under
style
Portland,
Maine,
jn
OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive
Deposits
and make
in
tho
course
of the
Discounts,
regular
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24tli, 1872.
..

Juu23newlt then sn tf

1

ToiJjore, Humphrey,
Aut^Tar ^ih8.’
Boston; Kit Carson, spenCgf„{?^D^eac<?» Strout, lor
SlaryClytle, Dow,
New York;
for Boston
(fo) (ft-mnaMtr8sln!,HorNew?
Know"on-

Lothrop,
(from

Mfilco™

A8‘jiDWa11 26tU »“•

Parepa, Packard,

SPOKEN.
have them sent home.

anil

Please meutlon when you come that you want tho
goods for the Fair, and no porfit will bo aBkod.

Sour^yX Bo?to^.l0a
NEW

Q. LEACH

A.

EVERY MAN.

THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on tbe Cause and
Exhausted Vitali'y, Premature Decline in
Man, and Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria, Impoteney, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and other diseases arising from the orrors of
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature
years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been taught by this work the true way to
health and happiness. It Is the cheapest and best
medical work ever published, and Jhe only one on
this class ot ills wortli reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful

French cloth. Price only «1. Sent by mail, post
paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulflnch street, Boston.
Mass., or Dr. W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
N. B. The author may be consulted on the above as
well as oil diseases requiring skill and experience.
mar31sncod&wly

Wanted.
active intelligent man with ability for the busiwanted to take an agency for Portland and
vicinity, of one of the most popular Lite Insurance
Conpanies in this country. For information, address
P. O. Box 739.
apr3sn3w

Aii
ness,

SPRING OTP 1S73.

ROLLINS
Have just returned

&

BOND,

from New York and Boston
with a

For Gentlemens’

And to which

we

to make up in

our

usual}

STYLE*

invite your

attention at

NO. 00 MIDDLE STREET
sneodfr
MARRIED.

In South Paris, March 22, Joseph Carpenter of Norway and Mrs. Fannie C. Morse of Paiis
In West Sumner, March 22, George E. Pulcifer and
Flora H. Ripley.
In Lewiston, April 4, Frank A. Wright of Lewiston
and Delia Tirrell of Auburn.
In Boston, April 5. by Rev. H. M. Dexter, E. B.
Tenney and Miss Hattie C. Field, both of St. Paul,
Minn. [No cards.]

43 M

city, April 7, David N. Cushman, aged

50

o’clock this Wednesday forenoon, at
his late residence No. 43 Pine street. Remains will
be taken to Auburn for funeral services and inter11

ment.]
In Saccarappa, April 7, Miss Helen J. May hew,
aged 37 years.
In Greenwood, March 21, Mr. Isaac Wentworth,
aged 62 years.
In Milwaukee, Wiss., April 8. John H. Muir, agent
Grand Trunk Railway.
PAS9ENGER8.
Scandinavian from Liverpool—His Grace the
Archbishop of Quebec. Rev Abbe N Wignault. Kev
TWE Hammel, J Fletcher, R Scott. Mr Dowler and
three children, Renfrew, Craig. Miss Craig, J Martin,
T Webner, G Steeves, Bellstede, R Turner, Ostell. C
V M Temple, J C Lloyd, Miss L Waters. Mr and Mrs
Davidson, H E Murray, S Whitburn, Gilmour, Wilcox, Sclirive, J McDonald. Mr and Mrs James, J B
Cartwright, Miss M Wilson, Mrs Goodall, Mr Sharp,
Carpenter, Ransford, Kingsmill, John Robinson, Jos
Robinson, Capt Power, H Collinson, Cleghorn. Mr
McLennon, A Spoug. J Gowel, A Phillips, S Waters,
W I) Waters, Newshain, Miss Dill, Jas Aird, and 37
others intermediate and 460 steerage.
In the

DEPARTURE OFOCEAN STEAMERS
FOR

FROM
Wyoming.New York.
NAME

Compiled by two eminent and successful teacher.
It has acquired an excellent reputation, cannot fail
to satisfy both “master and
**
celled bv any other Method tor the Pianoforte
Price $3.00.

DATE

.Liverpool.Apl
Algeria.New York. .Liverpool.Apl
Olympia.New York. .Glasgow.Apl
Holsatia.New York. .Hamburg.Apl
City of Bristol.New York. .Liverpool..Apl
City of Mexico.New York. .Hav& V Cruz Apl
Sarmatian.Portland. Liverpool.Apl
..

Crescent City.New York. .Havana.Apl
ity of Havana.New York. .Havana.Apl

Scandinavian.Portland.. .Liverpool.Apl
Ville du Havre.New York. .Havre..Apl
Portland
.Liverpool.... Apl
Polynesian
..

9
9
9
10
10
10
12
15
17
19
19
26

Miniature Almanac.. April 9.
Sunrises.5.29 1 Moon sets.4.25AY
Sun sets.6.35 I High water. 9.15 AM

ADVERTISEMENTS.

American Tune Book.
In one sense THE Sacred Music Book of the age,
uues and Ansince it contains 1,000 of the Best
and Musk
thems, carefully selected bv S00 Choristers
Teachers from all accessible book, and therefore it
mutt be the choicest collection of the century.

J

Winner’s
For

To all Persons interested in either of the
Estates hereinafter named:
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland on the first
Tuesday of Apri, iu the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and seventy-three, the following matters
having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Portland on the first Tuesday of May
next, at at ten of the deck iu the forenoon, and
be heard thereon, and object if they see cause.
MEHITABLE PINGREE, late of Bridgton, deceased. Petition that Francis F. Johnson may be ap-

AT

pointed Administrator, presented by Joseph Walker,

nephew of said deceased.
JOHN STANLEY, late of Harrison, deceased.
First account presented L-r allowance by David Frost,
HARRIET E. CHASE & AL. minor children and
heirs of Edward L. Chase, late of Casco, deceased.
Accounts presented for allowance by Jerius W. Gleason, Guardian.
DAVID H. WARD & AL, minor children and heirs
of David Ward, late of Sebago, deceased. Accounts
presented for allowance by Enoch Gammon, Guardian.
CALEB ADAMS, late of Brunswick, deceased.
First account presented tor allowance by Joseph S.
Beal and Georgo T. Adams, Trustees.
MARY A. CLEAVELAND, late of Brunswick, deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
and that Francis Fessenden may bo appointed Administrator, with the Will annexed, presented by
Martha A. B. Chandler, sister of said deceased.
AUSTIN F. MERRILL & AL, minor children and

partnership estate of G. and C. Bliss, presented
by Lydia L. Bliss, Administratrix.
AMBROSE T. OSGOOD, late of Freeport, deceased. First account presented for allowance by Andrews Osgood, Administrator.
MARK L. MABRY, late of St&ndish, deceased.
First and final account ana private claim against
said said estate, presemed for allowance by Joseph
W. Parker, Administrator.
CALEB MORTON, late of Standish, deceased. Account presented for allowance by John D. Higgins,

Administrator.
JAMES DUNN, late North Yarmouth, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate, presented by Samuel S. Dunn, Executor.
DORCAS DRINK WATER, late of Yarmouth, de-

p

Price of each book 75 cents.
The above book,
sent, iKMtpald on

receipt

°™

LEVI WEYMOUTH, late of Portland, deceased.
Petit! n for license to sell and convey real estate, presented by L. Eugene Wevmouth, Executor.
WILLIAM WILLIS, late of Portland, deceased.
Third account presented for allowance by Samuel F.
Perley, Executor.
THOMAS HOUSTON, late of Portland, deceased.
Second account presented for allowance by John J.
W. Reeves, Executor.

WATERMAN, Judge.

oopy of the original Order.
Attest, WM. K. NEAL, Register.

AGENTS!

New

Spring Millinery

Wanted.
State Street, a good capable GIRL,

86
housework.
ATgeneral
1873.

Scbs Mineola, Whitaker, and Augola, Bellaty, Bos-

ton-Bunker Bros.
Sch Eliza Frances,

Maloney. St Andrews, NB.
Sch Taglioni, McFarland, Damariscotta.

M. A. BOS WORTH’S,
Cor. Congress & Exchange

Sts.,

Ruatan.

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 29th, schs Lucy Hammond,

FLUENT’S

Bagloy, Boston.
Cld 2d inst. sch P

Hazelline, McDonald, New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 6th, sch David Nichols, Wyman,
Bucksport.
Cld 51 h, sch A J Simonton, Hall, Boston.
S d 3d. brig Ellen Maria, for Fernandlna.
BALTIMORE—Cld 5th, brig Eugenia, Larrabee,
West Indies ; schs Jas O’Donohue, Warren, Providence; ADenicke. Jones, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 5th, brigs Ernest, Thompson, Caibarien; Ernestine, Knight, Matanzas; sch
Jos Baxter, Baxter. Portland.
Passed Newcastle 4tb, schs E G Willard, for Portfor Bath.

NEW YORK—Ar Gth, barque Josephine Martin,
Fiekett, Sagua 8 days; brig Helen M Rowley, Rowley, Providence; sens Ruth S Hodgdon. Melvin, from
R*ckland; Defiance. Thornkike, and Henry Cast oft,
Dumont, do; Eddie F Treat. Hodgdon, Bath; Maggie Bell, Gregory, Fall River; Venus, Wilder, New
Haven; Martha P King, Jarvis, Providence; Philanthropist, Ryder, Rockport; Alice Oakes, Marson,

ap9

tf

Special

FIRE ENGINE !

2w

riage watranted not break.
Having been in the Baby Carriage business for tho
past 18 years, we are confident iliat we understand
business, and know whose carriages are the best.

our

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
At the Lowest Prices by

€.

DAY, JR. & CO.,
91

apr4

IN

Exchange St.

eodSw

STOCK !

One oi the

J1®,1":

FOREION PORTS.
Ar at Melbourne Feb 18, barque Rebecca Goddard,
Manson, Boston; 20th, EB<-ort, Carver, do.
At Singapore 1st ult, ship Templar, Fessenden, for
Manila, to toad lor New York.
Ar at Victoria 27th ult, ship El Dorado, Winding,
San Francisco.
Sid ftn Hull, 4th Inst, barque Genevie M Tucker,
Tucker, Matanzas.
Sid fm Dundee 24th ult, ship Alice Vennard, Humtill rev. Shields.
F
Ski fro Liverpool 26th ult, ship Oneida. McGilverv,
San Francisco.
Sid fro Liverpool 3d Inst, steamer Mississippi, Dunlevv, Portland and Boston.
Ar at Callao 6th inst, barque Caroline Reed, Hicks,
San Francisco.
Sid 4th ult. barque Sampson, Nichols, Port Towns
end.
In port 13th ult, ships Oakland, Reed, for Peru to
load for Hampton Roads; J Thompson, Kennedy
Loretta Fish, Carney; Franconia, Gray; Canada,

6’s
7’s
7’s
7’s
Chicago •
8’s
Columbus, Ohio
8’s
Dayton, Ohio
Leeds & Farmington R.R., guaranteed A's
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Maine Central R. R.
7’s
7’s
Central R. R. of Iowa Gold
Chicago, Danville & Vincennes R. R ,
•••

Government

ROOM PAPERS
TO BE FOUND IN THE CITY.
Also daily receiving all

and Gold

32

styles.

new

Stamped Gold,

EATON,
-Argents,

State
BATH,

apr»

MAIL

&

MAINE.

LINE

,13w

TO

Halifax Nova Scotia,

-8 a
8’*
8’s
St. Cools
■
7’s
N. J.,
Elizabeth, “
•
Cleveland
7’s
“
...
Toledo
8’.
Cook Connty, 111.,
7’s
•
Marion Connty, Ind.,
8’s
Maine Central B. R.
7’s
Portland & Rochester R. R.
7’s
Atchison, Topeka & Sante Fe Gold 7’s
Northern Pacific R. R. Gold
7-80’s
7’s
Chicago, Dan. & Yin. K. R. Gold

two

tripITper week.

The new side wheel Steamship
FALMOUTH. Capt. W.A. Colby,
willle&ve Railroad wharf, Portland, every TUESDAY, at 5.30 P.
u
'M.. and the CARLOTT A, Capt. E.
D. Mulligan, will leave Galt wharf, every SATURtrain leaving
DAY, at 5.30 P. M., (or on arrival of
Boston at noon.)
FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.

Every variety in fact, from the best to the cheapest
made, all of which will be sold al low
prices.
paper

CALL AND EXAMINE,

HALL. L. DAVIS

Bangor

lm

BOUGHT

THE LARGE

IS

fel>24

NOWI

at New Glasgow,
Cape B~eton.
E&- RETURNING the Carlotta will leave Halifax
on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.. and tho EalmoutU on
THURSDAYS, at 9 P. M.
For freight and further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
JOHN POHTEOUS. Agent.
mar25dtf

FLORIST,
Streets,

_ap83t
Assessors9 Notice.
the subscribers will be in
eby
session at the Town House in said Town, on the 9th,
of April inst., from 10
10th, 11th, and 12th
o'clock in the forenoon, till 5o'clock in the afternoon,
for the purpose of receiving true and perfect lists of
the Polls and all the estates, real and
not bylaw exempted from taxation, which such persons
were possessed of in said town of Cape Elizabeth on
the 1st day of
inst; whi h lists they are required to make and bring in. and be prepared to make
oath to the truth of the same.
And any person who neglects to comply with this
notice will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be tarred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes unless he shows that he was UDable
to offer such lists within the time herebv appointed.
THOS. B. HASKELL, )
Assessors
NATHAN R. DYER.
of
ELISHA A JORDAN,) Cape Elizabeth.
Cape Elizabeth, March 29th, 1873.

personal,

eodti

CALIFORNIA
FLOUR,
1300 Bags just received and for
sale in lots to suit Purchasers

•
•
8’s
Rockland City ..... 8’s
Bath City.6’s
6’s
Bangor City
St. Loots City.6’s
Leeds & Farmington, (Guaranteed,) 6’s
•
7’s
Maine Central, Consolidated.
•
7’s
Cook Connty, Illinois,
7’s
Wayne County, Illinois.
7’s
Iowa Central, Gold, •
...
7.30’s
Toledo, Ohio,
•
7.80’s
Northern Pacific Gold,
7’s
West Wisconsin R. R., Gold, •

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R.
Stock and Defered Bent

by

J. B. DONNELL,

FOB SALE BY

WJ»I. E.

—dp9—_

COMMERCIAL

J. B. Brown & Sons,

BANKERS,

_3t_

season.

Bleachery,

342 Congress Street.
eod3w

Business the same as an Incor
porated Bank.
Interest allowed on Deposits.
Dealers in Government Bonds.
Gold and Foreign Exchange.
Investment Securities constant-

ly

___

on hand.

Jao29_1st!

BONDS.

Lost.
evening, between Union and Exchango
LAST
streets
ROLL OF BILLS wrapped in brown
a

o

London-

Return Tickets
Reduced Rates.
The Steamship
S ABM ATI AN, Capt. Wylie.
Will leave this port for Liverpool on

or Cabin Passage, apply to
& A. ALLAN, No. I India St.
lor
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and
Sight Drafts on England

M

U

fo^ sma^arnoonts^ply
No. 3 India Street.

7’t

Elizabeth City

7’l

Canada Sonthern B. K., Gold,

7’s

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R., Gold,

7’s

Northern Pacific R. R.,

R.

A.

PAIR of good work Horses for Sale Cheap,
r
Weight 22U0. Enquire of
II tKRIS ATWOOD ft
CO„
143 COMMERCIAL BT., PORTLAND.
“Pr7
dlw

PLASTER.
for
Cash

Chandler's
Office 27 Market

apr8

27
SQUAREWAF*
6tM

Skdalia Water Bonds and other first elsss 10
Municiiml Bonds for sale.

per cent.

Ins.
N.
wlU
be removed
3, f om 42| Exchange St.. Portland,
to No. 2 Phoenix Block, Auburn, Me. All remittances
and communications should hereafter be addressed
to Auburn, as above.
D. E. HALL. General Ae’t.
•dlw

apr5_

Copartnership.
GEO. R.

is herebv given that the firm of
DAVIS & CO*, is herebv dissolved by mutual
FRANK (L
__

PATTERSON.

CHARLES

Nos. 136
near

mch2M3w

Copartnership Notice.
FRANKLIN FOX retires from the firm of

& 0. this day.
MR.FLETCHER will
<

The undersigned
continue the business
the some name as heretofore.
J H FLETCHER.

April 1,1873.

MR.ber of

•

194 Fore street.

Sale.
a

half house will
the

aprSdlw

under

EDWARD TOMLINSON.
3w

Notice.
C, W. FENDERSON was admitted

aprSdlw

and large
the owner wishes to leave
be sold cheap
ANEW
Call 47 Monjoy St.

M. HA WEES,

38 EXCHANGE STREET.

_

LET,and 138 south

story and

Square,

D. n. CHAHDLER, Agent
Lessons giYcn on all Instrumentsnse«l in a Military
Band.

Agency Office of the Continental Life
THE General
Co., of
Y„ for the State of Maine,
April

two

I

Pm_„,-_
I Cromptem.

BONDS.

Removal.

as

St-

Band !

D. H. CHANDLER.
C. M. RICHARDSON,

KENDALL ft WHITNEY.

For

BIRD,

Exchange

27 MARKET

GROUND LAND PLASTER
*On T0?r5
sale in barrels or bulk at the lowest

Paper, amounting to $28.60, consisting ot twenty
dollars in two and one dollar bills, a five dollar package of scrip and some lo se change. The finder will
please leave the same at HU iH DOHERTY’S, corner of Union and Fore streets.
ap9d3t
| city.

7-80’

___febt»

A

price by

Gold,

-FOR SALE BY-

97

1872._nov29tf
Hornes for Sale.

Wharf. Apply to
ap4d3wis

0’

It

Jersey City

Portland. Nor. 19th.

AND CHAMBERS
STORE
sldo Commercial street,

»'

New York City

Brooklyn City

SATURDAY, April 19th,
Immediately after the arrival of tho Train of th
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, CabinMaccording to accommodations).SI* *° “N®
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.

TO BE

Exchange St.,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

variety oi

granted at

STREET.

,___

Exchange St

67

No. 40

We are now prepared to remodel
old Hats and Bonnets in the high*
est style of the art at

^

WOOD, Ag’t,

Sept 7-dtfia

Campaign

NOTICE

R.

Script Bought.

aprldtd

Dissolution of

NDS“

B O

April

to

Barrett,

Portland City

ALBERT MRW ANGER,

have lor the

BY

lOO MIDDLE STREET.

If LOOT!

FULL.

&

Swan

WHITE AZALEA

with the Nova Scotia
Making close connections
for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and

so

•

*

“

Atlantic & St. Lawrence B. K.
Stock and Bcf. Rent Scrip

Exchange St.

apr5

Railway8

Edward Island; alpTctou^nd steamersN.foiS.,Prince
with Lindsey’s Stages for

49

City
“

Portland

Decorations,
Satins, &c.

Hall

SALE.

FOR

ft.

DIRECT!

Street,
ml

For Freight

With connection*! to Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.

Bought

BONDS

Fresco Borders,
New Patterns of

we

Bank Stocks
and Sold.

ap'i

Patent plain washable Tints,
of every shade.

Shapes

Bonds,

Exchange

Bronze,

53

7-30’s

PORTLAND*

Passengers booked
derryand Liverpool.

SEND FOB CIRCULARS TO

PLUMMER

Calais.

NEWPORT—Ar 6lh, schs Van Buren. Seavcy
Portland for Fall River; Aide Oakes. Piilsbury. Elizabeth port for Salem; Julia, of Harrington, from
New York for Boston; Witch of the Wave, Pendleton, Belfast for Baltimore; Albus, Rich, Batli for
New York; Charlotte Fish, Williams, Rockport for
Norfolk.
Sailed 5th, schs Sami Nash, Hart, from Rockport
for Nev York; Maggie Bell, Gregory. Fall River for
do; Abbott Lawrence, Griffin, Portland for Baltimore; Ella Frances, Bulger, from Fall River for do;
Susan. Bishop; U S Hodgdou, Hull, and Equal. Kellar, Rockland for do; G W Rawley, Rawley, Rockport for Norfolk; Challenge. Thompson, Fall River
for Rappahannock; Alice Oakes, Marsou. do for New
York; Alpine, Marshall, and R Leach. Pendleton,
Providence for do; Ida L Howard, Williams, Portland for New York.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar Cth, sell Watchman, Heal,
Lincolnville. i
VINEYAUD-HAVEN—Ar 5th, schs Nellie Doe,
Howard. Rockport for Charleston; Starlight, Blatchford, Calais for Providence.
Sid 5th, schs Harriet Baker, Farragut, Pheuix, and
Nellie oe.
Ar 6th, schs Edward Everett, Drinkwater, NYork
for Portland; Cambria, McCarron, Norwich ior do;
Silver Heels, Viualhaven for New York.
Sid 6th, schs Nile, Starlight, Chase, Alabama, Jos
Hay, and Silver Heels.
Ar 7th, schs Addle Murchie. Gibbs, Rockport for
Wilmington; C H Spoltord, Bray, from Belfast for
Hamilton Roads.
BOSTON—Ar 7th. schs Lucy, Wilder. Hoboken;
Petrel, Davie, New York; Bertha J Fellows, Smith,
Yankee
Calais; Empire, Ferguson, of the Wave,
Dallev, do,
Webs'cr, Rockport; Witch
Patterson,WiscaBset;
Bristol;
Cora,
Clifford,
Victory,
Portland.
TIIIh Rich Perkins,
Belfast.
Cld 7th, sch Sami Fish. Teel,
ArSth brie Novelty, Havener, Cardenas.
Cld sth, brie Salista.Partridge,for New York; schs
Swallow, Carlow. Calais: Mary A Rico, Rice, Cape
Ann, to load for New York.

St Louis
St Louis County
Cook County

Gold,.7’s

UNDRB CONTRACT FOR THE CARRYING OF THK
Canadian and United Staten matin.

; Damon, do tor Fall River.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 6th, schs Comet, Dow, Calais;
Starlight, Blatchford, and Neptune's Bride, Crimson.

....

Northern Pa. ific R. R. Gold

largest assortments of

Allan_Line.

ton

Brokers,

Bangor..

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co.

7th,ship Washington,Chase. Liverpool; barque
Alfred, Burt. Valencia; brigs Shasta, Brown, Cardenas; Mattie B Russell, York, Caibarien; sell E V
Glov- r, Ingersoll, Georgetown, SC.
Passed through Hell Cato 6th inst, schs F Merwin,
Pierce, Baltimore for Portland; Bramhail, Hamilton,
New York tor do: E Arcularlus, Gregarp, do for BosCld

City

Portland
Ask for Whitney’* Patent Spring Carrirge. Every
marked patented. All othery are immitatlons.
These Carriages cannot be tipp.-d over. Every Car-

one

ap2

Savannah.

BROS.,

OFFER EOR SAKE

John McAdam,

New Haven ; Suliote, Dexter, and Abbott. Lawience. Griffin. Portland; Georgie D Lord,
Holbrook. Boston for Wilmington; Julia E Carnage,
Pickett. Fox Island; Elwood Burton, Jarvis. Baltimore; It C Thomas. Crockett, Rocklind; Willie Martin, Blake, Portland; Mary B Harris, Mitchell,do ior

offered.

Bankers anti

Sweetser’s

*

R.in.ml

line

our

H.MTpIYSON&CO.,

come and see what a

Acting

attention is invited to

Congress and Elm Sts,

aprl

FOB 1873.

Babcock Self

Markets,

and at prices greatly reduced from what

Cor.

Bleaching
VEW ENGLAND

the novelties

of the New York and Boston

TURNER

}

BLOCK.

have ever

we

“OAK PRICK OAKY,”

days

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 28th ult, barque Sierra
Nevada. Panno, New York.
GALVESTON—A r 1st, sch Mabel F Staples, Cole,
New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Below 2d Inst, sch May Evelyn,

Montgomery,

displayed. Embracing all

we have ever

BABY CARRIAGES

given

OPGNUIfi DAILY AT

nbive, the most at-

as

of BLACK SILKS, which exceed any that

the inhabitants of the

Sawyer.

oml

do

apr9d3t

Portland, April 8,

Wc shall open

tractive lines of goods, that

they have been selling tn this market.
to

Town oi Cape Elizabeth,
and sll persons liable to be assessed therein. NoTO
tice is he
that

—

Pfln/ilotnn

CHANCE

juniot HILL.

—

f.oor»Ti

BABE

A

We will pay all Agents $40 per week tn cash, who
will engage witn us at once. Everything furnished
and expenses paid. Address
A. COULTER & CO.. Charlotte, Mich.
ap9Uw

North and Montreal

Sch Sarah, Hardy, Rockland for Boston.
CLEARED.
Steamer Falmontb, Colby, Halifax, NS
John
Porteous.
Sch Ranger, Hodgdon, Buenos Ayres—R Lewis &
Co.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston
Charles

.1

April lx. and ‘id.

FOR

CHILDREN.
Cor. of Casco and Cumberland Sts.
85F“For particulars inquire at the school.
eodlw*
aprS

Wednesday,

and

Tuesday

Kindergarten School \

IN

Opening Millinery.

BROS.

TURNER

?or°N *

And can be seen at mj Greenhouse.

for Boston.
Sch Essex. Beal. Jonesport.
Sch Revolution. Kelley, Jonesport for Boston.
Sch Revolution, Leighton, Machias lor Boston.
Sch Helen Mar, Cameron, Rockport lor Boston.
Sch Tiger, Floyd, Camden for Rostou.

btirnr

retail

widow of suid deceased.

NEWS.

Queen,

of

—AT—

C0- CHAS H. DITS0N4C0.
711 ® dway. New
Yory.
apr8
---

Administrator.

STEPHEN HIGGINS, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for aliowance out of personal estate, presented by Helen D. Higgins, widow of said deceased.
SAMUEL RUMERY, late of Portland, deceased.
Will ami petition for the probate thereof, and that
Frederick Fox may be appointed Administrator with
the Will annexed, presented by Rachel Ann Rumery,

JOHN A.

and Ottoman

Cashmere

SHAWLS.

Schools

New

if nothing t«ttSU

nam-

ed.
ADDISON A. LATHAM, late of Yarmouth, deceased. Petit ion for allowance out of personal estate,
printed by Maria M. Latham, widow of said deceased.
KEU BEN ELDER, late of Gorham, deceased. Petition that Bcnjamiu F. Whitney may bo appoint d
Administrator, presented by Greenleaf G.
special son
of said deceased.
Elder,
SILaS BROAD, late of Deering, deceased. Will
and petition for the probate the eof and that Edward
H. Davcis may be appointed Administrator with the
Will annexed, presented by Almira A. Broad, sister
of said deceased.
IDA L. MERRILL & AL, minor children and heirs
of William M. Merrill, late of Westbrook, (now Deering,) deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
real estate, presented by Margaret Merrill, Guardian.
CAROLINE FAULKNER lato of Wes brook, deceased. Will and petition for the probate thereof,
and that Fa bins M. Ray, may be appointed Administrator, with the Will annexed, presented by Asa W.
Pratt, the Executor named in said W*ll.
JOSEPH L. SMALL, late of Westbrook, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey real estate,
presented by Edmund M. Woodbury, Administrator.
Als.) petition for allowance out of persi >nal est ite, presented by Diantha A. Small, widow of said deceased.
ABIGAIL CHASE, late of Portland, deceased.
Account presented for allowance by Samuel Chase,

Eastport

land ; Marcellus. and Sea

Paisley,

sented bj Amherst Whitmore, Administrator.
CHARLES BLISS, late of Freeport, deceased. Petitiou for license to compromise eertain claims against

Tuesday, April 8.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Scandinavian, (Br) Aird, Liverpool 27th
ult—passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamer New Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB. via

trom

SILKS,

Guitar,
dccordeon. Clarionet, Flute
,Dont despine these little books becheap! For persons who wlf h to learn
ly’ an4 only *° “ littIe way> ,here

Administrator.

A true

GOODS,

Piano, Cabinet Organ, MeMeon,

3

PORT OF PORTLAND,

Hickon,

DRESS

THE

w3wl5

MARINE

—OF—

sefiolaiind”£

*‘P fYolone, from

presented by John Noyes, the Executor therein

DIED.

[Prayers at

OPENING

the

marlO

In this
years.

Ho&dloy’s

heirs of Leonard F. Merrill, late of Brunswick, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey real
estate, presented by Caroline K. Merrill, Guardian.
DANIEL WEAVER, late of Brunswick, deceased.
Fetition for licence to sell aud convey real estate, pre-

Wear,

_MISCELLANEOUS.

System for Beginners.

cans*

tu3w

A BOOK FOR

ZNlason &

Price $1.50.

PROBATE NOTICES,

84 Middilie Street.
apr8

Rockland; Equal, Kenniston. do;

JAMES & WILLIAMS,

Emma,

Patterson1,Jewett,

COST'

FIRST

AT

11

Fisk, and for sale by

IMPROVEMENTS.

has invented a means of propelling a small
boat which will be generally appreciated by
those unskilled in the management of a boat.

purchase them

fancy
my store,

84 Middle Street,

And will Remain] aJFew Weeks.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Charles W. Gerrish has been appointed post
master at Lisbon, vice Charles B. Jordan, re-

articles for the Fair,

guano.

Callaoat

ADVERTISEMENTS

from

Fancy Goods to be used for that ob)ect.
any Dry
Any person who intends making garments er

GOOD

mcdiXm°np“parer^y%me^’ ‘LecSr|^tkin

NEWS.

(without including freight,)

can

ing

HkhfhiH8 v‘efiate,Whittemore;

COST.

Which we propose

Wiio lias made so many Wonderful Cures all
New England States, is at tlie

and

STATE

-AT

JTRAIVJV,

ow-

ing to the disturbance in Spain and the possible
interruption in the supply of quicksilver from
the Spanish mines
Mr. Joseph Arch, the well known leaders of
the agricultural laborers in England, is to be
put upas a candidate for the borough of Woodstock, at the next general election, to Parlia-

I propose to sell

CHOICE STOCK ot' WOOLENS,

[OF BOSTON, SfiSa

Inquire

There is considerable decrease in the yield of
the South African diamond fields.
Fresh green grass, eighteen inches long, sup-

addition to my donation to the above
institution

CUREsl

WONDERFUL

level.

taking a recess, but will again
commence Tuesday, 15th inst., closing finally
June 20th, at which time will occur the graduation exercises. The class will number twenty-

In

NEW

_

Cure of

variety.

THE NORMAL SCHOOL

FIELD?

MAINE STATE HOSPITAL
FAIR.

YORK COUNTY.

The Biddcford Times says that eleven paupers who had been “rusticating” at the city
farm for the winter, got their “backs up” because the Renublicau party had obtained control of the city, and have left the farm!
Israel Boothby has been
appointed postmaster at North Limington in place of Hiram H.

is the weather, of which

is this week

FIRST IN THE

Herriman; Lonls Walsh, WMte; Andrew Johnson,
wtg.
O’Brien, and Benj Bangs, Batchelper,
Old at Guanape 10th ult, barque Isaac Rich, Sheldon, Callao.
in port 18th nit, ships Golden Rule, Ball; Columbia, Caner; H S Sanford. Dunpby; Pacific, Blanchard; Winona, Stanley; JB Lincoln, Musaus; H L
Richardson, Anderson; Martha Cobb, Henley ; Corsica, Havener, and Emerald Isle, Blowers, all load-

master at the

OUR STANDARD ITEM
we have
lately had a
Yesterday, quite a severe raiu storm
prevailed nearly all day; this with the warm
days which we were favored last week, has materially lessened the quantity of snow. But we
st 11 have a quantity. A gentleman measured
its depth on the 1st., and made 3 1-2 feet on a

NOTICES.

or

***

defect in the chimney.

SPECIAL

onr

a

Arm .Jan. 1 1873.

mem-

FENDERSON & PLUMMER.

To Owners off

Jersey Cows

subscriber offer, his pore blooded Jermev
for the use of Cows
the

THE

during

Woodford’s Cornor, April 3, 1873.

tn.ii

preeint ^m

'WH1g55£j:

iJEASIt.- tions necessarily subsist, the inevitablencss of
-what we call death-is brought home to us
for mi
with much more than its usual force ;
the
of
Cumberland
Bar.
Petition
‘"dividual
from our own
IlK.'VBV

TIIK PRESS;
Wt;r>\E.SDAY

MORMKGrAPRIL 9.

>73.

next to

At the close of the

~CITY

AND VICINITY.

calling

of the

dock-

et ia the Supreme Court yesterday, Hon.
Nathan Webb, Vice President of the Cumberland Bar Association, presented the following

losing

household
must

;

all die’

one

and

the

‘•common

place

Vi

e

Budden.y^nsforms^.tsd^nto

stand upon
soonand we almost
Nrw AdvritUrmeula
for the “plash
Ta-Dny.
the dark river brink listening
and expecting the
^
oar
resolutions in reference to the late Henry P.
of the on-coming
AUCTION COLUMN.
the superstitious of the
Desirable Property at Gorham Village.
summons from wbat
Deane, Esq., with appropriate remarks.
Furnlture-F. 0. Bailey & Co.
called the “King of Terrors” whose
The Committee appointed by the Cumber- past is the grave,” but whose arm is palsied
Schooner Mina Boyd—F. O. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
land Bar Association
at its last meeting,
by the sword of the spirit and whose crown
melts away before the
Music Hall—Humpty Dumpty.
eye of
March 2Gtlr, to prepare resolutions relative to I of terrors
Hall—Complimentary Concert.
Christian faith. For within the field of Faith's
City
Old Folks* Concert—Congress St. Methodist CbuFCh
the death of the late Henry P- Deane, vision
Court
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
‘‘There ia no Death 1 What seems so is
Esq., to present to the Supreme Judicial
transition,
At this Very Hour.
to
This life of mortal breath
at the approaching Term—having attended
Is out a suburb of the life
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Elysian,
follow
the
ing
Whose portal we call Death.’’
that duty—beg leave to report
Mason & Hoadley’e System for Reglnncrs.
Divine Providence
Mail Line to Halifax—John Porteous.
Still none of us has such dulled sensibilities
Whereas it has pleased
Ki dergarten Sthool—for Children.
our friend
associations
as not to be moved
to remove from earthly
by sorrow and sadness at
Probate Notices.
Deane.
the final departure of such a friend, however
and brother Henry P.
Wanted—Girl.
lament
lus
we
death
deeply
New England Babcock Self-Acting Engine.
Resolved. That
strongly our faith may assure us that it is He
Daucy’s Announcements—1.
and shall sorrowfully miss his pleasant face
“who doeth all things well” who “made and
Opening Millinery—M. A. Boswortb.
and cordial greeting.
loveth all” has called him to Himself. I knew
California Floor—J. B. Donnell.
our
That
Resolved,
departed associate by our late deceased brother more
Lost—Roll of Bills.
thoroughlj
hfs energy, zeal, and talent, as well as by his
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
while he was laying deep the foundations of
the
to
duties
of
a counsellor and
fidelity
Maine General Hospital—Nelson & Co.
by his manhood's usefulness, than latterly. I
his courtesy to bis professional associates, deCustom Garments—Orin Hawkes & Co.__
was a
daily witness of how rapidly assiduous
servedly gained an honorable standing at this and methodical
labor, undisturbed by any
JluDicipa! Cwurf.
Bar.
bad habits, could develope his intellectual
BEFORE JCDOE MORRIS.
That by his decease this commuResolved,
faculties; and as frequently was I an admirer
Tuesday._Thomas McGinnis, Martin Hogan, jr.,
nity has lost a valuable citizen, this Bar an of the
purity and high purpose of those youthPatrick Bradley, William Parr, John Connellan, Siesteemed comrade, his fiiends a
generous
ful years. For although lie possessed a sanlas B. Huntress, Dennis Warren and John Cunningwho
in
the various and responsible dufriend,
times
guine temperament, was actiue and at
ham, search and seizure. Fined $.10 each. All paid.
ties he has been called to
discharge has never apparently somewhat impulsive, still his inT ,tal fines and costs $418.40.
failed to secure respect and approval.
went
lie
they
stincts being right, however far
Michael J. Driscoll and John Powers, truancy
Resolved, That we sympathize with his took away from him the power to go in the
Sentenced to Reform School during minority. Exehe
afflicted
resofamily and that a copy of these
wrong direction. And notwithstanding
cution of sentence suspended, conditional for their
lutions authenticated by the officers of our as- was somewhat impulsive, he was never reckfuture good behavior in this particular.
sociation be communicated to them.
less nor ever rash, but opened as many of
Brief Jottings.
hundred eyes” before using any of
D.
“Argus’s
The
seconded
resolutions
were
Byron
by
The Blues have engaged a special train for
“Briareus’s hundred hands” as any young
:
follows
as
Verrill, Esq., who spoke
an excursion to Old Orchard on
the 0th of
of his warm blood well could. Alman
J uly.
May it please your Honor:—Til accordance
though I have known our friend less intimateof
vote
a
with a request of the committee and
John E. Owens opens at Music Hall on tho
ly latterly, until quite recently, still I have
the association, I beg leave to second tlics’e
seen him frequently enough in the social walks
21th inst. with a select company.
the
sentiresolutions. They fittingly express
of life and while he was in the discharge of
Mr. John R. Paine, the author of the Oratorio
ments I am sure we all entertain,
public and professional duties, to learn what
of St. Peter, expresses himself highly pleased
to
mourn
the
we
called
are
So frequently
your resolutions and remarks so abundantly
as
brother—often
in
at the manner in which it was rendered by the
esteemed
of
some
loss
confirm me in believing, that those lessons of
Haydn Society at the rehearsal Monday night. this instance, in the very prime of his man- wisdom so early practiced and acted upon
can
but
realize
the
we
hood—that
of
shadowy while preparing for the more stern and
Mr, Paine came to this city for tho purpose
uncertainty of mortal life. In such a case as rugged duties of life hadbocome his “heart’s
listening to tho rehearsal.
is
sad
indeed
to think of
this
it
severing lore” and the foundation stones of that char$162,64 were tlio net receipts from tho Bloodstrong earthly ties; but it is pleasant to reflect
acter which the winds and floods of the world,
good benefit for the Maine General Hospital.
that our departed brother was worthy of all
beat they never so violently could in no deHumpty Dumpty will be given at Music Hall the praise we may bestow. I measure
my gree wash away.
oa the 14th and 15th.
words. I speak of Henry P. Deane aB I have
“His conscience never flirted with beautiful
Said interIt rained at intervals yesterday.
known him in the intimate business and social
ideals of goodness,” for liis moral character
vals occupied about twenty-three hours out of
relations of the last six years. To know him
was not based upon arguments or opinions,
the twenty-four.
intimately was to esteem him highly, and I even, but upon convictions. And no one
have been impressed with a deep sense of his j
The Superior Court adjourned yesterday
whoever heard him speak concerning them
worth.
ever doubted on which side of tlie questions
morning, after the action taken in regard to manly
His standard of moral duty was high, and
of real raform his influence was enlisted, for
the decease of the late Henry P. Deane.
Tbo
that standard he was governed. I may
by
his acts and his lips, though speaking a differses sion will he resumed this morning.
say rigidly governed in his daily business
ent dialect, expressed the same sentiments
The Black Crook Company propose, as will
transactions. Scrupulously and minutely exand bis moral digestion was never impaired
bo seen by tho correspondence in another colact in his dealings with all men, he was equalby his eating his own words.
ly honest in all things large and small.
umu, giving an entertainment in aid of the
ouisiue woriu
ll
xo me
may someuuus
Tenacious
of
his
own rights he was also conwhich
Maine General Hospital in every towii
seem that
members of our profession when
of the rights of others.
siderate
The offer is a
paying their respects to the memory of their
they may visit in the State.
Always faithful to the interests of his decease d brethren do more than act upon the
very generous one.
clients. I believe he never forgot the duties charitable
maxim, “nil de mortuis nisi bonum,”
A very pleasant surprise party took place at
flnrl nhlierntinne nf litu m-nfoaeinn
Hin Itivak
and eulogize them too highly.
But human
the Casco S. F. E. Co. engine house, Monday
tigation of legal questions was habitually nature generally is better than it seems,
thorough, careful and painstaking to the last and
evening.
the
in
relation
to
really
degree; so that as a prudent and safe coun- good
Hon. C. P. Kimball will deliver his lecture
and
’tis
nearness
not
man
sellor he had few equals. His caution was
on Maine, Past, Present and Future, at India
“distance lends enchantment. In the felicitvery marked; but his zeal was unbounded;
ous language of another. “A sense of brotherStreet Church, Thursday evening.
and into every undertaking which met the
hood may grow up between members o'f our
The schooner “Ranger” of Freeport, has
sanction of his judgment and the approval of
profession stronger and more enduring than
been purchased by Russell Lewis & Co., of
his conscience he threw his whole 60ul,
between members of any other properhaps
this city. She is to be sent to South America,
sparing no labor, neglecting no effort, yielding fession. We get to know each other by heart.
river
Plata.
to
no
the
obstacle
that
was
in
on
for lightering purposes
any way superable.
In the 6tudy,
contemplation and ripening
His tastes were decidedly literary and
One of our prominent law-makers of last
knowledge of the law, of its principles and
and
labors
social.
to
the
studies
In
addition
Winter expresses the belief that, “laws are like
relations, there is a mystic power which takes
of his profession and other affairs in which he
(common
possession of the inner hie of the
sausages,—eue’s respect for them is completelittle
to
no
attention
he
general j
engaged,
gave
which blends, assimilates and har)y undermined when he knows how they are literature, and especially to historical and initiated,
monizes minds otherwise alien and irreconmade.”
political learning.
(cilable
Hence it is that those who might
Unexpected poetical genius developed itself
Enthusiasm was a marked characteristic of
seem to have had little in common with
this
It was a
at the City Clerk’s office yesterday.
our lamented brother.
I have never known
our departed brother, were in sympathy, conMother
Goose.
and
between
cross
Shakespeare
another who enjoyed all the amenities and
fidence and regard
very near to him, as
It appears that the old Hoyt, Fogg & Breed
luxuries, and even the common-placeB of life he was very near to us. We witnessed his
with so keen a relish. Nature freely yielded
store is not to be converted into a dining room
professional growth with pride, shared his
to his senses her inexhaustible charms, and his
achievements and by relation appropriated his
for the St. Julian.
geniality was overflowing. And yet, notwith- honors.”
Nine barrels bf whiskey, and a half barrel
This then is the true record which our
standing the fervent ardor of his temperament
of ale were seized by the sheriffs yesterday.
he was conspicuously temperate in all things.
brother has left behind him. If he performed
The widow of the teamster Kavanangh who
His nature was also sensitive and sympano brilliant achievement which
the obstrepwas killed by a fall from his team about a week
thetic ; and a discriminating, unostentatious erous world looking through the enchanting
as
to
the
whereabouts
distress
since, is in great
charity was one of his great virtues. His medium of distance has chronicled as great,
neither has he done anything to tarnish the
affections were strong and deep, and his
of her son, a boy 14 years old, who left his
friendships whole-souled. In whom he con- record of a good life, or sully his memory ;
home for Boston recently.
in
whom
he
was
but he
fided his confidence
implicit;
performed all his duties as a
A temperance lecturer from Portland stated
trusted his faith was supreme. Such also was public and private citizen with fidelity.
to his audience at Meonian Hall the other
trust
in
God—firm
and
his
I have heard witti great satisfaction the exevening that he had actually become intoxicat- his faith and such
ed by eating mince pies! The gentleman must
unshaken. No fear of death, no doubts of pressions of high appreciation which this Bar
his
to
disturb
mind.
either have a large stomach or a small brain.—
ever
seemed
continues to entertain of the inflexible integrithe future
Kennebec Jour lal.
Nevertheless, such and bo strong were his ty of its members ; and I am glad to know ns
of
the
associations
Some young Vandals have been pokiug holes
well from your words, that during these latter
so
life,
affections,
congenial
thro’the ceiling of the India Street Uuiversasociety, literature and business, and so inex- days of embezzlements, defalcations and other
list Church. They climbed up to the unfinishpressibly tender the endearments of a beauti- numerous evidences of corruption, this Bar
ful, happy home and its loved ones, that he has not lowered its standard of honest worth,
ed tower on ladders, and then descending to
clung firmly to life and struggled long and but holds it in as high estimate now as when
the attic, punched holes tliro’ the ceiling, which
manfully against the encroachments of dis- its great representative shed the lustre of his
is almost ruined.
his business
ease ; preparing and arranging
high character in the councils and departSeveral of the crew of the Atlantic passed
months ago for the worst, he still remained
ments of the nation.
And if I might presume
through this city Monday night, en route for hopeful and cheerful to the last. Alas how to add a closing injunction to so old and honoften is this sad story repeated. One after
New York.
ored an association I would say, especially to
the younger members,—stand fast to your inEight years ago yesterday the surrender of another of our brotherhood Death taps upon
the shoulder : we vanish, and the placss that
tegrity—for it would seem as if the Bar as a
Gen. Lee occurred.
have known us know us no more forever.
whole is among the last anchors that now
The Harry Bloodgood troupe concluded a
Only the memory of the departed is left us,— holds the institutions of the country to their
very successful engagement last evening. Our
a sweet and hallowed memory to be sacredly
old mooTings,
citizens will be glad to see it again.
cherished until we, tqo, shall answer the sure
The Judge then ordered the proceedings to
and final summons, and go to join the brothFatal Accident.—We are pained to record
be entered on the records and ndjourned the
erhood beyond the dark river.
the death of an old member of our police force,
Court until this morning.
Judge Goddard spoko as follows:
Mr. Joseph B. Parsons, which occurred at
it
the
to
am
Court,—I
unwilling
May please
Brunswick yesterday. On Monday noon Mr.
Annual Merlins; of the Mercantile Libraallow this occasion to pass without offering a
ry Association.
Parsons went to Angusta to accompany a pa'
brief tribute to the memory of my departed
At the annual meeting of the M. L. A.
tient to the Insane Hospital, and ho hurried
schoolmate and friend who was for more than
last evening, the
back by the midnight train to resume his dufollowing named gentlea quarter of a
century my associate at this
men were chosen officers for the ensuing year:
After the train had
ties as soon as possible.
Bar.
Mr. Deane died in Boston on Tuesday, the
President, Charles H. Haskell. Vice Presipassed Brunswick about four miles, Mr. Par25th of last month, in the fiftieth year of his
dents, M. B. Coolidge, Wni. E.Wood. Treassons attempted, it is supposed, to pass from
on
bis
while
homeward
from
age,
journoy
urer ,John C. Proctor. Corresponding Secretary,
the postal ear, but it is supposed that by
Florida, whither he bad gone a few weeks beHenry Littlefield. Recording Secretary, J. W.
fore in the hope of restoring his failing health.
some misstep he fell over the side of the car
Banks. Directors, Fred E. Jones, Wm. RHe was a son of the late John G. Deane,
and down an embankment about eight feet.—
and a native of Ellsworth, but he came
Wood, John C. Small, James F. Hawkes,
Mr. Parsons had the care of tho insane man 'Esq., his
with
parents to this city while yet a boy,
Charles W. Roberts.
Trustee, Charles E.
for several days previous, and had been deprivand pursued his academical studies here, entered of sleep for two nights. He was seen only a
ing Bowdoin College in 1840, and graduating Joso. This is the second time that Mr. Haswith high honor in 1844. In the office of Wilkell has been chosen President of the associafew minutes after the train passed along by
lis & Fessenden he prepared himself for the
tion.
There was a good attendance of memthe section man, Mr. John Bannan, who at
bar, and was admitted in 1847. Two years af- bers. In
compliance with the provisions of the
of
he
was
a
at
the
chosen
once called the two men on the next section,
age
26,
ter,
represenconstitution the President read the
tative from this city, and having been reelected
Messrs. A. L. Josselyn ane John S. Merrill,and
served at the sessions of the 30tn and 31st LegANNUAL REPORT
they took Mr. Parsons from his posi tion by the islatures.
of the Dirctors, from which we take the folIn 1852, at the expiration of his Legislative
track, and signalled the up train (conductor
lowing:
term, he was chosen Attorney for this county,
Jewett) to stop and take the injured mau on
We do not deem it necessary in this connecperforming the responsible duties of that office
board, and he was accordingly brought to for three
Iu
1862
he
was
elected
years.
City tion .to remind you that the past year has been
Brunswick, and taken to the Bowdoin Hotel.
Solicitor, serving two years. In 1867 he was one of unusual prosperity and thrift to the MerEvery care was taken of him there by the land- appointed by President Johnson Surveyor of cantile Library Association, as its records
this port, au office which he filled for three
show that its accession of new members and
lord, Mr. John T. Smith, and his wife, a few
years.
augmentation of its treasury has been quite
friends, and several physicians. Mr. Parsons
For several years before his death he had
equal to that of any previous year in its hislingered in a comatose state until about five been a Director of the P. & K. B. Co., and the tory, while the number of ourcitizens who have
adviser
of
that
availed themselves of the advantages of its
legal
corporation.
o’clock last evening when he died very sudlid library, aud have enjoyed its literary
During this whole period he continued the
denly. Marshal Parker and the father of the practice of his profession in the State and splen
and musical entertainments, havo beon greatly
deceased went down to Brunswick and return- Federal Courts.
in excess of any previous year.
Our friend's life exemplified these marked
ed with the body to this city by the midnight
WEEKLY MEETINGS.
:—enthusiasm
for
his
characteristics
profession,
train. Mr. Parsons has been a worthy member
Wo have still to regret the lack of interest on
chivalrous
honor
inflexible
strict
integrity,
the part of the younger members in the weekly
of the police force at intervals since 1861. He
and courage. Among all my aqcuaintances I
meetings for debates and literary exercises, alleaves a wife and three children to mourn his
never knew one whose love for the law seemed
though much effort has been put forth to sebeen
to
have
Parsons
was
loss.
Mr.
that class of our young
cure the interest of
untimely
to equal his ; it was the dream of his boyhood
last
men
for which those meetings were more esinitiated into the Order of Odd Fellowship
and the passion of his collegiate days. Longto
benefit; hence these meetdesigned
evening. At the time of his death he was 45
ing for the hour when he might enter the pecially
ings have continued to partake of that social
and
do
battle
for
the
iorensic
he
arena
of
right,
age.
years
character noticed by our predecessors.
V--At-.
chose for the orution which rewarded his disU1CUI VICUIU
seem

to
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xjtrgai xxuiesation men. Marshal Parker also expresses his !j uiiguigutu bunumxomp
ion.” This early fondness for his chosen pur
obligations to Conductor Chandler for his kind- suit was an earnest of the industry and fidelness in stopping liis train (the seven o'clock) at
ity in its study which gained him the speedy
the scene of the accident and allowing the
and brilliant suceess to which reference has
Marshal to visit the locality.
been made. Mr. Deane was a man of irreCoroner Gould will hold an inquest at ten
proachable morals and of stainless integrity.
His conversation, like his life, from earliest
o’clock this morning.
youth bore witness to the purity of his heart.
No suspicion of foul play is entertained. The
I venture to say that the man does not live
Mr. Parsons
conductor was
who ever heard an unworthy suggestion, a debut a few moments after leaving Brunswick. A
moralizing sentiment, a questionable expresno othbut
was
found,
over
the
right eye
gash
sion fell from his lips. He was a gentleman of
er marks of injury.
His death resulted from
honor and delicacy, ambitious without envy,
concussion of the brai n.
incapable of jealousy or suspicion. He never
uttered even in piivate what he did not beThe Cary
Complimentary.—Announce- lieve to be the exact truth,nor what he was not
ment is made this morning in our entertainHe
not willing and anxious to say publicly.
ment column of the complimentary concert
never spoke of another in secret what he was
His chivaltendered to Miss Cary by a committee of repre- ready to make good to his face.
rous nature gave him a strong inclination fo r
sentative citizens. In regard to the bencficiuire
herself it seems work of supererogation to say military life for which I suspect he would at the
out of the rebellion have abandoned
anything to the Portland public. Her remark- breaking
but for the infirmity of his vislaw
the
even
able career, her strong and attractive points of
ion.
character, her wonderful power of personal
Mr. Deane was a public man and as such is
magnetism, and her marvellous excellence of known to our whole community as a prudent
voice, method and manner, which have gained legislator, a faithful and incorruptible proseher so high a reputation everywhere, are well
cutor, a wise municipal counsellor, and an
To her can he
known aud appreciated here.
enterprising and public spirited man of business.
He is known to ui as a zealous but
that nothe rare and valuable

conversitqS^with

praise,

given

il here is she so thoroughly popular and so cordially admired as here at home. There seems
among our people a feeling of personal interest
aud persona) friendship toward her which is
and it seems to he
very unusual in such cases,
heartily reciprocated on her part; so that her
audience and her
appearance before a Portland
reception by it appear like an interchange of
of
greetings among old friends. The presence
Miss Cary alone at the concert is abundantguar-

j

season.

anty to everybody of a most delightful
She will be assisted by artists whose appearance is always agreeable and the concert is sure
to be bright, pleasing and attractive in all respects. It will he noticed that the tickets areJ
placed at the popular priee of 60 and 75 cents5
and it will be necessary to make early applica-

good places, although there are
tion
not mauy really bad •places in our City Hall.
The sale of reserved seats begins this morning
to secure

at

Stockbiidge’s._

The steamship
Steamship
!
“Scandinavian,” Capt. Aird, from Liverpool
tho 27th ult., arrived at this port about six:
o’clock last evening, bringing 54 cabin and 37!
Arrival.

—

intermediate and 460 steerage passengers. We*
are indebted to the purser, -for late foreign files.
Among the passengers weig the Archbishop oif

Quebec

aud attendant

prieshc

fair-minded advocate, a
genial friend, an
agreeable associate, a high-toned, pure minded *
and
a
sincere and consistent Chris
gentleman
tian.
To your Honor, as well as to
myself, Henry
P. Deane was endeared by the ineffacablc
memories of college life, and I am sure that
down the three decades which have passed
come only pleasant reminiscences of our deceased classmate.

Judge Virgin responded substantially

as

follows:

As already intimated, it is but a few'months
less than thirty years since forty-five young
men standing under their class-tree, gave
each other the parting grasp, bade adieu to
their “Alma Mater” and hopefully, and with
turned their
fate,”
faces
a “will for any
world-ward. To-day, with melancholy satisof
the
survivors
of
that
thirty
faction, one
class, as the organ of this court, most sincerely
of
the
tribute
deserving
concurs in the justice
which your resolutions—“woraslike apples ofr
the feeling
silver"—and
of
in

gold

pictures

remarks, pay
Henry
to another of that original number,
P. Deane, late of this city and member of this}
to
same
be
the
spreadl
Bar, and to order
as a memorial of
upon the record of this court
the court in which all feel a common afHiction.
When such an one dies, between whom and
us such
strong friendship and intimate rela-

and

appropriate accompanying

it lias been for several years past, which is amto the members
comprising
the Executive Department, now about surrenits
dering
trust, for their faithful and assiduous
labors in behalf of the M. L. A.
And in retiring from
office, we would at this
time ouly express the
hope that our successors
may secure and maintain that
harmony, zeal
ana hearty
co-operation that has characterized
the retiring Board.

NEW YORK.

ple compensation

The reports were approved.
The following resolution was unanimously

adopted:
Resolved, That

Sleumer Sunk

on

the

•

Child Murder.

Dcbuqve,

Hudson.

New York, April 8.—Details of the siuking
of the steamer Nupha in the Hudsou Biver
show that thirty passengers and the crew had
an extremely narrow
escape from drowning.—
When the steamer was cut
through by the ice
aud began to fill the
captain roused all the passengers, gave them life-preservers ami then
rushed on deck
A boat was lowered with the
JrcQe but by some accident was
reach.ug the
the women into the water, but water, throwiug
thev were fortunateiy rescued by the crew in
boat
iinall.v all were put into boats and 111*1,,
ward the shore, but met a huge field
of ice mi
which they walked till within ten feet
of ’the
shere, when the ice parted. A seaman had
brought a plank which was placed across this
chasm, over which they were all safely taken
They lost all their clothing, several ladies being
iu night clothes. They reached Khiuebeck
were cared for and forwarded
yesterday to their
destinations.

i

Iowa,

John Sava-c, late cashier of the Lechmcre
Bank, Charlestown,.has plead Ruilty of being a

April 8.—Ursula Spangler

Win. Riley, was arrested
Vvr■op.usin
atNassou
Iowa, last Sunday for the murder
of their illegitimate child, has made a fall confession. She sa. s that Riley drowned the child
at Cedar Falls on Friday last. Roth the unnatural parents were committed to jail.

defaulter.
The citizens candidate for Mayor.F. M. Case,
was elected
Tuesday in Denver, Col., and all
the rest of the Republican ticket.
Only one body was recovered from the Atlantic Tuesday.
Senator Sumner rides ont daily.
President Uraut returned to Washington

THE ATLANTIC.

Tuesday.
A heavy

snow storm was reported Tuesday
afternoon in Iowa and Kansas.
The Mississippi has risen ten feet since Saturday, and is still risiug at the rate of three
niches an hour.
Ex-Gov. Washbume of Maine, addressed
the Board of Trade of Minneapolis,
Monday.
Full returns from Cincinnati, O,, give Johnson, I)em., 1600 majority.
Thieving bauds of Indians are numerous in
the western portion of Nebraska.
Joseph’s hand of Nez Pesce Indians refuse to
go to a reservation, and Capt Jack wants the
Commissioners to meet him in the'lava beds
for another talk, which they decline to do.
Brigham Young has resigned the position of
Trustee in trust of the Cliareh and President
Smith has been elected in his place.
Illinois reports the heaviest rains aud freshets for several years.

*

_____

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Old

Folks’

Concert

—AT THE—

Congress St. Methodist
Church.
Methodic

SC-

OLD FOLKS’ CONCERT

of Ihe Fourth Fngineer.
) The Testimony
the thanks of the Associa1
Halifax, N. S„ April 8—The Court resumed
tion be tendered the retiring officers for the
IN THE CnUBCn
1 at nine o’clock this
morning. Wm. Patterson
zeal and energy displayed by them during their
was sworn: Was 4th engineer of the Atlantic;
term of office.
On
was on duty and had ehargdof the engine room
from 12 to 4 in the afternoon, and from 13 to 4
n*rt Generosity.
commencing at 7J o'clock, under the direction of
John M. Steven*.
in the morning; the engines were going slower
Portland, April 8,1873.
The chorus will consist of twenty voices, Messrs.
from 12 to 2 than they had been going during
HosGeneral
To the Executive Committee, Maine
Thomas and Chase and the Misses Leavitt havo voltlie twelve hours previous, hut they began to
unteered
their services for solos. Miss Eva .Tones
improve from 1.1 o’clock; when the engines are
pital Fair:
will proside at the organ.
doing their best we work about 54 pounds of
Gentlemen:—Permit me as the General DiAt the close of the Concert un
steam with the expansion valve
fully open; berector of the Langrishe & Carle’s Black Crook
tween 12 and 3 o’clock
by
the lowest pressure of
ANTIQUARIAN SUPPER
Company, to tender a matinee performance
A
sioiind
ISleinner
of
Ashore.
S5F?™ dunug the night was reached, and was
the company I represent, on the afturnoon
will be served in the Vestry for all who desire. The
of the noThe freight boat Elm City, of the New Haven
the expansion partly on; when
'f'dh
Saturday, April 12th, for the benefit
<
proceeds of the entertainment will be devoted to the
of erection in
and Hartford line, struck a rock at bait
u,t?forat‘hat° clock the gauge indicated
ble institution that is in process
past
1
Socieiy.
one this morning, during the
because
when
I
went
on
fog at the step- the natch
v: ;, there were no coals
Admission to the Conceit 23 cents; Children 13
on the ulates and
well aware of its value not ouly to the
ping stoues near Throggs Neck. The water
cents; Supper extra.
ap9d2t
in ‘he two fires; after the
covered her decks, hut she will likely he floated
State of Maine at largo, but also to members of
1<J1511
bad
been
cleaned the fires were a little
off liy high tide this afternoon, aud brought grate
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
strangers in a strange
our profession, who,
we took some time
low;
to get the coal out for
back to this city. Tne accident was caused by
country, may some day derive unspeakable aslires, then a farther tiuio to get out the round
the neglect of the light house keeper at Throggs
sistance and'coiufqrt at its beueficcnt hands.
Kecci|ti« by Kniiroails and Hleaniboats.
eoals.to put on the tire; our speed increased beIt is therefore with no selfish motive, but for
to ring the fog bell. No lives were lost.
Grand Thunk Railway—3 cars sundries, 1 do
tween two and three o’clock; we had
the good of the profession at large I tender this
tiftv
1 do
1 do potatoes, 2 do starch, 2 do
headings,
Shocking Brutality.
pounds pressure on the gauge at the time that clapboards, 2 dosliooks,
laths, 2 do for Boston, 2 oats, 3 do
complimentary benefit, and I think the course
she struck; the gauge stood fifty-one, and we
The
of
Caroline
her
husflouraadofor
Allan
beating
Febring
will
by
me
meet
with
Line, II do for Halifax, * do for
the candid appropursued by
THE
SL John, NB, 2 do
band was a case of dreadful brutality. He tied
had increased the speed with the increased
spars, 3 do for O. T. It., 11 do liunbation of every dramatic artist in the country
her
was
on
1
hands
the
behind
her and tied her to the bed- pressure;
standing
stoke-hole
and of an appreciative public.
Irish
American
Relief Association
post and theu with a rope beat her till every plates, opposite No. 2 boiler, when I felt the
Very Respectfully,
Forcfgu Exports.
inch of her body was covered with
bottom
almost
under
the
touch
on
my
He
feet,
ship
stripes.
W. H. Whitenet^ Ranger-71,923 ft
WILI. GIVE THEIR
then unloosed her, and when she fell to the
lumber,
the starboard side of the keel, as if she was
floor exhausted, he kicked aud otherwise mal1
grazing over something; at the time I was surFalmouth—1400 bbls
N8,‘. ,®fSamer
treated her. Tlio physicians believe sbo is fa2u0
facing the fire cf No. 1 of the starboard boiler;
Portland, April 8, 1873.
and shoes, T320 lbs
,1a u??i ’,1
Iirs,lxxjU
tally injured. The brute was committed to the immediately shut the surface cock and ran up cneese, -850 do
lard, organ,
lot mdse.
Mr. IF. H. Whitenet, General
AT
Agent:
Tombs.
to the engiue-room; when I got thero I saw
Foreign
Imports.
Sue—The Executive Committee except with
The Steamer Elm City.
that the telegraph had been thrown around beLIVERPOOL. Steamship Scandinavian—2337 bars
the generous tender of a benefit for the
1
It appears that the steamer Elm
the usual mark for going astern full speedl
iron, A h Stevens; 44 crank pins. 195 iron tubes, 200
Maine General Hospital Fair from Messrs.
City left yond
Blieets iron. 273 plates do, Portland Co; 186 pkgs merhere at midnight for New Haven aud had 150
as if it had been pulled violently and the signa,
Langrishe & Carle’s Black Crook Company, on passengers,
Canadian Ex Co; 3 boxes mdse, 2 do
chandise,
ON
had been answered from the engine-room; the
|trees to Agent2 cases
many of whom were not awakened
the afternoon of Saturday, April 12th.
order;
mdse. Agent Grand Trunk
when she struck. There was much excitement fifth engineer (since dead) was in the act of re11
mdse.
Geo Stevens & Co; 3 bbls naila, P
pkgs
Very Respectfully Yours.
when the fact was known, but no disorder. The
versing the engine; the greaser, James Devine Co;
1873.
Whitmore; 206 boxes oranges. Hart, Marion & Co; 1
A. W. H. Clapp,
vessel tilled rapidly and several
(siuce dead) was there in there in tho act of as- ,case
passengers
mdse, J Porteous; 1 ao do, Elliott & Co.
C. H. Haskell,
didu t rise until the water was
sisting him; I came to his assistance, and from
to the
a
GRAND
nearly
CONCERT
up
(one
H. F. Furbish,
time I got to the platform until the engines
buuks. The boats were quickly
1 hour
previous to dancing) bv the Portland
lowered, hut the
Boston Block Lim.
C. E. Jose.
were going astern occupied about 15
were not needed, as the steamer was fast on
Brass
Band
and
an
Drill
I
Exhibition
seconds;
S. C. Gordon,
(Sales at tlie Broker’s Board, April 8.)
then watched the telegraph for a short time to
the rocks, aud the passengers all remained 011
(at 10 o'clock) by the Sheridan Cadets.
S. H. Tewksbury,
Raconia Manufacturing Co .535
% Itlasic for llauriag by Chandler’*
seo if any more telegrams were given from the
deck till 9 o’clock when they were taken ofl by
J
Boston
& Maine Railroad.1204
Fall Quadrille Bund. Dancing comF, H. Gkrrish,
at the same time I looked at the engine
steamer New Haveu and brought here.
deck;
Capt". room clock and found it was 3
Boston aud Maine Railroad.120
1mences at 84 o’clock.
Jambs E. Carter,
Peck and crew remained aboard, and it is supo’clock; the Eastern (N. H.) Railroad.100
Executive Committee.
at
clock
was
reset
wont
below
to
start
the
noon;
Floor Director— EDW. J, SISK.
posed got the vessel off at high water, though
she had two feet of water over the main deck surface cock; as soon as I got to tho foot of the
New York Stock and
-<4tds—Maxime Paquet, R H. Parker, P. J. ConMoney Market.
Where ?
1
ladder the long lines went away
ncllan .James Dunphy, J. H. Larkin, J. K. Breslin,
when the passengers left. It is though the
engiue-room
New Yoke. April. 8— Morn inn.—Gobi
MonPeter Deehan, Win. Curran.
Mr. Editor:— Where is the Society with the freight is not much damaged aud that the iu- with a race very suddenly: I called to tho on- ey J per cent. Sterling Exchange 1071 1184.
@ 1081
Floor Tickets $1.00: Gallery Tickets, for Gents 50
illustrious and fearful name? Where is the jury to the vessel will not exceed a few thou- 1 Igineer to stop her; then turned to go into the :State stocks quiet. Stocks steady.
(cents; for Ladies 25 Cents.
For sale by the mombers
1
brave and far famed detective and courageous sand dollars.
I stoke
New Youk. April8—Eoenina.—In financial circles
hole, and just as I was goiug there I
<ol the Associition ami
at the door. Members can
interest still centers in the .Money quesiiou.
heard her go a cay with another race; I turned
The das Strikes.
;
officer, Mr. Fitch ? Ouly yesterday noon I
procure their tickets from Mr. B. O’Rielly.
public
Loans ranged from 3-16 to 2 per day until about 3
Refreshment s furnished by Webster In the Senate
back to see what was the matter, and saw the
saw on Commercial street, a young fellow who
The men employed at the Manhattan
gas
when the rate tell to 7 per cent. cc>in. The ro1
<Chamber.
o’clock,
sells poor ruin driving a'poor broken down
works have not quit work or manifested a dis- engineer in bis shirt sleeves with tho throttle
Clothing checked free.
from
the
interior
arc
ceipts
steadily increasing, one
jap'Members will appear in Regalia on the Grand
valve in his hand; the chief engineer (Foxley)
beast called a horse, the poor thing was so lame
position to strike. No disturbances have ocreceived on Monday nearly
March.
Per order Managing Committee.
express
company
having
then stopped the engine and ordered the fifth
and has been for a number of weeks, that he
curred at the works of the
$2,900,000, and each of the other companies about
Metropolitan and engineer
to shut the main stop valve; 1 supcould hardly walk, and this fellow worse than
Harlem companies, aud a strike is not
The amounts were not so large to-day, but
J
$750,000.
apprea beast, was urging this animal along with
hended.
The rumor that connections were pose that he (the chief engineer) opened the the movement is decidedly this way. The receipts
1
about $1,500,000 from the West and $2,000,blows from the heavy end of his whip.
making with the inaius of the New York com- safety valve, at least he told me that he done include
1
000
from the East, South and Southwest. The legal
1 would make the suggestion that if we are
pany for the purpose of supplying gas is de- so far as I beared the steam blowing off; wheu
*
tenders
to
outstanding were increased $321,000 to-day.
abuse
I
to
to
the
stoke-hole
all
the
had
to have a society
men
left the
animals, nied by the officers of the other
got
prevent
corporation, firemen’s
Sterling Exchange dull and lower at 107 @ 1074 for
15th l
let us have one and not liaTe to see animals
room; was above the stoke-hole and
who say it would probably cause a general
J
60
and 107$ (eg 108 for sight. The Gold specudays,
suffer every day before our own doors.
strike. The Vice President of the New York called to the men to attend to the tires; this all
j
lation
exhibited increased weakness, the rate falling
Progress.
occurred
in
space of two or three minutes,
f
from
1184 to 118. closing at 1184; the decline was causCompany predicts its success ultimately, and that is fromthe
the time that she struck till I shut
ed by sales for bull account Saturday and
We would suggest to “Progress” that it is
says an abundance of workmen can be obtain- i the sea
Monday
while I was shutting them down
:
and
cocks;
the announcement that £516,000
and
are
now
emmore
hundred
than two
sterling had
J 1 saw water coming out of the starboard bunk- gI >ne into the
Bank of England to-day; loans at 4 per
perfectly competent for him to make a com- ed,
in tbo afternoon the supply
ployed.
Although
cent, to 1-32 for carrying.
The clearings were SKO!
plaint of the “young fellow.” It is as much was cut off, the gas is burning about as usual er; 1Ihad only about twelve feet to run, and be000,000.
Treasury disbursements $40,000. Customs
fore reached there there was about a foot of
!
aud there is little iuconveuiencc anywhere.—
his duty to do so as it is that of any member of
receipts $260,000. Governments are tirm though the
ou the floor; I then made my way to the
water
The strikers deny having contemplated auy disdealings were smaller. State securities dull; Tei>the “Society for the prevention, etc.”
orderly conduct. They say that they expect deck, being the last person to reaeh the engine nsseee 6s weak. Railroad bonds steady. Stocks were
rumu.
weak the
greater part of the d.y, the decline ranging
help from the Union organizations of other citAcknowledgement.— Kev. A. N. Jones,
from 4 to o per cent. There was,
Horrible Semes in the Cabin of the
however, a change
ies and appear determined to stick,
for
expecting
the
better
after 3 o’clock on easier
“acknowllate of Bates Theological School,
Steamer.
Money and inthe CO oneration nf r»t.hpr <rt»e mon
Tim nmn
crease in legal tender circulation, prices
recovering 1
acand
a
valuable
very
New York, April 8.—A newspaper correspany are equally determined and say they will
edges the reeeipt of
@ 2J per ceut. The whole list participated in the
pondent, who went down to the wreck of the improvement and the market closed strong. A. B.
ceptable box of clothing, and eight dollars in be able to give a full supply in a few days.
well has been re-elected President of the PanaAtlantic, yesterday, in a diver’s costume, says Stock
The Goodrich Cnee.
ma Railroad.
TO
money, sent himself and wife by the Ladies
Judge Pierre[>ont declines to accept a
that the hull lies well down on the port side,
At a hearing to-day on a writ of habeas corion
on its directory.
with
The Stook Exchange closes
the
State
Circle
connected
posll
Missionary
and is broken in several places from contact with
on Good Friday, and the Cotton
in the case of Lucette Meyers Armstrong,
on Friday
pus
Exchange
the reef. Fish were swimming around, eagerly
Street church, Portland, for which are tendered
and Saturday.
witness in the Goodrich case, her counsel sugMISS. ANNIE LOUSIE
the particles of food found floating.
their heartfelt thanks, together with the wish,
gested the fixing of a reasonable amount of devouring
He found the forward hatch open and saw that
securities:
bail and the District Attorney made no objecthat for the kindness shown, there maybe realAt which the following talent will appear:—
United States coupou 6’s, 1881.120$
the cargo there had broken the bulk and lay in
tions. The woman was remanded to jail pendUnited States 5-26’s 1862..
ized the verity of the scripture promise: ‘It is
confused heaps, with the bodies of men and
1Hr*. HABEL
United States 3-20*8 18G4.jm
BUKNHA.tl, Soprano,
ing a decision.
women jammed among the cases and crates,
more blessed to give than to receive.’
Hoping
The Postal Service Committee.
United States 5-20*8 1865, old.110
Mi**. ADA CARY, Contralto.
bruised and torn. Fishes were swimming in
United States 5-20*8 1865, new. 117
also, that the sympathy and efforts of benevoNew York, April 8—The United States Senand out, feasting upon the dead bodies. Limbs
United States 5-20’a 18G7..
2Hr. WILL H. 8TOCKBRIDGE, Tenor.
lent hearts have goue forth for the temporal ate Special Committee appointed to investigate
from
are strewn around, having bee .1 broken
United States 5-20’s tf 68... .117I
the
difficulties
between
the
Post
Office
Mr. W. 8. BECKETT, Baritone.
continued
action
of
a
Departbodies
the
of
the
United States5’®. new.
so
welfare of others,
by
may greater blessings
115*
ment and Railroad Companies met at the
United States 10-40's.,coupons.
which when agitated, drive against
the
.1.1124
Mr. BERMAN KOTZ8CHMAR,
1Currency
spiritual nature be abundantly granted them in Fifth Avenue Hotel this evening and organized. uglvwaters,
G’s.....113|
Pianist.
pieces of the broken hull that here project.
return.”
Various Matters.
The correspondent then went to the compan
cents.
For
Admission
50
Reserved
seats
75
the
and
found
a
OouiCMtir
cents.
of
ion
Market*.
Aldermen Peter Gilesy, a well known polisteerage cabins,
way
Old Folks’ Concert.—The Congress street
lale at Stockbridgn’s Music Store, Wednesday mornNew York, April 8—Evening—Cotton dull and
tician and quite a wealthy real estate owner hundred or morebo.ies lying in an immense
f
at
9
o’clock.
April
9th,
ng,
M. E. church are to give an Old Folk’s concert
on Broadway, died this morning.
heap, looking as if alive, with arms dislocated, unchanged; sales886 bales; Middling uplands 194c.
Doors oi>en at 7. Concert commences at 8.
Flour dull and heavy; sales 9700 bbls; State 6 10®
The enterIn the case of George Francis Train, Judgo
eyes staring wildly, faces grinning and moving
at the church to-morrow evening.
dtd
apr9
1 15; Round hoop Ohio 7 20
8
10 50; Western 6 10 @
@
and
forward
with
the
under
current.
baokward
C. P. Daly to-day empannelled a jury to try the
5
10 50;
tainment has every promise of a very pleasant
Southern 610 @ 12 75.
Wheat
is
dull and a
Some
were dressed, but many were half
which
of
his
nude;
after
the
question
sanity,
proceedshade lower; sales 9,000 bush; No 2 Spriug at 1 56 @
The chorus will consist
and successful affair.
chili ren were clinging to mothers; stout men
1 65; Winter Red Western 1 70 @1 87$; White Michings were adjourned till next Tuesday.
were clasping their wives, seeming to have met
Messrs. Thomas and Chase
H. N. Otis, Secretary of the Erie' Railroad,
of twenty voices.
igan 185 @2 15. Corn heavy for new; sales 47,000
calm
The
scene was
with
death
new Mixed Western 53$ @ 65c; old do 65 @
bush;
to-day resigned.
resignation.
and the Misses Leavitt have volunteered their
1
horrible beyond description.
65$c
afloat, and 63 @ 63$c in store. Oats 1 @ lc highAndrew Higgins, while secreting a stolen
AUCTION.
er
sales
services for solos. Miss Eva Jones will preside
;
44,000 bush; White E4 @ 56$c; new Western
The correspondent then went to the companpigeon under a pier in a small boat, was acci50 @ 53$c. Beef firm at 9 00 @ 13 00. Pork is Arm;
At the close of the concert an
at the organ.
dentally caught in the hoisting gear of a der- ion way of the steerage, where the men passen- new mess 17 30 @ 17 35. Lard Arm at 8| @ 9$c.—
and Attractive Sale of
gers were by themselves. The bodies of strong
Butter is quiet and Arm; Western 18 @ 31c; State 32
antiquarian supper will be served. An exceed- rick and instantly killed.
During the discussion of the new city charter men, old and young, were huddled together on @ 48c. Whiskey a shade easier at 91c. Rice is quiet
AM) BEAUTIFUL
RARE
ingly pleasant time is anticipated.
with
distended nostrils, gaping
the stairway,
at 7| @ 8$c
for New York to-day in the State Senate, the
Sugar steady; refining 8 @ 8$c. Coflee
1
Rio at 16$ @ 19c in Geld. Molasses quiet and
months, staring, glassy eyes, giving some con- dull;
section exempting certain church property from
Larceny.—James Carey was arrested yes1
New Orleans 67 @ 75c.
Naval Stores—Spirceptiou of terror, which seized them as they steady;
taxation was stricken out entirely.
its Turpentine dull at 53$ @ 54c; Rosin is dull at 3 05
From
terday by Deputy Bridges, for the larceny of
Wm. H. Merritt, assistant cashier of the eageriy straggled to gain the deck.
3 p7$ for strained. Petroleum firm; crude 9$ @ 9$c;
@
a
was
of
the
vessel
view
obtained
another
Bull’s Head Bank, charged with embezzling
part
ten dollars from No. 76 Clark street. The man
Rich Vases, Alabaster Groups Sc Figures
refined at 20c. Tallow dull at 8$ @ 9c.
820,000 of the funds of that institution, was ad- of the sleeping apartment, whore piled upon
Freights to Liverpool quiet; Cotton, per steam 9-16
was employed to move furniture, and took the
the port side were numbers of bodies of men,
RECENTLY IMPORTED.
Grain
do
do
8
mitted to bail to-day by the District Attorney
@
@ $d;
8$d.
opportunity to steal the money from a pocket- in 850,000.
with bed clothing strewn among them from an
Chicago, April 8.—Flour quiet and unchanged.—
but
Wheat
unsettled
with
broken
and
rather
weak
at
The
was
on
a
table.
higLer, closing
book which
abrasion,
stanchions,
jagged,
money
dosiali Morgan, for the murder of his wife,
lying
*J. S. BAILEY &
prices; No 2 Spring at 117 cash; do seller May
Bplintered wood-work. The flesh had been insideNo
was to day sentenced to six years in the State
He then confessed
was found at his residence.
3 Spring 109; rejected 94$c. Com is Arm
124;
torn from the faces of many; others are bruised
WILL SELL OS
prison.
and in fair demand; No 2 Mixed 30$ @ 30$c for cash;
the theft.
Geo. Thing was arrested for fatally beating and battered about their heads, which are red
seller May; 36$c do June; rejected 28c.
34$@34jc
with
and
the
bloody, contrasting horribly
pale
his wife last night.
Oats iu fair demand aud higher; No 2 at4$ @ 24 Jc for
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday Sc Saturday
.HI8CELLANEOC8 NOTICES.
livid features of others.
The much talked of strike by carpenters and
regular; 27c bid for fresh, cash; rejected 23$. Rye Is
Examined by Mr. McDonald.—It appeared to
firm and scarce at 62$ @ 64$c for regular and fresh.
April 9th, lOth 11th and 19th,
in Brooklyn, has proved a failure.
plasterers
Season Tickets are sold between Portland
Bariev dull and unsettled, buyers and sellers apart;
to me that from the time she first struck until
are being refused admission to the
Reporters
No 2 Fall regular 76$ @ 77c; No 2 nominal 64c. Proand
at lO 1-9 A. M*
settled
she
was
she
dually
ra'tling
grinding
Commencing
a
it
is
be& Boston on the Boston & Maine Hailroad for
Tombs without special permit,
said,
visions steady. Pork at 15 60 @ 15 62 cash and 15 75
it was about two or three
over the rocks,
cause the commissioners of charities and cor15 80 seller May and 16 00 do June. Lard steady at
three months $60, for one month $24.
@
AT
had
and
If
the
been
afloat
free
minutes
ship
rection fear a ventilation of some things in the
8$ cash and 8$c seller May. Bulk meats quiet and
that
it
would
take
I would
estimate
unchanged; no sales. Bacon is steady; cugar cured
management.
The great fair in aid of the Maine General
22
from three to five minntes from the time the
Hams at 13 @ 14c for packed. Whiskey firm at 87c.
Fifteen Persona Swept Over the Falls.
reversed till she would lie going
Hospital has received such liberal donations
Receipts—10,000 bbls tlour, 26,000 busli wheat, 38,8.—Last evening, about engines wore
Rochester,
April
a recent importation of magnificent
bush
000
bush
bush
corn,
00,000
oats,
0,000
astern.
rye,
0,000
from the sons of Maine in New York as to
8.30 o’clock, the foundation wall on the river
bnsh barley, 00,000 hogs.
Coinelieus L. Brady, third officer, was reagain induce us to offer to the ladies of Port- side, on Front street, of the new city building
Shipments—8,000 ODls flour, 40,000 bush wheat, 12,called and examined by Mr. McDonald—I had
000 busli corn, 25,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 12,000
for the police and fire departments, went out
land and vicinity a new and elegant lino of
as master, and also
a certificate of competency
bash barley, 0000 hogs.
when about 20 or 30 persons were upon it lookBlack Silk Gimps, Fringes, Malta Laces, Butin steam; do not remember the date.
xoisdo, April 8.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.—
ing at the river. It is estimated by eye wit- passed
by Corrello Benzie. Figures of Pure Marble and Altons, Kid Gloves in all the new shades, also nesses that ten or fifteen wore carried iuto the Testimony of Capt. Mulligan of the Car- Wheat advanced and in fair demand; No l White abaster, elaborately carved. VASES of great variety
lotta.
of styte and design, including the Tuscan, Roman,
1
Amber
on
1
1
64
84;
Michigan
@
Michigan
spot
64$;
river and swept over the high falls.
Misses two Button Kids, Standard Puffings and
seller April 1 64$; do May at 1 68 @ 1 68$; do June 1 70
Hebe, Gothic, Egyptian, Florentine, Grecian, Ac.
Edward D. Mulligan was sworn.—Am capAs the news spreads through the city the ex1
1
No
Red
1
No
2
on spot 1 64; do June
71;
Elegant Card Receiver.*, Mantel Ornaments, and
Insertings, white good3, &c.
@
70;
tain of the steamer Carlotta which runs beA Mr. Potter, w ho was a
citement increases.
other cho'cc articles for decorating Pallors, Drawing
1 68. Corn is a shade higher; high Mixed on spot at
Nelson & Co., 21*7 Congress St.
foreman on the work, says he saw there was tween this port and Portland, Me; I have been
seller May41$c; do June 44c; do July 45c; do
Rooms, Ac.
40c;
and
beof
master
of
wall
out
and
going
the
coming
steamships
py-This elegant stock will bo on exhibition on
great danger
being swept
Aguust 45$ @ 46c; do September 47$c; low Mixed at
We shall have on exhibition for a few days
tween here and Portland for four years and am
he advised and then begged the people to get
39$c; no grade 38c. Oats quiet; No 2 at 33$c; reject- Tuesday afternoon and evening previous to sale.
mch29dtd
ed 31$c.
familiar with the Nova Scotia coast from Cape
off. He appealed to the watchmen of the
Garments for Gentlemen’s
a line of Custom
Sable to Halifax. The Carlotta is 549 tous. I
to drive the people away but lie rebuilding
and
the
made
in
Havnua
Market.
Paris,
present
imported
wear,
Sheriff's Sale.
Mr. Potter made Sambro Light on Monday night, March
fused, except to keep off boys.
Call and see them. Orin Hawkes &
Havana, April 8.—Sugar—business large large STATE OF MAINE, I
season.
turued away in despair and had just reached
21st, at ten o’clock, Portland time, being about but
Muscovado quiet and steady;
prices
unchanged;
I
that
Sambro
time.
Cumberland ss.
j
judged
the sidewalk when the crash occurred.
He 10.20 Halifax
Co., 290 and 292 Congres St.
inferior to common 8$ @
to good refining
8| rs; fair
on execution and will be sold at public
Light bore N. E. by E., distant between three 83 @ 9$ rs. Stock in warehouses
turned to hear the cries of the unfortunates,but
at Havana and Maauction to the highest bidder on THURSDAY,
The night at this time was
and four miles.
tanzas is 308.600 boxes and 2900 hhds; receipts for
The ladies of the Casco Street Free Baptist
was powerloss to save any of them
April the 10th, A. D. 1873, at 11 o’clock A. M., at the
the week 69,000 boxes aud 10,200 hhds; exported 32,A man who was standing on the New York
disagreeable, dark andthick up to nine o’clock.
salesroom of F. O. Bailey & Co.. No. 18 Exchange
Church will hold a fair in the vestry for the
000 boxes and 7700 hhds; including 84,000 boxes and
It was raining hard, and unsettled southeast
Central railroad bridge says he saw a boy with
street,
in| Portland, in said County, the following
7300 hhds for the United States. Box Shooks firm
sale of useful and ornamental Articles,ice cream
wind
set
in
W.
S.
that
time
the
After
wind.
the
a
under
arm
over
one
plank pass
bridge
property, viz:—Sewing Machines, Sewing
personal
at 12$ rs; hogshead do nominal. Hoops firmer; long
Machine
and confectionery, on Wednesday afternoon and
W., somewhat high and drizzling, after that it shaved
repairs. Tools, Lathe, and Office Furniture.
and go over the falls.
$05 @ 100 & M; short do $80 @ 85.
At tweve o’clock it was clearer and
Dated at Portland, April 7, 1873.
at this hour known to have been
number
improved.
The
wdl
Falmouth
and
An
to
9.
firmer;
orders,
loading
Freights
antiquarian supper
evening, April
MATT. ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.
the light could have been seen easier and at a
at Havana 42s 6d @ 45; 50 @ 52s 6d loading at other
got out alive is five.
Admittance
be served from G to 9 o’clock.
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers.
greater distance than at ten, but the weather ports on north coast of Cuba.
dtd
free.
ap8
The Connecticut Election.
apr8d2t
Exchange buoyant and excited; qp United States
might have been different there from what 1
60 days currency, 16$ @ 1R premium; short sight do
in here bout ten
had it in the harbor. I
Hartford, April 8.—Returns from every o’clock and saw other got
The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liver Oil
21$ @ 22 prem; 60 days. Gold. 4o@41 prem; short
As I came up I
Auction
Sale.
lights.
town in the State received at the office of the
sight 50 @52 prem; Loudou 50 @52 premium; on
is Hazard & Caswell’s, made on the sea shore,
made Chebucto Head, Devil’s Island and MeaParis 33 @ 34 prem.
be sold at public auction on the premises, ou
Evening Post give Haven (Rep.) 39,200; IngerBeach Lights. I steered E. S. E. coming
from fresh selected livers, by Caswell, Hazard
soll (Dem) 44,900, and Smith (Tem.) 2091, mak- gher’s
Thursday, April tenth, the valuable and well
When I made Sambro light I was not
known farm or the late Richard Purinton; said ftinn
It is absolutely pure and
& Co., New York.
ing Ingersoll’s majority 3010. In the first Con- up.
Cannot say anything about the curis situaied in East Windham, on the road leading
gressional District Gen. Hawley (Rep.) is re- sounding.
noeet. Patients who have onoe taken it prefer
from Portland to Gray Corner, and consist!dk of 6$
rents, they are irregular and uncertain; cannot
elected by 1332 majority. In the second Disacres of land well divided into tillage and pasture
four
hours
at
will
set
for
twenty
it to all others. Physicians have decided it susay how they
trict. Kellogg (Rep.) is reelected by 587 majorilands; an exc llent hay farm: Also 30 acres ot wood
The currents are greater in the winter
a time.
land well timbered. The ottildinga consist of dwellty. In the third District, Starkweather (Rep.) than in the
perior to any of the other oils in market.
summer, and are much governed by
ing House, Wood-shed, two Barns, and other outis reelected by 1521 majority. In the fourth
-4wt
the winds. We appear to have a sironger wes_mar21
Water convenient to honse and bam.
building*.
District, Barnuin (Dem.) is reelected by 1440
ANo farming tools, carriages, baggage wagon, nice
current in the winter than in the summer.
majority. The Republicans have a majority of terly
ton buggy, horse, household ftuniiure, Jtc., &c.
There
was
a better chance of seeing the light
aud the Democrats a
one in the State Senate
I shall open
Sale commencing at 9 o’clock 1* M.
when coming in from sea than when running
my Green House on Congress street, I
JOHN O. WINSH1P, Auctioneer.
foot of Dow, to t ne public from
majority of from 12 to 18 in the House.
along paralle to the coast Did not make Cross
So.
Windham, March 18, 1873.
marli>dlawidw3w
Hartford. April J8.—The complete returns
Island Light, it being thick when passing; had
until Friday, April
7th,
——i
April
Monday,
make
Inat the Courant office, mostly official,
in making the light that
no
mere difficulty
Furniture at Auction.
11th, inclusive,
gersoll’s majority 3443. The Senate is 11 Re- night than at other limes. At ten o’clock that
for the exhibition of ray stock of beautiful and rare
MATTERS IN MAINE.
SATURDAY, April 12tl>, at 10 A. M., we (hall
publicans to 10 Democrats. The House is 109 night 1 instructed the engineer to slack speed,
sell at salesroom Parlor Suits In B. W. and Bair
to 132 Democrats.
Hawley’s ma- but while in the act of doing so I got hold of
Republicans
AMD
PLANTS
B. W. aud painted Chamber Setts, Brussels
FLOWERS,
Cloth,
is
1
in
the
1st
district
of
the
for
Ilotel Burned.
hold
1280; the light. If 1 had not got
light
Congress
jority
and Ingrain Cai pets, Lounges, Hat Tree, Gas FixKellogg in the 2d district, 509; Starkweather in would have slowed the ship and have her head
[Special to Frees.]
many of which have heretofore been unknown in this
French,
ture,
China, Iron, Stone and Common CrockBarnum’s in the 4tb, 1075.
Would not have sounded because
State.
off shore
Farmington', April 8.—The Hotel at Far- the 3d district, 1548;
ery, Glass, Sliver Plated Ware, Cutlery, new and
ADnnsioN as cents,
the soundings are irregular. I use Massy’s paand second hand Tin Ware, Stone, Wooden and Iron
mington Falls, which for several years was the
tent log.
My speed at the time that I saw which will entitle the holder of each ticket to a Pre- Ware.
The Flood.
home of Florence Percy, during her childhood,
Also a lot of Limn Goods and Marseilles Quilts to
SambroJLight was ten knots. I always find mium valued irom 25 cents to (1.0 <•
BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
flood
a
is
heavy
close. Two new Harnesses, &c.
Rochester, April 8.—There
was totally consumed by fire about twelve
J A. P1RWANCER.
ap3dlw
No vacancies have occurred in the Board durin Genesee River. At seven o’clock this mornHave had every opportunity of testing it; I
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Ancli.neera.
it
ing the past year. Its meetings have been o’clock last night, also the s'able connected ing the waters were within two feet of the use the lug at all times irrespective of the
ap8
regularly held aud generally promptly attend- therewith. Loss about §3,000; insured for high water mark of 1865, the time of the big weather, and have tested it frequently and
has
been
done
all
Considerable
the
most
aud
damage
has
flood.
unintermpted harmony
ed,
found it correct. We always tested the log in
For Two Nights aula Grand mat- Schooner Mina Boyd at Auction,
§2,600.
Death.
along the river to bridges, &c.
prevailed, and all have manifested great zeal in
the morning from light to light, and found it
WEDNESDAY. April 16th, at 3 P. M.f we
inee.
8.—Canal
officials
promoting the interests and best welfare of the
but
never
considered
it
safe
to
run
April
the
shall sell at west side of Portland Pier the
Albany,
Associated Press.]
report satisfactory
[To
from flooes to Chemung, Crook“Mina Boyd,” together with her tackle,
society.
Schooner
much
to
the
last
mile
that
the
would
damage
FRIDAY
AFR.
12.
&
&
log
up
allow,
SATURDAY,
II,
Brcndwick, April 8.—William S. Perry, a
MEMBERSHIP.
apparel and fnenlture. Sail 9cbooneris 50 79-100
ed Lake and Genessee Valler canals.
hut I leave a margin. I think the accuracy of
citizen of
TRIUMPHANT RETURN OF
esteemed
and
well-known
Essex ouiit, all of white oak and in good
N.
M.,
highly
tons,
The number of members reported at the last
St. Louis, April 8.—Accounts from tlie inte- the common log might depend ou the sea, but
order throughout. Sale positive.
annual meeting was 489; to which have been
Brunswick, formerly of Boston, died this morn- rior of this and other States say that all the whether there are currents, the patent log is
For particulars call on W. C. CROSBY, 3 Portland
Carle’s
&
added during the year 81, making the present
tributaries of the upper river are pouring out most to be depended upon; coming to the eastPier, aud on
ing.
Great Original New York
number of members 570; which, if we add subin thick weather I always use the lead.
F. O. BAILEY Sc C©.9 Asctieaeew.
great volumes of water and a general freshet is ward
scribers to the privileges of the library at $2
Examined by Sir. Ritchie. The last light I
feared. At Hannibal, Miss., the river rose
MASSACHUSETTS.
did
ap9
was
Little
its
to
raises
know
to
previous
peranuum,
membership
making Sambre,
upwards
eleven feet in twelve hours aud at other points
I
When
Sambro.
of GOO names.
from
miles
is
a
similar
it
feared
rise occurred, and
there Hope lightGo
New England Methodist Conference.
ROOMS.
Elegant Meerschaum Pipes at
was going slow I kuew I was nearly up to Samwill be a great destruction of property all along
Boston, April 8.—The closing session of New the western
Auction.
bro. Sambro light is a treacherous one to be
As you are all, doubtless, well aware, no
rivers.
and
northern
was
held
to-day
England Methodist Conference
Our wheel-house
as to distant.
WEDNESDAY, April 18th, at U o’clock A.
depended
Newly
upon
organized,
remodelled
and
for
onr
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JOB

Sleigh

for Sale

POETRY.

Machines.
***encv for Sewing
All
nya Middle St.
1*. S. Oi ..*,16,
to let.
*rar
toe .all' aud
Machine*

The Mather.

Bcpairiaift

Under the shady bonghg, the gentle bird
Sit9 silent; from her breast no s>*n?; is heard;
No Joyous chant aa morning wings the. dew,
Only faint twitterings to her happy mate
Ab he mounts
up liis “matins to renew,”—
But tar front sau her lone and alienr, stale.
She hears his music as it pours along;
She fee « with him the rapture of hia aoDg;
And imaged in her bright, attentive eye
Are woods, and dales, bright sun, and r.zu’-e sky,
She knows them all lie rises, sports, and sings;
But Love gives her more treasures than hi? wings.
Men praise the singer with the rln'mecl words
He knows not of; she hears the litiio b*ras.
No anxious thought henceforth is ever spared.
is
Till, with her mate and young, all hearen tdiared.

Street.

po»ifc Park.

at

which,
SIR. W. It.

AUFIISB.
Kdmond W'arrea, Proprie-

Dye-House.

tor*.

A. A H.

Cony. Preprie-

Pra.h>"o‘SEi€h.n,e, A.

cral

Woodward, l’ro-

would not exchange ours for the best
high-priced
machine in the market. It m ilces the popular Elastic Loop Stich, and closes its seam
secuiely, which
renders it the strongest and best; yet when desired
it can l>e unlo ked at pleasure. Fastned to any table
Easily worked by hand. This is the machine which
Messrs Orange Judd & Co„ of the American
Agriculturist, &c use so manv thousands tor premiums.
Full directions go with every machine. If after havthe machine 30 days, it does not give perfect satisfaction, we will refund the $12, on return of machine,
less the Express charges, und take the risk of its bemg injured. All orders promptly filled on receipt of
Post Oflice order f r $12, or if $3 are sent with
your
order to us, the balance can be
paid to the Express
Co., when you rece ve the machine. Terms to agents
but
cash invariably for all machines when
liberal,
received. If any doubt our honor or responsibility,
we w ill cheerfully _ive the best
city reference. Bring
or send sample of any
goods with which to test the

Fruuktfn

iSxcbonge Street.
p, 1IOVT, No. 11 Preble Street.

Qainky,
House, Hariow St.,
31 D McLaughlin A Son., Prop.

with

holstering

BATH.
Pro
Sagadahoc Hon.c, Joha S. Millikcn,

Hotel, C. M.
House,

Hnnoecr St.

Pucker a."o, School

L.Rie

SHERRY, Wo. 9 Clapp’s Block
C’onjjrewM Street* opposite Old City Hall*

St. H. D. Parker A

.1. F.

»Vri.ley

Hon.c. Tremout St.
A Co. Proprietors.

Wri.ley

Bingham

BRYANTS POIND.
Bryant’. Pond House IN. B. Crockett,
BETHEL.
Chandler Houae, F. S. Chandler A Co.

Proprietor..
Uon.e, S.

prietor.

H.

Carpet-Bags.

_

BRIDCTON CENTER, Me.
Cnmherland House. Nlnr.hall Bacon, Pro
nrietor.
BOLSTER

Masons and Builders.

Photographers.
DAVIS *V CO., No. 80 Middle Street
J.n.l.AMBON, 133 Middle St.,cor. Crow

etor.

International

Proprietor.

D.

JAMES Mll.I.ER, No. 91 Federal Street
Erpry description of Water Fixtures ar
ranged and set up in the best manner

Simpson.

Jobbing promptly attended

CAM DEM.

__

Co.« No. 301 1-9 Con-

House._

Repaired.

Silver and Plated Fare.
ABNER LOWKI/L, 301 Coa»re».

DIXFIELD.

Androscoggin House, J. Jackson, Proprietor.

Street

EASTPOKT.
Pas waning noddy House.—F. Fowler,Prop

Street.

B. P. IiTBBV.IjO. 959 Fore Street,
Cross St., in !>• ieno’s Hill.

j

C. It. EIOOPEU

I
1

FOXCROFT.
Foxcroft Exchange' D. Savage, Proprio*

CO.,

&

cor

Snrccnom

agent. Address, stating ext >61161106, etc., NATIONAL
PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia. Pa.
mar22|4w

t<

_

Fatelies, Jewelry, &c.
J. W. Jr U. H. MCDCFFEE, Cor.
AITniou si,.

Evans Hotel, O. C. Rolllus, Proprietor

INSURANCE.

KENDALL’S MILLS.
Kendall’s Mills Hotel, Randall Andrews,

mar22

HUNT’S REMEDY

LIMERICK.
Limerick House, Joseph G. Harmon, Pro.

^AGENTS WANTED
SewMaps, anil Charts. Also, for
CPictures,
ing Silk and Linen Thread. $100 $200 cleared
our

to

Cper

COMPANY,

MECHANIC FATES.
Union Hotel, P. R’ Cobb, Proprietor.

WORKING
CLASS, male
female $60 week guaranteed. Respectable
THE
at
a

N. B.
The Rail Way Hotel,Michael Clark. Pro

oi
em-

ployment home, day
evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package ot goods to
or

start with sent free
mail. Address with 6 cent
stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St..
New
mar22-4wf

OF NEW FORK,

St. ANDRE WS,

by

INSURES

&X1ND19II.

Standlsh nouse. Cnpt. Chat. Thompson.

Proprietor.

FORK HARBOR.

AGAINST

Will Remove

Proprietors.

j Marine

Risks

j

—05—

Onlj

j Cargoes, Freights & Vessels

WINDHAM.
Nemasket House, W. W. Stanley, PropriNORTH

the Year.

by

etor.

NORWAY.
Beal’s note!, L. B. Weeks, Prop.
Elm House, Main St. W. W. Whitmarnb

Proprietor.

ASSETS:

;

GHAT WESTERN

$15,571,906!

nrietora.

^^smithfieldsTpittsbubgh pa7
Breach-loading Shot Guns, $40 to $300. Double
Shot Guns, $8 to $150. Single Guns, S3 to $20. Rifles,
$8 to $75. Revolvers. $6 lo $25. Pistols. $1 to $8.
Gun Material, Fishing Tackle. Large discount to
Dealers or Clubs. Army Guns, Revolvers, &c.,bou ht
or traded for. Goods sent
by express C. O. D. to bo
examined before paid for.
mar?4>4w

NOBBIDGEWOCE.
Danforth House, D. Daufortk. Proprieto

Send stamp for a samtime to subscribe.
iOHN l. SHORUY, 36 Brimfleld Nt.,
Boston.

Sle

mar24t4w_

j

NORTH ANSON.
Somerset Hotel. Brown Sc Hilton, Propri

Dividend to Policy Holders

oi

A MAN OF A THOUSAND.

Premiums Termiuatiug in 1872,

j

•tors.

Superbly Illustrate
number. Arf>?V is the

ers.

I
I

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
■A.T 7 O’CLOCK T>. BE.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 5 P. M. Fare $1.50. Freight taken
low rates.

W. 1^ BKLLUVCN. Agent
J. IS. COYIjE JR., General Agent.mch30tf

Norfolk and Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

A

CONSUMPTIVE

CURED.

50 PER

Oeean Honse, B. Seavy, Proprietor.
Old Orchard House, E. C. Staples, Propri-

CENT,

_

:

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect seiiy, costing far less than to insure in any other

cm

company in this country.

PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprieto

OFFICE,
166 FOSE

PORTLAND.

SAMPLES sent bv mail for 50c. that retail
quick for $10. R.L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chat-

STREET, PORTLAND,

John W.

Proprietor.
Albion House, 117 Federal St.J.G Perry.

CORRESPONDENT.

Proprietor.
City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
John P. Dari* Sc Co. Proprietors.
Falmouth Hotel, P. E. Wheeler, Propri-

feblT

dim

etor.

eodllm&w6w

Proprietors.

Danville & Vincennes
RAILROAD COMPANY’S

Propvietors.

FIRST

MORTGAGE

BONDS !
issue

Parties desiring to invest In this choice security
should make immediate application.
Interest 7 per cent, gold, payablo April 1st and October 1st.
i Full
particu’ars furnished, on application in per-

paper.mch24d4wt
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EARLY

Days Earlier Ilian Early

MESSRS. SWAN

&

BARRETT,

53

COMPTON’S OURPRINE. 8*0
A little later
Bushel* t«the Acre.
than Early Rise. Equal in Quality.
83 per pound, by mail, postpaid.

«
O

PREMIUMS
to those who produce the Largest Quantity
from one pound. Descriptive Circulars of
the above, with list of 300 varieties of Po-

2
Tj
^

8300 will be awarded

;

or

tat es, free to all.
Illustrated Seed Catalogue, 200
pages with Colored Cbromo, 25 cents.
New Tomato, the “A BLIWGTON”
Early, solid and productive. Price 25 cts.
per packet. Five packets for $1.

«A

It is not. a physic which may give temporary relie
to the sufferer for the first few no es, but which, fron
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases t<
aid in weakening the invalid, nor is it adoctored liquo
which, under the popular name of “Bitters” is s<
extensively palmed off on the public as sovereign rem
edies, but it is a most powerful Tonic nnc
tlio leading mcdica
alterative,'pronounced so
authorities of London and Paris, and has been lonj
used by the regular physicians of other countries wit!
wonderful remedial results.

by

Have yon a Dyspepstic Stomach ? miles:
is promptly aided the
system is debilitates
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to assist Digestion without reaction, it wil
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have you wcaloiCNN of the Intestines •!
You arc in aanger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency t(
inflam ations.

Hav«

ENTHUSIAST.

30

NEW

ORATORIO)*.
™™.d.X. Paine

Br
,
PRODIGAL SON. Arthvr
.WMvan. t.™
Fine effoctire compositions.
ANTHEM BOOKS.

SABBATH GUEST.Emerson & Morey. 1.60
BUCK’S NEW MOTETTE C ELECTION.2,50

BaUMBACH’S SACRED QUARTETTES,[New)2.5C

■

YORK,
d&wlm

Dissolution of Copartnership.
OTJCE is hereby given that the copartnership
XJ
ia heretofore
existing under the Arm name of Samuel Rounds & Sous, is this dav dissolved by mutua

cuusent.

SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS.
CHAS. F. ROUNDS.

Copartnership

Notice.

T1'nor?htl's,ien?'1

have this day formed a copartt,ie Arm name of Rounds, Sargent & Co
in Coal & Wnnu
.t continue the busioess of dualers
A; Sena, No .r; i!u’ °>d stand of Samuel Rounds.

They’ wni

St reet.

e<aan^B °* delate Arm of
Samuel Rounds*
Sons

STKAUS^sJm^4"^

MUSIC. Violin and Piano. 1.00

The bjvebooks

OLIVpfe^TvtAK11

TOTv?’md

S&W&wlyrwl

SAMUEL ROUNDS,

faEO-

If- ROUNDS,
EDWARD H. SARGENT.
tiprU
__dtf

T iVlkS f^THWARKCO’S English Writing,
JLa.1
v1* Writes Black and never fade*. s >ie
55

A?*n
Bookman St.,
N. Y.
r»

s

NEW

V

E

Firally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases,
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle.
Send forCircular
a pro
4wt

FIRST

MORTGAGE SINKING
FUND GOLD BONDS.

Secured by mortgage on 6,000 acres of very valuablc
Coal and Iron LANDS.
BONDS ef WOOD CO., WIS., due in from 11 to 213
KANSAS REGISTERED Countyand School Bonds
10 P R CENT. NEBRASKA SCHOOL BONDS.
All
in N. Y. City, and for sale at prices
that will pay over 12 per cent, on the investment.
Call or seud for pamphlets with maps and full
particulars ti'at will satisfy them ost cauii us investors.
THOS. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers, 14 Pine St.,
N. Y. City.
apr5t4w

payable

lor U. 3.—Scue>ck Tag Co
maiTdam

SIO^A

“Our Own Family Doctor.”

Best medical work extant. Everybody buys that secs
it. Unusual induceme' ts to Agents. Send for circulars and terms to HURS I&CO., 746 Broadway, N. Y.
I^*"An easy and sure way to make money.
t4w
ap5
FiRE!!

FIRE

TABLETS.

mail.
Don’t be
Sold by all

deceived by Imitations.
druggists. Price 25 cents a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St, New York,
Sole Agent for United States,
Send for circular.
4wt

THINCSS WORTH KNOWING?.—
A 64 page book, full of good things, valuable
secrets, and important information, mailed for two
stamps. Address
ap2f4w LEE & CO., 524 Sixth Av., New York.

SOME

null n r H pSend *or our Ulustrated Catalogue of
U1111 11 L K \new books on building,
A. J. BICKNELL & CO.,
jI !J
UWILUU
ap2t4w 27 Warreu-SbNew York.

!

WANTED For the grandest book
of the year,
AGENTS
selling with astonishing rapidTells of the
ol
now
causes

ity.
Fire; Safes: Fire-p*oof
Buildings; Conquering Fire with Water, Steam and
Gas; Insurance—Is it safe? Its History, Basis,
Management, How to Insure, &c.; Vi\id accounts of

the Great Fires of History. Agents send for circulars. You will not regret it. Stnt free. Address
Dustin, Gilman & Co., Hartford, Ct.
apr5t4w

CA MPHORINE.

PAIN! PAIN! PAIN!—The Great Discovery for the relief of pain aud a sure and immediate cure for Rheumatism, chronic and acute, Sprains,
&c. It has a pleasant and refreshing odor, and will
not grease or stain the most delicate fabric, which
makes it a luxury in every
Price 25 cents,
per bottle. For sale bv all druggists.

family.

REUBEN HOYT, Prop’r, New

ap5t4w

A

York._

MECHANICAL CURIOSITY.
mouse

caught

resets the trap for
oth r! Six sent by

anex-

Sample
by mail prepaid, 75cts,
For sale by the trade.
uress

R

^rUy

mar25

FIRE!!!

FIGHTING-

ap5f4w

for $3.

___R. E. DIETZ,
Patentee, 54 and 56 Fulton St., Ne* York.

‘JOSIAII ALLEN’S WIFE’
WROTE A BOOK.
in spite ol Josli’s determination not to
spend
HAS

to hire any

a

cent

one to read it.
a month can be

$300,00
made by selling this book.
AGENTS TAKE NOTICE !
When we brought out Mark Twain’s books we

promised you a harvest; we now promise you anothund wise agents will secure territory, which wo
will now arranee for. For circulars address AMERICAN PUBLISHING CG., Hartford, Conn
apr7
tIw
er.

MORMON

THE

WIFE.

NTS WANTED For this fearless book.
It comprises the Adventures and Experience of
a woman—written
herself— for years the wife of a
Mormon Prophet-disclosing all that is mysterious,
and
startling. Full of thrilling adventure,
wicked
humorous and pathetic scenes the most fa-cinating
book extant. Portrait of the Authoress, and of leading Morm lis.—men and women,—Life and Scenes in
Utah et'*. For circulars address Hartford Publish-

AG

hy

ing Co., Hartford, Conn.

_apr7f4w

Dissolution of Copartnership.

LU rrlO

giyen that the firm of R. & E.
dissolved by mutual conUnsettled accounts will be adjusted by either

Votipf

is

horehv

WARD BEECHER’S Paper
N°N. Greelv^herVby
with the largesr circulation in the world, grows
HENRY
because it is the b»-8t
gives sub- sent.

wonderfully

paper,
member of the firm.
scri‘iers the most beautiful premiums, and offers Canvassers the most LIBERAL TERMS. Send for Circular. J. B. FORD & CO„ New York, Boston, Chi- |
cago,

or

Sau Francisco.

ap2t4w

Portland, April 1,1873.

ceived

OF

aud

after

Monday,

Nov.

thousand bottles of the Heart
ltekuiator, and (he demand is still increasing We
are ,loinS tbe
I>ubllc a benefit, and
not
t0
u®
imPose on them a worthless preparalion

4lb

m*hlle?rt|W0

|

AND

MANUF’D

IS TOE

No

& Sat’d’v,

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Phila
delphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate o

'sailing vessels.
Freight for >he West by tbe Penn. R.»., and Soutl
connectin'
lines
forwarded free of Commission.
by
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
WHITNEY A SAMPSON, Agents,

jn23-ly

70

Maine

Long Wharf,

Boi toa.

Steamship

Co

NEW AKKANDEMENT.

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE
Steamers Dirigo and Franconi;
until further notice, run a;

Northwest, West anil

at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R.. New York
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Dirigo and Franconia arc fitted up with fint
accommodations for passengers, making this the mosl
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Halifax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
arc requested to send their
freight to the Steamers ai>
early as 4 P. M.,on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to

DAY,

HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf. Portland
J. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R., New York.

May 9-dti’

Union

Ticket

Office.

n GRF.ELY,
E. N. GREELY.

Southwest.

RATES

GIVEN.

aprNlw *

City,

St.

Paul,

New

Orleans,

and all

points in Florida, via all tbe first-class
Rail-Roads—Penn. Central, LakeSh ore and Michigan
S uthern, Baltimore and Ohio, Erie, Great Western
and Michigan Central.
30 HOURS BOSTON TO CHICAGO.
Pullman Curs

on

all

Through Trains.

Passengers who wish to travel without detention, and with ease ami comfort, will find the above
routes very desirable.
Continuous '/rains, No Chanaes, Courteous Employees, Unusual Facilities for Meals at Seasonable
Hours.
Tickets to New York via Sound Lines (State Rooms
seemvd at this office), Fall River, Stonington and
Norwich. All Rail 1 Unites—Shore Lint* (via Piovidence). and Bor-ton and Albany. Tickets to Boston
via Eastern, Boston and Maine, Portland and Rochest-r, and Boston Boats.
Merchants going to Boston and New York, will
save the time usually experienced at the <
epots by
purchasing their tickets at this office. Call and examine our time tables, maps, etc., and bo convinced
that we represent all the best roads running West.
ROLLINS & ADAMS. Agents,
mrl3-tf
No. 1 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

digestion, if

5th.
6th.

7th.

10th.

MARCH 17, 1873.
miupui-

station, Walker House, Commercial street,
lor Boston t6.10, t9.40 A. M., *3.10 P. M.
Returning, *8.30 A. M., 112.30 and t3.00 P. M.
T®r Rochester and Alton
Bay t6.10 A. M. and *3.10
For

Manchester and Concord via C. & P. B. B.
Junction t6.10 A. M., *3.10 P. M.
For Milton and Union t9.40 A. M. and
*3.10 P. M.
lor Old Orchard Beach,
Saco, Blddcford and KenP. M. Returning, leave Kenncbnnk
^ ti"*0
at t7.30 AM.
t 'ccomroodation.

*Fast Express.

^CEoodhU®^

bIttees,
Glooh
]PU5!J^.

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent, Portland

FURBER,

Gen.

MAINE
Winter

Boston.

RAILROAD.
Dec.

Arrangement,^Commencing
Trains leave

Which has stood the test lor more than 50 years ii
acknowledged the most reliable Medicine for*the relief of
JAUNDICE, NERVOUS COMPLAINTS, WEAK
NESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, LOSS
OF APPETITE, COUGHS. COLDS, HEART-

12:11!
on tliii

day

train.)
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7:0<

a. m.

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta,Readfield
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. Johnanc

Halifax at 1:00 p.
Trains

Due at

Liver, Bowels or Kidneys.
This Preparation is purely Vegetable, containing
Extracts in a highly concentrated form of Roots
Herbs and
which are Sarsaparilla
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian, Wild Cherry, Or

Barks—among

ange, Mandrake, Anise. Juniper Berries, &c.—mak-

ing a tine Tonic alterative an l Laxative Medicine
which never fails to give tone and strength to the svs
tern debilitated by disease. AS A BLOOD PURIFIER, GOODHUE’S BITTEKS HAVE NO EQUAL.
FLINT & GOLDTH WAIT, Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Peter Street, Salem, Mass.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines generally.

AEKAN GEMENT.
Dec. ild,

187*.

mar!7

|™?!??SS?J!H|untn
follows:

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.15
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.00
The 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 p. m. Trains
with passenger cars attached.

rut

CONSUMPTION
be

which

[

will bo Freieh
^

GOLD

BONDS.

dom fails
cases

Secured by mortgage on G,000 acres of very valuable
Iron Lands.
Principal and Interest payable in GOLD COIV.
For sale at prices that will
pay over 11} per cent, in
GOLD. Equal to 13 per cent, iii
currency.
Call or send for Pamphlets, with
maps and full
particulars, that will satisfy the most cautious investors*
P• ELLIS & CO., Bankers,
«v>
e
iuar22eod&wlm
14 pjno §t ^ Y.
Coal and

Dissolution of Partnership.
heretofore existing under
partnership
THEname
of Dellrw

the
& Trefetlien, of Portland,
Bounty of Cumberland, sealers in Fish, is this day
dissolved by mutual consent.
The business will be continued under the name of
Trefethen & Co.
Portland, March 22, 1873.
mar?leod3w»
Notice.
power of attorney heretofore given my son L.
II. Cole, to manage the Lumber business, accept
Drafts, and draw money from the First National
Bank in my name, is hereby withdrawn.
SIMON COLE.
Portland, March 28, 1873.
ap2d2w*

THE

M*

at

and No.

40 1-3 EXCHANGE STREET.

Jan30d3wistostf

Lumber Manufactures,

»a
St<

A Fine Business Opening
a young or middle aged man of unexceptionable charnel or. Experienced accountant and one
thousand dollars capital. Investigation if invited
Address Box 2015 Portland Me.

FOli

Announeeinent.

MR.

JAMES L. FOGG is admitted as a member of
linn from this day.
J, B. MATHEWS & CO.

our

Portland, April 1,1873.

tf

Fires!

Involving the loss of millions
of dollars occur too often in
this
country. We submit to every
sensible, prudent man, that
they can be prevented hy the
*eintroduce n of the
FIHE EXT1N-

GuSSg?
lliif*

machine stands upon its
made for itself,
BY SOLID WORK, a recorJ
that commands attention.
Send lordescriptirccircularto

3,

C. M. & H*. T.
y UNION
uov30d0mTii&F2tayr
WOOD!

PLUMMER,

PREPARED BT

BETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass.,
And sold by Druggists and Dealers generally.

deod&weowly

nov23
W

Madam

A

Th

W

-W*

a

im.

JLW

JL

JLi

^

ewuiji

HAVE BY USING DAILY

THTJPtSTOlSrS

Ivory Pearl Tooth
no20

Price,

23 ami 50 Cents per

Beautiful,

Soft,

Lin

WM.HUSE.

Hair

use

of

no20

Price, 23 aud 50Cents per Bottle.

eodlyT

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES
ARE

VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

<T OUVEN’8
Kid

Glove

will renovate them
bottle. All sold by

Cleaner

thoroughly. Price 25 cents pej
Druggists and Fancy Dealers.

F. C. WELLS & CO., Sew York,
Wholesale Agents.
no20
eodlyr
DR. R. J. JO CRD AIN,
PROPRIETOR Of

THE

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston
just published a new edition of his Isolate
containing most valuable Information on the

HAii

AND

eod2m

_

HARKS,

Bock, Card and Job
PRINTER

109 EXCHANGE STKEET

Daily Press Printing House.

Every
promptly

description
and

careluily executed

and at the Lowest Prices.

invaluable remedy for

no

Awning*, Verandahs
AND FLAGS

Flags ant

made and
manner.

j^“Wagon, Box and
lovers, Canvass

Posters, Transparencies,
JVTfati to let.

49 1-2
PORTLAND.
Ad orders by mall promptly attended to.

PORTAPLE
8TEA1*

ENGINE*

All Uterine Diseases.
They cure PROLAPSUS UTERI, give tone to the
muscles, and lift the organ into Its proper position
keep it there. They speedily enre Leucorho*a.
and Menorrhagia. Th
ijysmennrrhcca
y are a specie tor btangury, a diuretic in Gravel.
They promote sleep, allay nervous
Remove iterexcitability.
“tty, and all iemalc weaknesses, l'hev are purely
vegetable, pleasant to the taste, free from opiates ami
all injurious
properties. Madam Heah’s Pamphlet
for \\ omen ia
upon receipt of stamp for
found at

and valuable.
return postage,

The Safest and Best in the
world. No extra insurance
to pay. Send lor Circular.

Sent fre«3
or can be

NAMl’EL

<’©r. Charlestown Ml.

BOSTON.
Jm20

_

ELIAS HOWE

Sewing Machines

BOSTON.

MADAM HEALY’S LOTION,

AND BUTTEBTCk’S

for ulceration and inflammation accompanies
box of Pills. Price of Pills and Lotion, :S1.-5 !*[
bustawaiet
box, or je.i 0 a half dozen. Address all
Boston
tors to Madam Hoalv, Box 3.17, Station A,
For sale by WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, S,

Patterns of Garments
PLUMM B *

_ap-lnly

Grows' Liniment

t

marlOeodim

EDDY

JK., Gen. Amu. Wo. tf
Hajmnrkft ^qun'f,

Weeks & Potter’s, 176 Tremout St.,

Sold by ail dealers in medicine.

of

A 'toat Sails

Tl;o many who
other notice. They aro

Interesting

LEAVITT

A.

manufacturer

* r
neral public.
S!-]??!!.
fteneed
have tried them will
an

Work

ot

BAXTERS

PORTE AND, Tic.

fir sale at No. 43

Glossy

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME

Healy’s Uterine Tonic Pills

AND CHILAS URE CURE FOR SORE THROAT
BLAINS-

Also

eodlyr

ihPt73_eodtf

Druggists.

WOOD

Powder.
bottle,

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL MAY HAVE IT

9

STttEET.

and SOFT WOOD
HARD
coin
Dry Edgings.
street.

uuv.v

ami

Instructive

HARSANT,

LONDON, ENGLAND,
and sold by all Drnggists.

Side,

and cleanses the
and
lungs,
allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.

W. D. EITTEE & CO.,

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Norton Mills and Island Pom* Vt.
Island Pond, Sept. 5,1872.
e7tf

PREPARED BY

speedy

—

mav procure
at the lowest rates, via the Michigan Central and Great Western (via Suspension
New York city),
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central (viaRock
Island, ChiChicago. Burlington <& Quincy, or
and faall
the
and
Western,
principal
cago & North
vorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points.
of
Old
to
the
Tickets
Agency
For
apply

CHAS. date.

a

loosens

heretofore at

And the West. South and Northwest,

attention or confinement of
certain to prevent the disease at-

Complaint, Bleeding
the Lungs, &c. Wistar’s

TRAVELERS FOR CALIFORNIA

trom this

effect

behind, as is the case with
most preparations, but it

NO. 491-2 EXCHANGE STREET,

Through Tickets

are

Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause

Passenger Ticket Agency!

Notice.
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from our
and
his
interest and responsibility ceases
linn,

to

Liver

The Old Union

WHERE

They require neither

any kind and

tacking any vital parts.

in the most severe
of Coughs, Bronchitis,

in the Chest and

ness

Limerick, rarsonsfleld,

—

a

Croup, Whooping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,
Sore Throat, Pains or Sore-

WILLIAM II. TURNER, Superintendent.
decl6-tc

now as

Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Pills.

preparation, as has been

cure

Govton Centre for West
•A,1Limington
Buxton, Bonnv Eagle
n
and
.daily.
At Ccnire yVaterhcr0' for
Limerick,
ParNewfleld,
sonsfleld and Ossi;«e, Tuesdays,
Thursdays ami Saturdays, returning alternate days,
Centre Wat®rboro’for

Is

two

cure of all
Lung complaints,
and is offered to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
of over forty years. "When
resorted to in season it sel-

trains
leave rortland
passenger
'■■•■‘Or Rochester and Intermediate stations
’at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M..
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winniptoeogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way
J stations at
7.30 A. M. and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, GreaS Falls and Conway Railroads, and
the 12 o’clock train making direct
connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 7.30 and 8.30, A. M., via BostoD &
and at
Maine,
8 30 A. M.via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at G.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A

daily

by

troduced for the relief and

Winter Arrangement.

Standlsh,

of Gout and Rheumatism,
and cured in a few days,

excruciating pain
relieved in
THE
hours,

by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

resort to this stand-

edged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

nov4ti

Limington, daily.

GOUT and RHEUMATISM

proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowl-

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

follows:
At Gorham for West
Gorham,

cured

can

timely
ard

Portland, Oct. 2,1872..

eod&wUwl!

PORTLAND.

Wffl, M.

Portland at Depot of M. C. E. B.

as

mhl7

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Stages connect

W. F. Phillips & Co. & J.W. Perkins & Co

mailO

STAGES
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Kezar Falls, Porter, Freedom. Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell.and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a. m. from No.
Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or
Boston &
Maine R. R’s., and the 1.00 p. m. train arrives
in
Portland In season to connect with Steamers for
Bos-

ton.
Ticket Office in

Sc CO..
tA eir Great Medical Depot 195 and 197 Broad
treet, Providence, R. I.
SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

Grows’ Condition Powders.

TIME.
am

BY

FLINT

At

CHASE,

--_—On and after Monday, Nov. 4th,
further notice, trains will

S.

YOU WANT SLICK, FAT
IFHEALTHY
HORSES 1 SE

OGDENSBURG R. R
OP

PREPARED

II.

JonlMlyr

Supt. Portland Division.

CHANGE

by nil Drng«iftt* mid Dealer* in
Jlcdicincxi.

Dr. JGurdain’s Consulting Office,
61 Hancock Street, Boitoa, Han.

tAccommodation train.
tFasi Express.
CSf“The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train ar
rives at and departs from the Depot of the Main
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N IS. The 7.00 A. M., and 3.20, P. M. train
from Portland, make close connections to Net
York by one or other of the routes from Boston
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

PORTLAND &

Hold

subject

morning.

F.

Hysterics

causes, consequences and treatment of disease cl ib«
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the vaiicus causes of the loss of manhood, with lull
instruction® for its complete restoration; also a chip
♦er on ''*nereal infection, and tbe means of cure, bo
eve:
ing the most comprehensive xoork on the
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. A Idress,

Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.3<
A. M..*8.30 A. M, I12.30P. M., t3.l5P. M.,*8.00P.M
Leave Portsmouth for Portlandmt tlO.OC A. M, *1U
35 A. M., t3.CO P. M.kt5.40 P.M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M„ returning at 4.35 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train. N. B.
Thii
train runs Sunday Morning, docs not run Monda'

1II Per Cent. Gold Interest.
MORTGAGE SINKING FUND

deod&w!4w-12

dai-

Portsmouth and Boston. (Son-wv'l-iys excepted) at *1.30 A. M. t7.00 A
’-M-> S'55 A- M'> J3-20 P- -M., t 6.45 P
for

no30tf

and

INODOROUS

COSTIVENESS,INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA,
and all complaints arising from an impure state o
the Blood, or the deranged condition of the Stomach

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Monday,

Brouchitis,Catarrh, Convulsions,

cured or much relieved.
Difficult Breathing, Pain In the Lungs, Side
and Chest almost i variably curod by taking a few
bottles of the Quaker Litters.
Female Diffirnitie*, so prevalent among
American ladies, yield readily to this Invaluable medicine, the Quaker Bitters.
Billions, Remittant and Intermittent Fevers, so
prevalent in many pails of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just tho
article they &tand Id need of in th Ir declining years.
It quickens the blood and cheers tho mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
Wo One can remain long unwell (unless afflicted
with an Incurable di-ease,) after taking a few bottle
of the Quaker Bitters.

TUTIONAL WEAKNESS. HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS,

3:12 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:35 p. m.
From St. John Bangor. &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov 30.1872.
dec3tf

Passenger trains leave Portland

COLIC,

ATTACKS,

CRAMP IN THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS
AND DULLNESS OF THE HEAD. LIVER COMPLAINTS, PILES, PIMPLES,
BOILS. SOUR STOMACH, CONSTI-

m.

Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at 9:45 a. in.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and East a
are

BILIOUS

BURN,

m.

For Lewiston, Bath and Augnsta at 5.30 p.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25 p. m.

Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
Afflictions removed or greatly relieved
by this invaluable medicine.

by constant

Portland for Bangor,

Calais and St. John at
B'ffifffSSfliHoult011,
m.
and
cars

(sleeping

m CNEK\

n

mchl4dtf

CENTRAL

____

*

Supt.,

obstinate case.
t>°ttle has cured the most difficult case
when all other remedies fallol.
INcrvon.
Neuralgia, Headache.
&c., eased immediately.

ALL MAY

at first class Dining Rooms.
Freight trains between Portland and Boston daild
Freight received at Portland & Ogdensburg R. R.
Freight station until 4 P. M.
.)AS. T.

most

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND TEETH!

Shore or Springfield line.
Pass ngers ticketed through by either route.
Trains slop at Exeter 10 minutes lor refreshment*

Boston, March 13, 1873.

once.

Eruption., Pimples, Blotches and all impurtles
of tho blood, bursting through the skin or otherwise,
cured readily by following tho directions on the bottle
Kiduef, Bladder .and Urinary derangements It has no
equal: one l>ottle will convince the
most sceptical.
fYom tho system without tho
least difficulty; a few bottles are
sufficient for tho

PROUT &

J'Q_0 IDj)/o

JVote.—The t6.10 A. M. train counects at C. & P.
K. K. junction for Manchester and
Concord, and arrives in Boston in time to connect with the Shore
Line at 11.10 for New York. The *3.10 P. M. train
connects with the 9 P. M. train for New York via

at

curea

DR.

tor’s Bills.

__

1st

application.

Pain-Killer cares Headache, and Tooth
ache.
Pain-Killer will save you days of sickness and many a Dollar in time and Doc-

12th. Pain-K’Iler is a purely Vegetable preparation. safe to keep and to use in every family. The
simplicity attending its use, together with the great
variety of diseases that may be entirely eradicated
by it, and the g eat amount of p lin and suffering
that can be alleviated through its use, make it imperatine upon every person to supply themselves
with this valuable remedy, and to keep it always near
at hand.
The Pain-Killer is now known and appreciated in every quarter of the G1 .be. Physicians
recommend it in their practice, while all classes of
so iety have found in it relief ana comfort.
Give it a
trial.
Be sure and buy the genuine. Every Druggist, and nearly every Country Grocer throughout
the land keep it for sale.
mchlieoalm

tension !

iium Luc

to directions.

has cured the most obstinate cases.
Pain-Killer as a liniment is unequaled
for Frost Bites. Chilblains, Burus, Bruises,
Cuts, Sprains, &c.

alter the first

of the New Ex-

A uiuauu

according

Pain-Killer lias cured cases of Rheuma
tism and Neuialgia after years standing,
9th. Pain-Killer will destroy Boils, Felons,
Whitlows, Old Sores, giving relief from Pain

11th.

wu.uo

used

Pain-Killer is an almost never failing
for Sudden Colds, Coughs, &c.
Pain-Killer has proved a Sovereign Remfor
Fever and Ague, and Chill Fever; it
edy

8th.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

-—

hand:

cure

Managing

Opening

at

near

Pain-Killer is the most certain Cholera
cure that medical science has produced.
2nd. Pain-Killer, as a Diarrhoea and Dysentery remedy, seldom if ever fails.
3rd. Pain-Killer will cure Cramps or Pains
in auv part of the system.
A single dose
usually effects a cure,
1th, Pnin-Kilie* will cure Dyspepsia and In1st.

tion.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is giveu, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES,
Director.
H. BAILEY, Local
Superintendent.
Portland. March 5, 1873.
tf

r,

LOWEST

And why it should be kept always

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best oonncctious and quickest time of am route front Portland to the West.
(J^PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS attached to all
through
trains.
B ggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

will,

follows:
Leave Galt’s Wharf, Portland
every MONDAY and THURS

I

Extract of Roots and Herbs which almost invariably care tlio following complaints
Dy.prpwin, Heart Burn. Livor Complaints, anil
Loss ol Api>eti;c cured by taking a lew bottlos.
Lamitnde, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

Diffleuliie.,

Best Family Medicine of the Age !

all points in the

and

BY

PERRY DAYIS & SON

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates

Commencing

Wed’s’y

deod&wly-w3
REASONS WHY THE

PA I N-KI LL ER

To Canada, ltctroD,
Chicago, Milwaukee. Cincinnati, HI. I.ouix, Oinlin,
Hnginnw, Hi Paul, Hull Cake City,
Ilcurcr, Hnn Fraucixco,

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

druggist

—_111--

and

—

and

number ot testimonials of cutes;

a

Freight Offices,
282 CONGRESS ST.,

Passenger

marked benefit.

would like further proof from the parties who
you
nave given tho test
imonials, write them and see what
tliey say.

TRAINS.

will run as follows:
train for South Paris at
t-—Passenger
,,n
.30 A. Al.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
the
at
P. M. Stopping at all
and
west
1.30
Montieal,
stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Aloutreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris aud intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island Pond, Gorham
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M.

a

agent, on application, will furnish you wit*
circular, giving full description of the disease,
and also
ii

•air
our

ARRANGEMENT.

__On

WINTER

We have made arrangements and can now ticket
passengers to
All Points Went,
North-West, South and
South-Wc-t. Man Francisco. Kansas

DAY !

Easily made by an Agency of

FIRE!

AVI NTH Pi

PHILADELPHIA

von.ru.

Every

cure

—AND—

yon

YORK.

to

13 0 S T ON

wenknenn ol the Uterine oi
Urinary Organs ? You must procure instant relief or you are liable to suffering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.

SONS,

for all diseases of the Respiratory Organs Sore Throat, Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,
of the Throat, Windpipe,
Catarrh, Horseuess, Drynessdiseases
of the Lungs.
and all
or Bronchial Tubes,
however takeu. these
In all cases of sudden cold,
used, they
and
freely
TABLETS should be promptly
the sccanalize the circulation of the blood, mitigate
short
a
in
very
time, reof the att ack, and will,
affected
the
organs.
to
notion
store healthy
are put up only In
Well*’ Carbolic Tablet*
can t be
blue boxes. Take no substitutes. Ifthey
Agent
found at vonr druggists send at once to
return
them
forward
by
will
i .» New York, who
are a sure

'-!i3 NASSAU STREET, NEW
FORTY-SIXTH PSALM
FESTIVAL CANTATA .■•Ouau j Puck. 1.00
GENERAL AGENTS.
GOUNOD’S CHORAL
T',a’Jer- 1-3 j
MUSIC..
meliSG
Well worthy ot
60
i
careful
4y'
MUSICAL

E

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

to

Extract of Jurubebr

___t4w__

mar24

N

W. B. SHATTUCK & CO., Bankers,

^^^UvoCam-iiasT

a*

Neglect n Cougls. Nothing is more certain
lay the foundation tor future evil consequences.

PORTLAND, ME.,

Li6t0'

Rose. E nor-

B. Km BLISS A

HENRY M. PAYSON,

ORATORIOS: ANTHEMS

VERMONT.

mon*ly productive and of EXCEL*
LENT FLAVOR. 81 per pound; 4
pounds by mail, postpaid, for $3 50.

33 PARK PLACE)

ATTENTION!

7T~r‘for i'^tail nnee.
* CO., Boston
« H DIrSoi) *
CO” New York.
£• «
J

pH

by mail, to

Proprietor,

tions. Academies.

J

of four

millions.

son or

of this

EXTRA

00

Only $400,000 remaining of the total

name

$500 IN PREMIUMS.

ri

Bndgfaam .lr., Proprietor.

Commercial House—L. O. Sanborn Sc Co.,

the

TWO NEW POTATOES!

The Chicago,

Preble Honse, Congress St. Gibson Sc Co.,

Anamusiiigaudvcrymelodiouamuiculextrava'

1,032 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
giving

House, Iridiu St. J. H. Dodee.
*

CO.,

“McClellan,”Capt. F. M. Howes.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington

Fine Passenger aecomr locations.
Faro including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $13.00
hue 48 hours; to Baltimore $15, time Go hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
,iune2tt
53 Central Wharf. Boston.

Difficult Expectoration, Sharp Pains, in the Lungs,
Throat, Chilly sensations, Nausea at the
Stomach, Inaction of the Bowels, and Wasting
away qf the Muscles. Address

Mnnger,

Proprietor.

Classes, Conveu

apr2d4wt

Steamships

William Lawrence” Capt. W. A. Hallett
William Crane,” Capt. Solomon Howes.
“George Appolrl,” Capt. Winslow Loretand.
“Blackstone,” Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
William Kennedy,” Capt. Henry H. Foster.

Steamer Lady ol the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Riehmimd, hy river or rail; and by the Va. Ji Tern
Air Line to all points in Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama and Georgia; and over the Seaboard and Roanoke R. R. to all points in North and South Caroline
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and al
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.

Sore

CRADDOCK &

Adams House,Temple St. Charles Adams

Choirs, Musical

DR.

Debility,

etor.

Rim Home, M. R.
Hilton,

H. JAMES, a retired Physician, (and by
nature a ehemist,; discovered, while in the East
Indies, a certain cure for Consumption, Asthma, Bronwhen his only child,
chitis, and General
a daughter was given up to die.
flis child was cured, and D now alive and well. Desirous of b< nefitting humanity, he will send the recipe, containing
full directions for making this remedy, free, on receipt of two stamps to pay expences. There is not a
single symptom of Consumption that it does not at
once take hold of and dissipate.
Niqht Sweat. Peevishness, Irritation ofthe Nerves, Failure of Memory,

Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston,
Semi-Vi eeklv, 2.30 p. m. for NORFOLK and Baltimore.

8wt

apr2

_

OLD ORCHARD BEACH.

Skowhcgnu Hotel,E. B.Mnybnry,Propri.
etor.
T-ruer ll.n.e, T. U. Rn«se7 & Co. Pro

FOREST

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

Dr. Wells

ALTERATION

S.,SheJiac, Am-

Having commodious Cabin and Stato Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

Y.

Bristol and Pennmiiii

days of sailing until 4

superior sea-going
STEAMERS
CITV
and
JJIOUTREAI.,

f

Will Save Your Life.

ham-square, N.

v

Union, daily

and

Egjft* Trains.laiiy and AlSM&e*
J\ZU“U_C. A. COOMBS, Slio't.

A. R. STUBBS, Agent.

Don’t Delay.

HUNT’S REMEDY

rk >

Camden, Lincoin-

Mondays,
Fr“?aT
Nort'h w“Uoboro’, Washington,
umUdberty'daily^
Castle for

WedueBdayii

FOR BOSTON.

HUNT’S REMEDY
Take It.

for

arv

Your Loins.

digestion

KA -THE NIIBSEHV. A Monthly
.(7 JX.fllnsnzine for Youngest Bend-

NAPLES

Elm House, Nathan Church A Sons, Pro*

IKOWHRG IN.

in

Write for La:ge Illustrated Price List. Address

$1

RICHMOND.
Richmond Hotel, H. Springer,
Proprietor

that

0n

o’clock P. M.
marlSislwtc

HUNT’S REMEDY
Pain

Take JTnrubeba to cleanse, purify and restort
the vitiat 'd blood to healthy action.

s?

j

Marshall House.—N. G. Marshall A Sons,

SOUTH CHINA.
Unite Home, J. Savage, Proprietor.

Dropsy.

A From 25 ct*,—Eight samples mailed free for
* 25 cte. that
sell at si^ht for four dollars, to any
person in Portland who will act as agent.
mar22t4w
RANDALL K CO., 767 Broad’y, N. Y.

York._

SPRINGVALE.
Tibbetts House, S. F. Tibbetts, Proprfetoi

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union n.««-w. T. Jonr..
Proprietor.

jp^Freight receiVed

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plan
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.
In there want of nci-on in yonr Liver &
Spleen? Unless relieved at oaee, the blood beGomci
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrof
ulons or skin diseases, Blotches, Felons, Pustules
Canker, Prnples, &c., &c.

rerurn

prietor.

St. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. O. E. Ward, Proprietor.
IT. S. Hotel, Junction of Congress and Federal St*. E. Cram Sc Co., Proprietor.
Walker Honse, Opp. Boston Depot, Geo.

in

N.

herst.

who

month by good, active Agents. Apply at once
to D. L. GUERNSEY, Concord, N. H. mar22t4w

MAC III AS.
Eastern Hotel.-E. F, Stoddard, Prop.

American

lis, Windson, Kentville, Halifax,

t4w

will act as our agent. Business light and
honorable $300.00 made in 5 days. Saleable as flour.
Everybody buys it. Can’t do without it. Must have it.
No Gift Enterprise, no Humbug. KENNE L>Y & CO.,
mar22t4w
Pittsburg, Pa.

INSURANCE

prietor.

Bobbiusou,

made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Wo *1 stock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapo-

HUNT’S REMEDY
Never
Fails

At Warren tor

Connections

Inflamed Kidneys.

Cures

ARRAJSTG-EMENT.

days.

same

A WATCH FREE £&***«!

MUTUAL

I

Proprietor._

PHILLIPS.
Barden House, Adams Sc
Proprietor*

Other.

no

Sewing Machine
IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

man

prietor.

prietors.

Take

Wanted. Send for circular. Address:
“DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO., N. Y.

ATLANTIC

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,—Hiram Baslon, Proi

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
Wlllnrd House, C* S. Bailey Sc Co. Pro-

Ir.

for

Agent*

GREAT FALLS, N. H.
Great Falls Hotel, O. A. Frost,“Proprietor

''

HUNT’S REMEDY
Ask

Middl
:

GORHAM.
Central Hotel, F. J. Berry. Prop.

Cure Fumale Complaints.

WANTED

tor.

GARDINER.

Will

II?I?1E SM AT ELY.—50,000 addresses, to which specimen copies of Smith’s
will
be
sent free. Agents wanted. Write.
Magazine
ap2t4w
Pliny F, Smith, 51 Liberty St., N. Y.

liittlefieid & Wilson, Cor. York & 91a
pie Streets.

1

SPRING-

Rigby,

|4

our

It contains over 250 fine Scripture Illustrations and
1105 pages. A gents are selling from 15 to 20 copies per
day, and we send a canvassing book tree to any book

Stair Builder.

ELLSWORTH.

American House.—S. Jordan A Son. Prop
City Hotel.—N. II. Higgins & Sans, Props.

and St. John,
Windsor and Halifax.

On and after Monday March
24th the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester, and the Stcam>er New Brunswick, Cant. S. H.
I
deaeSoiSE&K^Fike, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ot State St., every MONDAY and THURSDAY
at fi P. M., for Eastpor ana St. John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

Clarke.

HUNT’S REMEDY

History of the Bible

ENGIiISH and FRENCH SCIIOOI.,43C

Congress

immense sale, 10,001 IN ONE MONTH

E.

by

CANVASSING BOOKS SENT FUEL for
OR. WM. SMITH S ILLUSTRATED

Schools.

__

Prepared

having, PROVES it above all others the book the
MASSES WA\T. IT goes like WILDFIRE. Over
600 pages, only $2 50.
NOTICE—Be not deceived by misrepresentations
made to p lm oft*hi. h pi i ed inferior works, but s nd
for circu'ars and see Proof of statements and great
success of our agents.
Pocket companion worth $
mailed free. HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, Phila.
and Boston.
mar22t4w

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater,
Ware

Eastport, Cnlnis

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

is

M. PEARSON. No. 33 Temple St., ncai
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated

DEXTER.

|

Climate.

LIVINGSTONE2 ^AFRICA

Street.

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining nail, Grand Trnuk Railway Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

in any

HUNT’S REMEDY
William

We make a Specialty of County, City, and
District Bonds, Gdarnalee Legality of all bonds
sold, collect the coupon* without charge, or ta e same
as so much cash on sales.
flg^*Send ior price list.

The

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Bichu|i

tors.

Will Keep

direct communication
to and
mm Portland and all other points in Maine, with
andbevond.
rates
are
Through
Philadelphia
given to
Philadelphia and all points reached >y the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R>s., and to all
the principal ciiies in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full imformation given by WALDO A. PEARCE,
Agent, 121 Washington St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO., Gen’l Managers,
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
jaull ly

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

|

Scrotum.

of

HUNT’S REMEDY

our senior, should be in the hands
of ill interested'in this class of securities. Two VolIV. N. COL Lit A CO.,
umes, price $10.
mar22t4w
17 Nas*au-*t.« INew Y ork.

_.

CEO. R. DAWS ft
gress Street.

j

Physicians Daily.

HUNT’S REMEDY

just publish d by

Ileal Estate Agents.

DAMARISCOTTA.
Maine Hotel, Sanborn & Jacobs, Proprie-

by

Will Cure Dropsy

THE LAW of MUNICIPAL BONDS

Po
lin Sts.

CORNISH.
Cornish House?—P. Durgin, Proprietor.

Dexter

1

to#

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

House, E. H. Dcinuth, Prop.

View

Used

7 to 12 PER CENT.
School

Plumbers.
CALAIS.
Hotel, W.

Suppressed Urine.

HUNT'S REMEDY

pai

A. 8.

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

HUNT’S REMEDY

will garantee the collection of all loans made through
l by the borrower. Please
its agency. All charges
write, betore investing, tor New York and New England references, rad full particulars. Samuel Merrill, (late Governor of Iowa,) President. Address
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’y, Draw 167 Des Moimar224tw
nes, Iowa.

Sreet and 4N Market Sit.

Proprietor._

HUNT’S
REMEDY
Contains Nothing Injurious.
for

R“ck,and.

yiUe'^cf.rihl

of Steamers !

Running l>etwecn Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives

for

Effectual Cure

Is becoming very common in every community and
(be sudden deaths resulting warn us to neck some relief. The disease assumes many different forms,
among will h we notice Palpitation’ Enlargement.
Spasms Ossification or Bony Formation oft he Heart,
jfheumatism, General Debility, lFates about the
Heart, Sinking Of the Spirits, Pains in the SUle or
Chest, Dilzzin ss, Sluggish Circulation of the btooS,
and Momentary Stoppage of the Action of the Heart.
These forms of Heart Disease have been cured by
Dr. Graves’ Heart Regulator, and we do not
hesitate to say it will cure them again. Any form ol
Heart Disease will readily yield to its use, and we
have vet to learn of any case where the Heart Regulator has been taken properly and the party not re-

siaVe

p

and

HUNT’S REMEDY
Only Known Cure
Dropsy.

t4w

Waldoboro,

and ltockland.
-No change of cars between Portland
and Rockland.
Si earners leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Mac bias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Maine ^’entral Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Druggists.

by all

and;—

Clyde’s Iron Line

Thousands.

of

HUNT’S REMEDY
Is Sold

THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on first-class Real Estate at 10 percent,
interest, net, payable semiannually in New York,and

EOTHROP.DE VENS Ac CO,, 61 Exkang.

BRUNSWICK. ME.
P. A K. Hining Rooms, W. R. Field,

the

apr5-tf

PHILADELPHIA.

HUNT’S REMEDY
Lives

10 PERCENT.NET.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Carpetings.

Hancock House,—J. N. Hancock, Prop.

HUNT’S REMEDY

■

N. E. BEDEON, 333 1-3 Congress St.

MILLS.

—

Yota Back

is

Monday

every

PORTLAND

Will Restore Your Appetite
IIas Paved

Maeliiasport

1873.

HUNT’S REMEDY

CO., 4
Address, CONTINENTAL PUBLISHIN
mar22t4w
Bond-st., New York.

3. R. DURAN A CO., 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.-

will leave

Portland, April 5,

Vegetable.

Will Remove that Pais

The quickest selling book of the day. It tells all
great Credit MobiHer Scandal, Senatorial
Briberies, Congressmen, Rings, L^bby, and the wot
derful.Sights of he National Capital. The demand
for it in immense. Agents making early application
will secure choice territory. Send for circular, and
see our terms and a full description of 'he work.

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

Chapman, Pro-

Is

!

about the

Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Dropsy.

of

HUNT’S REMEDY
Purely

BEHIND THE SCENES
IN WASHINGTON.

and Fine Watches.
IjOWGLL, 301 Congress Street.

ABNER

all

Agents Wanted Tor

Jewelry

Proprietor._

ft—.man

mar22

Returning

morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
hinuing. For further particulars inquire of Ross &
Sturdivant, 179 Commercial Street, or
CVBIS STURDIVANT, Gen. Ag’t.

of the

HUNT'S REMEDY
Cores
Forms

machine
BECKWITH SEWING MACHINE CO.,
West Broadway, N. Y. (After May 1st, 862 Broa’y.

Jan 2173

t

Cures Diseases

26

Horse and Ox Shoeing
Done in .the best possible manner by S.
YOUNG Ac CO., No. 100 Fore St.

SlJom.Tremont

order.__

Hair Goods aud Toilet Articles.

I n Square,Bniflarli,
KcrrB o wd oA
Co.
Proprietor.
M. Slet.on, Propri
PHotel—J.

BiaTham"

Up-

daue to order.

BOSTON.
American

done to

Pnrnitiire and Upholstering.
St.
UlTID W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal
VII kinds ofUpbols rrittgand Repairing

Proprietor

Plnnimcr,

Sircets.

CAPT. CHARLES DEERING,
Will leave Railroad Wharf every THURSDAY
Evening, at 10 o’clock, for Rockland, Ca stine, Deer
Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, (Mount Desert,) Millbridge, Joucsport, and Machiasport.

of the

fe-S' s^3Warren

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF
CANADA.

The Steamer Lewiston,

HUNT’S REMEDY
Urinary Organs.

many

morning at G o’clock, touching
landing, arriving in Portland at

and Friday
at the above named
C> o'clock P. M.

HUNT’S REMEDY
Bladder.

SEWINfi

o’clock, commencing Wednesday

10

nesday

HUNT’S REMEDY
Cores Gravel

>

ROOFER a- EATON, Old Post Office,

R.

Cures Dropsy.

!

at

Railroad Wharf,
MONDAY, WFDNESDAY and FRIDAY

Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bueksport,
Wintcrport and Hampdeu.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wed-

HUNT'S
REMEDY
Cures Kidney Disease.

important improvements, all complete, with
Hemmer, Guide, Four Needles, Nre., warranted two
-with
it willdo your family
sewing for a
iife-t'.me.
Nearly ten thousand of these machines
have been sc d the past
season, which without the
above improvements, arc
giving universal satisfaction.
v\ e wiu show letters to
any who may all, from disinterested purchasers, in which they state that they

Furniture and Ilonse Furnishing Goods.
BKWJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange nud Fed-

CAPTAIN C. KILBY,
WiU ,ea™
every

MEDICAL._

Wiscasset. Now

Damiriscotta,

le,

For

HURTS REMEDY

j

Cures Inflammation

Foot,and

other

____

8AKCOB.

£

evening,
April 0.

Sewing Machine-$12.

($12) BECKWITH
,rTS5vSi?H0VED
MACHINE, with new Braiding

Direc trail route to

RICHMOND,

,*. x-X-

OSi 30 DAYS’ TRI AL !!

W1LTEK COREV & CO., Arcade, No.
IS Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

Unrrimun House, J.E. Unrrirann A Co.,

Bay

Beckwith

OF

medical.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.

between.
und

.^T^AScJlSZlkll

Manufactured only by
E H. KELLOGG, No. 17 Codar-st.. New York
mcWScMwt

Clonks

Velvet

CITY

CO.,

1.15^

Steamboat

The Steamer

0i/.@tfl,io|?g&l

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.

__

AUfium.
Br.knonw, State St. Harrison

Cony^l«u-vT«-

Engine

DTSOHDS.
dyed and finished.
FOST ER’S Bye House, 3-1 Union Street.*

AUBlB.1i
S. & A. Toung.
film llonnc. Court. St. Wo

Bath

India St.

p,

_

Aasu«ta

Plum

RAILROADS.

Per,laud u„d

ATTENTION

ESPECIAL

Hay’..

11. n.

&

of manufacturers who have become disgusted with the
odors of Parattiue Oils and their ill effects upon ma>
cliinerv, is invited to
Oil .@$1.20
E. H. Kellogg’s Sperm
gal
E. H. Kellogg’s * per in Spindle 011.(0,$
gal
E. II. Kellogg’s Tallow Engine
E. H. Kellogg’s Tallow Spindle Oil.@ 1.05 D gal

___

Dentists.
JOHNSON, over

VO.

Insitlo line

BANKERS. 22 Nassau-st., N. Y.
Pihl3_______

lHCV, Room 11, Priotcr’i,
**• Exehnugo St.

SHACKFORD,IVo.33

HMA1 E &

directory,

Proprietors.

BROWN, WADSWORTH

Book Binders.

■

Portland, Bangor and Macliias

C ENT.

exchange.

taken in

WtreHt_-__*
Carpenters and Builders.
Street, opWBtTHGf A; MEANS, P«wl

Fn.bracing the leading Hotels in the State,
found.
Daily Press may always oc

Conntr*IoU8r»

the Market.

near

__—

oi

the

tor.

c;obb,»«- •SS£?E?\!SA

Booksellers and Stationers.
Middle
BOV®, FOOO& BBEKD.H..91

HOTELS.

"hotel

______—-

k"o.Sj rod tfM<e,

steam ERS.

County, Town, City, and School District Bonds of
CouI, wa, Illinois, and Kansas for sale be.law par.
with State Auditor. Interest
pon bonds registered
collected and paid by State Treasu ers. They arc
lor States may repumore secure than State Bond^,
Write for circudiate, while Municipalities cannot.
marketable securities
lars and information. Any

Bakers.
w. c.

PER

10

kind* of

SEyYA.LT. MAY.

DY

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

DIRECTORY.

BUSINESS

Iwl

7.v_lT.t

MM.’i. g>..

WILDES
Ur Stair*.

For sale.
Jlgiers and Dump Cart*. Apply
BENJ. SHAW, Ag’t for J. B. Brown,
to
No. 217 Commercial St
mar28-2w*

SECOND-hand

